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Cemeteries are special land uses within the urban fabrics, which require a special

planning and design approach evaluating the concept in terms of its symbolic, social,

cultural, ecological, and recreational aspects apart from t1}ehygienic and functional aspects.

Nevertheless, the rapid urbanisation of metropolitan areas in the 20th century Turkey and

the parallel transformations in the social, economic, and demographic structures and

various other factors have prevented the considerations of cemeteries, which have turned

into urban problem areas, as planning and design issues. Consequently, cemeteries in

Turkey face problems related to the planning, design, care, management, renewal, and

technical subjects, which are based on institutional, legal, intellectual, economic, social and

cultural factors. Furthermore, lack of the comprehensive researches particularly in the

planning and design disciplines, which may offer a solution to the problems, is another

crucialproblem.

This thesis on the problems of Turkey's cemeteries has two principle purposes: to

produce a comprehensive guide book for cemetery studies (both pragmatical and

intellectual works), and to develop the planning and design principles for contemporary

urban cemeteries by evaluating them with a pragmatical approach. Thesis aims to realise its

stated purposes in four phases, these being: constitution of the conceptual, historical,

philosophical, cultural, M.d legal basis; determination of the cemetery planning and design

principles; testing the principles in Dogan<;ayCemetery; discussion and a fmal evaluation

of the fmdings and solutions.

Methodology used in the study consisted 0\ three steps. The fIrst step of the method

involves the establishment of a conceptual and thkoretical database necessary for further

analysis and discussions in the following parts of the study. The second step, which is

analytical, sets the criteria for the evaluation of Izmir's cemeteries. And fmally, the third

step includes a pragrnatical approach that proposes a problem solving system for the city of
Izmir.



Mezarhklar kentsel doku iyerisinde yeralan ozel arazi kullarum biyimleridirler,

ve kavralID hijyenik ve fonksiyonel ozelliklerinin yamsrra sembolik, sosyal, kiiltiirel,

ekolojik ve rekreasyonel boyutlarlyla da degerlendiren ozel bir planlama ve tasarlffi

yakla~lffil gerektirirler. Nevarki, iilkemizde 20. yiizyllda ya~anan hlZh kentle~me, buna

paralel toplumsal, ekonomik, ve demografik yapldaki degi~imler ve diger faktOrlerinde

etkisiyle ozellikle biiyiik ~ehirlerde onemli bir kentsel sorun alaruna donii~mii~ olan

mezarhklar heniiz hala bir planlama ve tasarlffi problemi olarak

degerlendirilmemektedir. DolaYlslyla, Tiirkiye'de mezarhklar genellikle kurumsal,

yasal, egitimsel, ekonomik, sosyal ve kiiltiirel temelli olmak iizere planlama, tasarrrn,

bakrrn, i~letim, korurna, ve teknik konularda sorunlarla kar~l kar~lyadrr. Aynca,

sorunlarm yozUmiine l~lk tutabilecek nitelikte, konuyu geni~ bir perspektiften ele alan

kapsamh ara~trrmalarm olmamasl da yok onemli bir ay1ktrr.

Ulkemizdeki mezarllk sorununu konu alan tezin iki temel amaCl vardrr: ilk

amaCl mezarllk yah~malarl iyin (pratik ve entellektiiel diizeyde) kapsamh bir rehber

yah~ma ortaya koymak, ve ikinci amaCl ise yagda~ kent mezarllklarl iyin uygulamah bir

yah~ma ile desteklenmi~ planlama ve tasarlffi kriterlerini geli~tirmektir. Tez iyerdigi

amaylarl dort a~amah bir siireyte geryekle~tirmeyi hedeflemi~tir: Konunun kavramsal,

tarihsel, felsefi, kiiltiirel ve yasal zeminin kurulmasl; mezarllk planlama ve tasarlffi

prensiplerinin geli~tirilmesi; bu prensiplerin Doganyay Mezarhgl ozelinde smanmaSl;

genel bir tartl~ma ve bulgularm, aynca yozUm onerilerinin degerlendirilmesi.

<;ah~mada kullamlan metod iiy adlffidan olu~maktadrr. Sozkonusu yontemin

ongordiigii ilk adlffi, teorik, yah~manm ilerleyen boliimlerinde kapsamh tartl~malara

olanak saglayacak diizeyde kavramsal bir veritabanmm olu~turulmasl iyindir. Yontemin

analitik olan ikinci adlffil ise izmir mezarllklarmm degerlendirilmesinde kullamlan

kriterleri ortaya koymaktadrr. Son olarak iiyfu1:C1i adlffi izmir ~ehri iyin problem yozUcii

bir sistem geli~tiren pragmatic bir yakla~lm iyermektedir.
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The concept of death as the greatest universal reality is the reason for the

constitution of the cemetery phenomenon with its unique culture including disposal

techniques, funeral customs, interment spaces, tombs and memorials. The concept of

cemetery culture means a complex composition of philosophical, cultural, and spatial

issues. In essence, philosophies, religions and cultural interactions shape the beliefs about

death and after death. These death considerations determine the techniques and methods

for body disposal and interment itself Further, they effect the funeral customs including

ceremonies and other rituals. All these components set the spatial and architectural

components of any cemetery culture such as interment space, tomb, memorial and

cemetery. At this point, before defining the problem aimed in this thesis, it is necessary to

clarify principle terms of the subject such as disposal technique, interment, interment

space, grave, tomb, memorial, and cemetery in order to prevent the confusion of terms

and so to ensure the understanding of the problem clearly.

Since the"death of the first human in the world, people have disposed their dead

in different manners. Human beings have used -being effected by different religious

beliefs and acceptance- principally four techniques for the final disposition of the human

remains: burial (decomposition), cremation, mummification, and embalming. Burial most

commonly means the disposition of human remains below ground. There are two ways

for burial. Traditional earth burial (inhumation) or sepulcher burial (placement of the

deceased body in a mausoleum, a tomb, or cremated remains in a niche). Other, rare

burial methods include aquatic burial, surface burial, post -cremation burial, and aerial

burial. On the other hand, second interment technique, cremation, is the reduction of the

human body to its basic elements by heat and evaporation. Mummification, is both an

operation and a religious rite for body disposal. This technique was used most by the

ancient Egyptians. But, it has also been used by different civilisations in many parts of the

world. It is still used in some parts of the world although rarely. Finally, embalming as a



temporary preservation of the dead means the cosmetic enhancement and disinfection of

the corpse for the final disposition.

Interment is the final disposition of human remains using one, or more of the

body disposal techniques. Interment means the inhumation (earth burial), or the

entombment (placement of the human remains in a crypt), or the inurnment (placement

of the cremated human remains in an urn, and placement of such urn in a niche, crypt,

grave, or other suitable locations in a cemetery). An interment space is a place intended

for the final disposition of human remains, including but not limited to only a grave

space, but also including crypts, niches, and scattering gardens. Grave is a place, where a

dead person is buried, especially the excavation itself In other words, a grave is a burial

space. Crypt means a space used for the entombment of human remains. And, niche

means a space used for the inurnment of the cremated remains. Finally, scattering garden

is a special garden where the cremated remains are scattered.

Tomb is synonymous with grave, but tombs may take many forms apart from the

grave. Tomb may be a grave, a burial vault, a sarcophagus, or any type of monument set

on the interment space. Tomb is both a space and a structure, which might be set

inclusively or only on an interment space. It also includes the memorial itself There are

many types of tombs produced by different cultures in time. In respect to the materials

and methods used in the construction, tombs are classified as built tombs, rock-cut

tombs, mixed tombs, and tumuli tombs. A memorial is the physical identification of an

interment space, including but not limited to only a headstone, but also including

obelisks, pedestals, crosses rd various monuments. A memorial generally has at least

the name, date of birth and date of death of the deceased, and may include an epitaph or

commemoration of the life, deeds, or career of the deceased person.

Cemetery is a place for final disposition and memorialisation of the human

remains, including but not limited to only a graveyard, also including mausoleum,

columbarium and other types of it. Contemporary cemetery is a diverse cemetery, which

is developed in a parklike style for both the living and the dead including both indoor and

outdoor arrangements. Once the principle terms of the subject have been clarified, then it

is possible to formulate the main hypothesis of the thesis as follows:

Cemeteries are parts of the urban green area network whatsoever their type.

They are developed in different forms, and considered as sacred areas almost in all



countries. Cemeteries as living areas for both the living and the dead are special land uses

within the urban fabric, thus, they require special planning and design approaches

evaluating the concept in terms of its symbolic, social, cultural, ecological, and

recreational aspects apart from the hygienic and functional contents ..

Nevertheless, the rapid urbanisation of metropolitan areas in the 20th century

Turkey and the parallel transformations in the social, economic, and demographic

structures and various other factors have prevented the considerations of cemeteries,

which have turned into urban problem areas, as planning and design issues. So, although

Turkish society has a remarkable cemetery culture, present urban cemeteries in Turkey

exhibit quite a primitive appearance and they are considered the cities of the dead at the

present. Generally, cemeteries in Turkey face the problems related to the planning, site

design, care, management, renewal, and technical subjects, which are based on

institutional, legal, intellectual, economic, social and cultural factors. The lack of the

contemporary interpretations in the cemetery planning and design issues- in other words,

evaluating the cemeteries as "disposal" areas- has resulted in the development of the

cemeteries as immense corpse depots, devoid of the other functions expected of them.

The commonest problems ofIzmir's cemeteries are concerned with the planning,

site design, and management problems. Common planning problems are generally over

dense usage, unproper location, and lack of renewal policies and applications. The

principal design problem is the lack of service and green areas, utilities and furniture.

Also, polyphony and confusion on the design of the tombs, memorials, furniture, planting

material and of other construction material is another issue. Management problems are

neglect for care, and insufficient security. In addition to the ~ve, there is not sufficient

concern for cemetery renewal. Consequently, both historic and new but full cemetery

sites are not conserved. They are either neglected or transformed into other urban land

uses such as housing or industrial, and consequently, a significant part of our historical,

cultural, and ecological environment is vanished.

Insufficient interest on the part of authorities, public, and the intellectual circles is

an important reason for the planning, site design, and management problems.

Furthermore, lack of the comprehensive researches, which may offer solutions for the

problems, particularly in the city planning and urban design studies, is another crucial

problem. Cemetery planning and design issues require an interdisciplinary framework.



But, such a framework has not yet been constituted, and experts who want to conduct

research on this subject face various problems. The most important problem is the

absence of comprehensive studies since the subject has been never yet studied extensively

in the academic circles. Experts in different disciplines have studied specific parts of the

subject concerning their own discipline areas. Thus, these valuable previous researches

have remained as unincorparated with each other. In conclusion, it is necessary to

incorparate these studies to set a comprehensive database for the urban planning and

design studies. Finally, the confusion of the terms of the cemetery concept, which may be

easily found in pragmatical and intellectual studies, is another important problem since it

might cause misunderstanding ofthe problems and so generate unproper solutions.

The thesis on the problems of Turkey's cemeteries has two principle purposes: to

develop planning and design principles of cemeteries by evaluating them with a

pragmatical approach, and to produce a comprehensive guide book for cemetery studies

(both pragmatical and intellectual works) since the thesis was not considered only for

specialists in cemetery planning and design, but also probably of interest some degree the

public in general as a resource. Actually, the aims and so contents of the thesis were

more comprehensive in the early times of the study, but later, it was considered

necessary to restrict them due to the significant constrains of the study such as a limited

time, insufficiency of sources, as well as absence of the sufficient equipment and staff.

The thesis aims to realise its purposes in four phases: as a first, the constitution of

the conceptual, historical, philosophical, cultural, and legal aspects of the cemetery

subject; in the second, determination of the planning and design p~les of cemeteries;

in the third, testing the principles in Doganc;ay Cemetery area; and as a last, discussion

and a final evaluation of the findings, principles, and the solutions. Within this

framework, in each chapter of the thesis, the following points were put forth for

discussion. Chapter 2 aimes to get acquainted with the problems of the thesis by

understanding the basic concepts such as death, body disposal, interment, and the spatial-

architectural concepts such as the interment space, tomb, memorial, and the cemetery.



Chapter 3 aimes to set a historical background understanding the development of

the world cemetery culture by evaluating the correlation between the social, cultural,

religious,and the spatial developments throughout the history. In this context, the thesis

considerestwo principal categories as western cultures and the Turkish culture. The

ancientEgypt and the ancient anatolian civilisations were considered as the roots of the

modem western cemetery culture. Also, each category is taken into consideration in

subcategories.Chapter 4 focuses on the contemporary cemetery concept examining the

samplesfrom Europe, United States and Australia.

Chapter 5 aimes to enumerate and discuss the factors effecting cemetery planning

and design issues. In the sixth chapter, the main purpose is the evaluation of the

principlesof cemetery planning and design. Here, the extensive contents of the subject

was a compelling factor in determination of the contents of the Chapters 5 and 6.

Therefore, the focus is on the general planning and design principles of contemporary

urbancemetery. Consequently, elaborate studies for special kinds of cemeteries and their

componentsare not included in the chapter.

Chapter 7 aimes to propose an alternative solution for Izmir's cemetery problem.

To start with, the chapter analyses the existing potential and problems by focusing

paticularlyon the selected cemeteries. The general characteristics of Izmir's cemetery

culture is also evaluated. Then, a case design for Dogan9ay Cemetery is generated

setting the criteria for land use, circulation, and landscape organisations. In fact, the

thesis had aimed to produce a cemetery structure plan for Izmir at the begining of the

study.Although significant constraints of the study made the realisation of this objective

impossible,it was indicated that such a study is necessary to solve the cemetery problems

ofIzmir.

In conclusion, all conceptual, historical, and philosophical databases, planning

and design principles, and the proposed organisation principles of the design work out

for Dogan9ay Cemetery are discussed and interpreted. Also, this chapter includes

suggestionsto solve planning, design, and management problems of Izmir's cemeteries,
~

andhas several guideliness for further researches.



Methodology was set up under two titles: sources and method. Method consisted

of three steps as theoretical, analytical, and pragmatical. The first step of the method

involved the establishment of a conceptual and theoretical database necessary for further

explanations and discussions in the following parts of the study. The second step of the

method, analytical, is to set the criteria for the evaluation of Izmir's cemeteries. And

finally,third one included a pragmatical approach to propose a problem solving system

for Izmir City. Sources are the cemeteries themselves, maps and photographs,

interviews, and evaluations of previous researchers who conducted studies on the

cemetery subjects.

Method consisted of three steps as theoretical, analytical, and pragmatical. The

theoretical approach included wide, intensive and systematic literature survey and the

web search. The subject is not known well by the planning and design discipline since it

was studied particularly in social sciences such as archaeology, art history, literature,

public government and theology, and in applied sciences such as garden plants, landscape

architecture. It was considered necessary to introduce cemetery issues to the urban

planning and design studies in order to ensure a sensitive manner in the planning and

design efforts.

The second step of the method, analytical, is to set the criteria for the evaluation

of Izmir's cemeteries. Analytical approach included interviews made with different

institutions, as well as field surveys of selected cemeteries. Interviews were made with

governmental offices and religious institutions considering the most dominant religious

groups in Izmir- Moslems, Christians, and Jewish. For cemetery analysis, thesis

considered evaluating Aktan's master thesis (1999) and Ozkan et all's recent research

report (1996) about the analysis ofIzmir's cemeteries. Therefore, not all but a total of 16

cemeteries in Izmir were analysed. Here, the sampling criteria for the analysis of the

cemeteries are expansion axis of the city, religious characteristics, historical



characteristics,service characteristics (closed or open), and civil / military characteristics.

In total, samplingratio was considered as 40 %.

Analytical method implied analysis of the cemeteries by evaluating their plan

characteristics and existing situations with field surveys, also presenting them

photographically. Here, interment space types, tomb and memorial types, landscape

features as planting efforts and furniture settings, administrative and service facilities,

size,capacity, and location characteristics of the selected cemeteries were examined. So,

the subject of the photos included plant material, tombs and memorials, entrances,

circulation components, furniture such as benches, garbage, lighting, fountains, signs,

boards, art works, and cemetery facilities such as administration, religious facility,

guardhouse, and general problems such as over dense usage, unproper location, grading

anddrainage, vandalism, bears and others.

Finally, the third step included a pragmatical approach to propose a problem

solvingsystem for the Izmir City. The pragmatic approach consisted of five steps. The

first included the analysis of the case design area- Dogan9ay Cemetery site. The second

step focused on site design objectives, goals, and program. Also, in this step, a proposed

master plan for Dogan9ay District was projected. The third step included the master plan

determining general land use, circulation, landscape organisations, and constructional

stages of Dogan9ay Cemetery. In the fourth, a detailed plan was generated. The last

includeda partial site plan of the interment areas.

Thesis used primarily four categories of sources: cemeteries themselves; maps,

plans, and photos, interviews, and previous researches.

Cemeteries: Totally 16 different characteristic cemeteries, which were used in the

study, are Pa~akoprii Moslem Cemetery, Pa~akoprii Christian Cemetery, Uzundere

Cemetery in Gaziemir expansion axis; Yeni Buca Cemetery, Eski Buca Cemetery, Buca

Anglikan Cemetery, and Giirge~me Jewish Cemetery in Buca axis; A~agl Narhdere

Cemetery, Narhdere National Cemetery in Bal90va - Narhdere - Giizelbahge axis;

Kokluca Moslem Cemetery, Bomova Moslem Cemetery, Bomova Christian Cemetery,

Bomova Jewish Cemetery in Altmdag - Bomova axis; Dogan9ay Cemetery, Omekkoy

7



Cemetery, and Sogukkuyu Cemetery in Kar~1Yaka- <;igli axis. Also, Sirince Cemetery in

Selvuk, Yeni Urla Cemetery and Urla iskele Cemetery in Urla, Fova Cemetery in FOya

were evaluated in the study. Further, the areas, which are not used as a cemetery at the

present but were in the past such ,SlS Cici Park and Varyant, were considered as

secondary cemetery field sources.

Maps, plans, and photos: Master plans and base maps of Yeni Buca Cemetery,

Doganyay Cemetery, Yeni Gaziemir Cemetery, and Ornekkoy Cemetery, and photos of

allanalysed cemeteries stated above.

Interviews: They were made with Izmir's Municipality Directorship of Cemetery

Office, Izmir Saint Polycarpe Catholic Church, Izmir Israel Synagogue, Izmir Office of

Mufti, Konak Office of Mufti.

Previous researches and other written sources: They included books, research

reports, periodicals, laws and regulations, thesis, web sites and pages. Unfortunately,

there is no study handling the subject comprehensively. But, there are hurtdreds of

hundreds researches focused on quite specific parts of the subject such as tombstones

and "tfube"s. Therefore, it was thought that to gather the scattered information from the

studies of theologists, landscape architects, biologists, historians, art historians,

philosophy historians, archaeologists, architects, sociologists, psychologists, geologists,

and administration experts was an indispensable effort. Here, the following studies were

considered as the most significant sources for the context of this study:

Books included Akurgal' studies (1990, 1998) on the cemetery culture of the

ancient Anatolian civilisations, Cezar (1977) about tombs and cemeteries of pre-

Anatolian Turks, "Islam Diinyasmda Mezarhklar ve Defin Gelenekleri, Cilt I, II" (1996)

and "Geymi~ten Giinfuniize Mezarhk Kiiltiirii ve Insan Hayatma Etkileri Sempozyumu"

(1999) consisting of articles on assorted cemetery subjects. Periodicals including several

articles about assorted cemetery subjects are "Journal of Anthos 4/90" (1990),

"Landcape Architecture 2/91" (1991), "Garten + Landschaft 8/95" (1995), "Garten +

Landschaft 11/91" (1991), "Garten + Landschaft 12/89" (1989). Principle thesis included

Uslu (1997) on Anatolian cemetery history and planning - design principles, Aktan

(1999) on analysis of Izmir's and Hamburg's cemeteries, Giine~ (1995) on funeral

practises of Turks, Saracoglu (1950) on Turkish cemetery culture. Research reports



includedOzkan et all's research report (1996) about Izmir's cemeteries, Taner's research

report (1988) about planning principles of urban cemeteries.

Web sites and pages included Kearl (2001) on the sociology of the death concept,

Meinwald (2000) on the western cemetery history, Gazis-Sax's various articles (1996,

1997,2000,2001) about cemetery symbolism and history in the web site of "City of the

Silent", and "Yahoo! Picture Gallery" (2001) consisting of hundreds of hundreds

cemetery photos all over the world, "Renaissance Mausoleums Pty. Ltd." (1998) linking

several comprehensive cemetery web sites. Laws and regulations included "Umumi

H1fzIssthhaKanunu (1930)", "Biiyiik~ehir Belediyelerinin Yonetimi Hakkmda Kanun

Hillaniinde Karamamenin Degi~tirilerek Kabulii Hakkmdaki Kanun (1984)", "Belediye

Kanunu (1930)", "Mezarhklar Hakkmda Nizanname (1931)".



Essentially, nobody knows what death is, besides it may even be that, whether it

is the greatest happiness for humankind or not. But still, humans are afraid of dying as if

it was the greatest of the badness.

Sokrates (Goldman & Neiman, 1999)

Throughout the centuries, philosophers have considered that only the human

being is in the conscious of death, and this consciousness is the one of features that

makes human as human. In other words, human being is a unique living thinking about

death as well as grilling the meaning and the position of death within the general frame

of lifetime. Giine~ (1995) claims that the death phenomenon is natural in essence and

cultural due to the concept itself and practises done on it. It is natural, because every

living existence carries death in itself since the birth like a fruit carries its seed in itself.

It is cultural since death is interpreted in different meanings from one culture to another,

and so, practises related to death are different.

Native Americans say that death is a private phenomenon between mother and

individual like the birth moment between mother and baby. Also, in Red Indian belief

death is not a continual event like other things within a life. It is only a transition from

one type existence to another and from a world to another. Death must not be such a

terrible thing for people who learned lowing life with all changes. It must be an

opportunity to celebrate continual evolution of spirit. When you come to end of life,

your conscious must be free and there must be a prayer in your heart. When a person

you loved die, you must be happy thinking his/her soul is free. There is no place for fear

where love is. (Goldman & Neiman, 1999)

Death is defined medically as coming to end of physical existence. The process

includes frrst disappearing of effective heart contraction due to any reason, second

ending blood pumping and respiration functions and finally, occurring unreturnable

damages due to disoxygenatedness on organs and tissues. (Uslu, 1997) However, belief

about death concept held in common by all countries throughout the history is that death

is not an end, which occur only due to some biological activities. As a contrary, with the



effectsof religious beliefs, death has been considered as a transformation from one type

oflifeto another or as atrip in a sense. Religions defend that spirit does not disappear, it

survivesto forever. That is, in the historical process, almost in all religion - from the

most primitive to developed such as Totemism, Shamanism, Buddhism, Jewish,

Christianity and Islam - essence is the immortality of spirit. This immortality

expectationagainst death has become one of the great desires of humans throughout the

history,and is reason of wide death and cemetery cultures.

It may even be that, the death concept is the greatest universal reality. Thus, it

hasbeen claimed that there is the death reality in the essence of all spiritual searches,

arts, scientific and medical works, wars, the greatest fears of people and societies.

Sociologistsindicate death and death fear is a concept learned and socially constructed.

Andreligion has had the most effective mechanism on the subject of death fear almost

in all societies such as Egyptian, Red Indian, Anatolian, Shaman, Christian, Islam,

Jewishand Turkish particularly in the past. Frances Bacon said that, Humans are afraid

ofdying like children are afraid of the darkness, and their natural fear is grown by fairy

taleslike fears of children. Actually, all of us live this fear less or more. Charles Darwin

expressedhis death feelings at the last moment of his life like that: It is not that I'm

fearlessfor dying not at all.

Death is an unremarkable event in nature, and throughout the history it has had

themost central social processes and cultural values. Even, it is considered as a catalyst

that, when put into contact with any cultural order, precipitates out the central beliefs

andconcerns of a people. Kearl claims in his research "Sociology of Death and Dying"

(2001) death exposures can similarly crystallise and invigorate individual's own life

pathways, on a more psychological level. According to Arthur Koestler, if the word

death were absent from our vocabulary, our great works of literature would have

remainedunwritten, pyramids and cathedral( would not exist, nor works of religious art

and all art is of religious or magic origin. (Kearl, 2001) A religion historian, Jean-Paul

Rouxclaims that death has dominated a whole of human existences since not birth but

at least mind comprehended the death. So, it has been transformed into a great anxiety

or desire. That is, sometimes dying was tried to prevent and sometimes it was tried to

comeearlier. Roux continues with the idea of life after death. He states that death owns

alsoan expectation or a consolation, which includes the idea of life after death. Further,

according to him, death comprises war and peace, God, idols, souls belong to this



world,birththat makes it inevitable, being a member of any religion, cosmogonies and

doomsday,almost whole ceremonies and beliefs. Due to its comprehensive context,

deathconstitutednot whole but one part of mankind history. Roux sums up his thought

withthat statement: there is mark of death on everything. (Roux, 1999)

Another subject concerning with death is the way of how it is perceived. Dead

perceptionhas transformed from one culture to another and as well as from time to

time.In the past, both in western and eastern societies, as it is known, dead was a part of

lifeand accepted as a part of natural order. Further, it used to show more communal

characteristicthan today it does.

Before the Middle Ages, death was part of the universal order. The body was

returnedto the earth, with no attempt made to commemorate, or even to locate the site.

Onlywith the break from collective life did burial traditions change--as individuality

emergedin life, so did it emerge in death. The transition was not immediate; in fact it

tookplace over centuries. Individuality, in death and in life, emerged fIrst in the upper

strataof society, and only over time in the lower. It is only in the twentieth century that

nearly every member of Western society has attained a personal burial space.

(Meinwald,2000) In the middle ages, death was a family matter and also associated

witha whole society both in eastern and western, and both in Christian and Islam as

wellas other cultures. Christians in this period used to have a book whose subject is on

death-dyingart and named as "Ars Moriendi" or "Art of Dying". It was a similar book

to the Tibetan Book of Death, which was a book for eastern art of dying. The purpose of

art of dying was to encourage both dying person and hislher relatives, and to ensure

theyacceptingdeath, as an event which is natural, needed and universal.

Both the Tibetan Book of Death and Ars Moriendi emphasise the importance of

learning death for both end of life and as a way of making our present life more

productiveand meaningful. It is expressed in one text of Ars Moriendi that, learn dying

so that learn living, because a person who couldn't learn dying can not learn living as

well. (Goldman, 1999) In sum up, philosophers cOnsider that death conscious brings

lifetimeconscious.

But with enlightenment era, separation of death from life was realised. So, it

becameas a taboo, and this situation has progressed until the end of twelve century. The

Britishsociologist Geoffiey Gorer sums up this change of death perception in Western

Societies comparing death concept with sex. According to him, death is treated in



twentieth century society much like sex was treated in the nineteenth century. The

subject is avoided, especially with children, or spoken of in euphemisms if it cannot be

avoided.Death now, like sex then, is hidden, an event which takes place behind closed

doors.The opposite is also true: in the nineteenth century, death was discussed as freely

andopenly as sex is today. (Meinwald, 2000)

At the ends of twelve century and at the beginning of 21.century death concept

andways of dead perception are began to take handle particularly in Western Societies

andwith the effects of stories related to near-death experiences (or NUEs). The way we

perceive death has been transforming meticulously and deeply. So, old taboos and

evasion habits from this subject have disappearing. We have started to understand old

beliefs with a new mind, and to notice living realities hidden behind myth ancestors

believed.Then, we have begun to create brand-new myths to satisfy ourself.

Nowadays, death has been being rescued from being a taboo. However, there is

still a long way in door to able to say we accept death with a couraging and loving

understanding. Not only psychologically, but also is to appropriate death for most of us

so difficult even in a physical and neutral sense. On the other hand, it is the time, we

must accept preparing for death and dying is not a foolish task Also, we must accept

that it is one of the great awakening in life provided that dying process is understood

consciously. A statement expressed in the Natural Death Handbook like that: "to make

death civilised, to bring it home, and to take it away from being a taboo and fear is one

ofthe great targets of new era. Death may take place bit by bit in the central part of the

life like it was in the past not as a fear but as a mystery."(Goldman, 1999, p: 216)

On the other hand, it is possible to take handle the death concept from its various

aspects. Here, the concept was studied from the four significant aspects: image aspect of

death, religious aspect of death, personal impact aspect of death, art and science aspect

of death. Image aspect means death is a socially constructed idea. The fears, hopes, and

orientations people have towards it are not instinctive, but rather are learned from such

public symbols as the languages, arts, and relig~us and funerary rituals of their culture.

Every culture has a coherent mortality thesis whose explanations of death are so

thoroughly ingrained that they are believed to be right by its members.

A typology considering the various facets of death ethos cross-culturally IS

belonged to Arnold Toynbee writing the book of "Various Ways in Which Human

Beings Have Sought to Reconcile themselves to the Fact of Death". He points out that;



culturescan be death accepting, death denying or even death defying. In the death-

defyingWest, the strategies for salvation have historically included activism and

asceticism.In the East, the strategies have often been more contemplative and mystical.

Deathmaybe considered either as the end of existence or as a transition to another state

ofbeingor consciousness. For Buddhists and Hindus, the arch-ordeal envisioned is not

deathbut rather the pain of having to undergo another rebirth. It is the end of rebirths

thatis their goaLnot the end of death, which is the goal of Christianity. (Kearl, 2001)

Toynbee adds that death can be viewed as either sacred or profane, a state or

processperceivedeither to be sacrosanct or polluting for the living. Where there is some

immortalityconception, it can either be personal or collective. In the West, post-death

conceptionstypically involve the integrity and continuity of one's personal self In the

East, the ultimate goal is often an undifferentiated and impersonal oneness with the

universe.Cultures have taken hedonistic and pessimistic orientations toward life in

facing the inevitability of death, such as taking an "eat, drink, and be merry for

tomorrowwe may die" approach to life. (Kearl, 2001) In time, these various cultural

deathethoses are changed due to force measures. Factors associated with these changes

inculturaldeath systems include changes in social structure, bonds between people, the

conceptionof selfhood, who dies, when we die and how we die.

Religious Aspect of Death: Kearl (2001) states that throughout most of history,

religionhas been the social institution controlling the rituals and knowledge associated

withdeath. Its message has generally been the same: life does not conclude with death,

but rather one is resurrected, reincarnated, absorbed into some collective oversoul, or

moves on to some heaven, hell, or world of shades. By creating and maintaining

anxieties related to death and the nature of one's immortality, religion developed

perhapsthe most effective mechanism of social control ever devised. Religions' role in

shapingdeath fears, funerary ritual, burial practices, and attitudes toward death-related

moralissues remains considerable. But, with modernisation and secularisation, religion

loosed its historic monopoly over death, most nota~to the medical and legal

institutions.As a result, death became transformed from being something natural and

respectedinto something unnatural and shameful.

Personal Impacts Aspect of Death: People consider that some deaths are better

than others. The quality of death, for instance, affects the quality of grief Three key

conceptsare bereavement, grief, and mourning. Grief may be for parental loss, spousal



loss,and child loss or sibling loss. Death, whether collective or singular, profoundly

altersthe social order. That is, it has a disruptive potential. Its disruptive potential is a

functionof:who dies and how many; the deceased location in the lifespan (typically the

deathsof the middle-aged are more disruptive than the deaths of the very young and

old);thenatureof their social system; whether or not there is an institutionalised system

ofsuccession;how they die.

Art and Science Aspect of Death: Art such as music, poetry, and painting deal

withnot only conceptions of death but also the cultural styles and people's sense of

themselves.Death has shown its influence on various kinds of art depending on how a

cuhureperceives it. For example particularly in western societies; death photography,

graveand angel sculpturing, death poems, various ghost stories and cemetery landscape

arthavebeen developed. Eastern societies have shown their bests of death and grave

artparticularlyin literature, tombstone design and grave architecture.

In the western, the subject of death was given its most extreme forms of

expressionin the Romantic movements of painting, sculpture, poetry, and drama that

beganin the late eighteenth century, but it had more mundane outlets in everyday life.

(Kearl,2001) There is an enormous accumulation concerning with death and grief in

our literature. And, perhaps the most famous and longest death poem in Turkish

literatureis Makber, which was written for a dead wife. Also, the poem Silent Ship

writtenby Yahya Kemal Beyath is one of the most beautiful death poems: If the day of

weighinganchor comes from time / The going to unknown moves from this port / It

movesforward silently as if it had any passenger / Neither a handkerchief nor an arm is

wavedin that going. (c;am, 6., 1999)

The word cemetery culture includes a wide range of issues. In the essence,

philosophies,religions and cultural interactions shape the belie~about death and after

death. These death considerations determine the techniques and methods for body

disposal and interment itself. Further, they effect the funeral customs including

ceremonies and other rituals. Later, all these components set the spatial and

architectural components of any cemetery culture such as interment space, tomb,

memorialand cemetery.
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Since the death of frrst human in the world, assorted strategies for body disposal

have produced. Humankind has buried their dead relatives. Besides, they has cremated

and mummified corpses. Even, in some societies, corpses were placed on a hilltop to be

eaten by eagles. Dead is sometimes left to the sea, ocean or a river. But, probably the

burying method has been used most frequently all over the world both in past and

present.

Without any doubt such kind of application strategies are determined in respect

to assorted religious, traditional and customary assumptions. Because, if any religion

undervalues the death phenomenon, it doesn't include the whole of~e life. In this

context, it is seen that, body disposal methods show a religious character. At the

present, with respect to the principles of dominant religion in a country, one or more

than one strategy mentioned below is used. (Jupp, 1992) In sum up, there are three

principle techniques for body disposal. These strategies are:



1. Decomposition(burial)

a) Simpleburial on earth or in other interment space

b)Complicatedburial with other techniques on earth or in other interment space,

2. Cremation,

3. Mummification,and

4. Embalming.

Decomposition or burial whether simple or complicated with other methods is

probablythe oldest and the most preferred proposed and used strategy by almost all

societiesand religions. Burial can be in a simple manner that the corpse is placed

directlyto the soil by shrouding, with a coffm or without any special arrangement.

Besides,it can be complicated other methods such as embalming or cremation.

Islam, Judaism and most churches of the Christianity recommend simple

burying.Islam and Judaism do defmitely not permit complicated burying. But, certain

churchesof Christianity, Shamanism, Buddhism, Hinduism, the Red Indians and the

ancientEgyptian Religions allow it. For instance; Buddhism, Hinduism and Shamanism

doctrinesallows burying with cremation. And, the ancient Egyptian and the Red Indian

religionsrequire burying complicating with mummification. Also Baptist Churches in

UnitedStates allow the burying with mummification.

In sum up, burial means the disposition of human remains, traditionally below

ground. Nevertheless, commonly there are two ways to do burial. The first is the

traditionalearth burial (inhumation), where the deceased is placed in a casket and / or

simplydirectly lowered into the ground. The second type of burial namely sepulcher

burial is relatively uncommon: it involves placing the deceased and the casket

permanentlyin a mausoleum, or tomb, above or just below the ground. Furthermore,

other burial methods include aquatic burial, surface burial, post-cremation burial, and

aerialburial (placement in canoes or trees).

The second technique cremation is the reduction, through heat and evaporation,

of the human body to its basic elements and is considered a means of preparing the

humanbody for fmal disposition and memorialisation. (Sanchez, 1998) It's forbidden by

Orthodox Jews, most Orthodox faiths, Moslems and some other religiO~s. However,

mostChristian's denominations including the Roman Catholic Church allow cremation.

It is the normal method of Sikhs, Hindus, Parsees and Buddhists.



Cremation is one ofthe oldest and also the most contemporary methods for body

disposal.This technique mostly has been used in the direction of Buddhism and Hindu

beliefsin the eastern societies. Old Turks also used it as a body disposal method in the

middleAsia according to Shaman beliefs. In the modem times, also western world uses

thismethoddue to its low expense comparing with burying and other methods. Rates

areamazing.In most of western countries such as German, England, cremation is more

preferablethan the burying method. Kearl (2001) indicates as well as Americans now

preferbeing cremated. He says that with more than one out of five deceased Americans

iscremated,and with rates being projected it will increase to nearly one-third by 2000.

Further,there are approximately 125,000 deaths each year in Australia and around

65,000cremations take place. The overall average for Australia is just over 50% but in

allareaswhere cremation facilities are more readily available the rate approaches 70%.

(BotanyCemetery & Eastern Suburbs Crematorium, 1998)

Essentially, in the early times of the Christianity, the cremation of the dead was

nota tolerated issue. But as a first in the nineteenth century, researchers such as George

BernardShaw and H. G. Wells defended it intensively being inspired by the ancient

civilisatiollS.Sir Henry Thompson wrote a book called as Cremation: The Treatment of

the Body after Death, in 1874. Further, in the same year, he assembled the Cremation

Societyof England though many famous people. This was controverted so much. But,

[mallyin 1884, cremation as a method for the dead treatment was accepted officially by

publicprosecutorship. Then, it became a phenomenon in England. (Aries, 1974)

Meanwhile, similar developments occurred as well as in the other western

countries.And, in the early times of 1930's certain laws and other legal regulations

associated with technical, medical and safety requirements of the cremation was

constituted.But, this process developed bit by bit until the end of the Second World

War.Then, cremation became entirely free and preferable in many European countries

since the thousands of the soldiers have died during the war, so disposing them

immediatelywas required, as well as the available cemetery areas were inadequate. As

a result, it was supported and recommended by the local governments and

municipalities.Indeed, public opinion that cremation is a process more hygienic and

cleanerhad just been set before the war. But, widely use of it was only realised after the

war.For example, 1/3 of dead was disposed by means of cremation in the 50's. (Aries,

1974) As a result of widely use of it, cremation laws were revised and renewed



comprehensively in 50's both in European countries and in the United States. In the

renewingprocess, the features of a human body, which organs or parts of the body is

neededto separate for burying and which of them should be cremated, and the process

of the cremation task were considered.

Cremation fIrst accepted officially in England, 1884 has survived and become

widespread all over the world during the twelve-century. Jupp (1992) indicates such

continually increasing trend of cremation in England in his research, Cremation or

Burial (1993), with some statistics data. For instance; whereas the cremation rate was

only%3,8 in 1939, it risen at the rate of %7,8 in 1945. Its development continued also

after the war. As a fIrst in 1967, the cremation rate passed the burying rate. Nowadays,

more than seventy percent of people prefer the cremation procedure. This rate is nearly

eighty percent in the cities and is ninety percent in London. On the other hand, rates of

cremation are still low in the rural areas. In sum up, in the early times of the cremation

in the Christian world, people refused it since they considered that the cremation as a

disposal method would not be sufficient, proper and respectful for the deceased. But,

with the industrialisation, rapid urbanisation and so inadequacy of cemetery areas as

well as the highest expenses of the burying method, Christian people began to accept it.

During the time, the cremation became so popular in all Christian countries.

The task of cremation of corpses in Western is realised in places, which are far

away, products of high technology, friendlier to the environment, and are produced in a

special manner. Contemporary cremation process begins after a funeral ceremony held

at a chapeL a church, or some other places. The coffin is delivered to the crematorium.

Here, some former arrangements like identifIcation and coding of the coffm are

checked. Then a clean process for cremation begins.

When the cremator is heated up to between 800 and 1000 degrees C, the coffin

is placed on a 'Charge' trolley and inserted into the cremator. The operator stands well

back due to the intense heat and uses automated controls to load the cremator. The

complete coffin is placed into the cremator, with handles and fittings in place. Most of

the handles and fittings used are plastic, and therefore bum in the cremator. If metal

handles are used, these are removed before the cremation and are disposed of. The

furnaces are fully computer controlled and gas fIred, with a very efficient and low

emission two stages combustion process. The Cremators use the latest technology in
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furnacesand cremators and they emit virtually no smoke or environmental pollution.

(BunurongMemorial Park, 2000)

Figure 2.2 An high technology product, contemporary cremator (Bunurong Memorial

Park,2000, http://www.bunurong.com.au/3crematoriuml.htm)

The coffm remains in the fIrst chamber of the cremator for approximately 75

minutes.After this time, the cremated remains are swept into a separate chamber of the

cremator where they remain for the duration of the next cremation. This second stage

ensuresthat the coffin and all remains are completely cremated. Even though the ashes

remaininghave been in the cremator for over 2 hours at up to 1000 degrees Celsius, the

calcifiedremains can be recognised as belonging to various parts of the skeleton. At this

point the remains are removed from the cremator and placed in a room for cooling. As

there are often objects such as screws and nails from the coffin present in the remains,

these are removed using a magnet. The remains are then reduced to dust using an ash

processorand are then automatically placed into a storage urn. The urn is then sealed,

labelled and placed into safe storage. The Cremated Remains are now ready to be

appropriatelymemorialised. (Bunurong Memorial Park, 2000) Ashes of the cremated

bodymay be stored in the jars called as ash urn or mortuary urn. And the jars may be

preservedin a crematorium building, or buried in a crematorium garden or set a proper

placewithin the house. Further, in some cases, ashes are scattered to a river, sea or an

ocean.Also, they mat be scattered to the grave.



On the other hand, the reason to cremate corpses in Hindu and Buddhism beliefs

is to ensure sprit understanding body was died and it would not useful any more. In

Indianeven today, corpses are cremated in a manner that has continued for centuries.

Corpseis bathed, clothed, tied to a stretcher, covered with flowers. Then, it is taken for

cremationto a special place, which is generally close to a river. Here, corpse is fit on

top of a frrewood pile that consists of sandalwood trees. Some spaces are arranged

withinthe firewood pile to ensure seeing face of dead and to rescued the spirit from the

burningcorpse. (Goldman, 1999)

The word mummification is derived from the mummy. And, as a contrary of that

is supposed,the word mummy is not of Egyptian origin, but is derived from the Arabic

mumiyah,which means body preserved by wax or bitumen. Indeed, the word "mummy"

has variousmeanings. Some of them are like the followings: nail and hair which was

cut fromalive body, a kind of medicine so cheap and used for breaks and wounds in

ancientEgypt and also in Europe until twelve century, a mixture of tar and mUrriisafi, a

substancewhich evaporates naturally from the rocks in Iran, asphalt or pitch, mother in

aninformaluse of English. Today, the word mummy is used to mean dead body, which

waspreserved long ago by being rubbed with special oils, and wrapped in cloth. So, the

word mummification is used to mean making a body as a mummy.

The subject, mummification is defined as a specialised kind of bondage in which

thewholebody is secured under layers of restraining fabric, latex, leather, tape, or even

saranwrap. (Dirk, 1997) Mummification is the preservation of a body either animal or



human.It is both an operation and a religious rite for body disposal. So, here, a question

comesto mind: is it a method for body disposal or preservation of a body? In fact, it can

be consideredas a method for both disposal and preservation. Deceased is disposed by

preservingin a special manner.

Figure 2.4 A contemporary mummy that is performed at the University of Maryland

MedicalSchool (Deurer, 1998, http://members.aol.com/egyptart/mummy.html)

Mummification is divided into two groups in respect to methods. First is the

naturalmummification. Here, the body remains being not deceased without any special

operations but though suitable climate and land conditions. Dead bodies such as found

in Kapusin Monastery in Palermo, in the bullet cellars of Bremen Cathedral, and in

Quedlinburg Castle are given as further examples for the mummies, which came into

being naturally, by C. W. Ceram (1999). Also, Ceram indicates that mummies, which

have remained in excellent conditions and are directly within the sand without a coffm

and any trace that shows their internal organs were removed, were found in Nile lands.

Second type is the artificial mummification. In this case, the certain techniques

and materials for preservation of the dead body are used. What's more, the definite

religious ceremonies and rites are accompanied like it was done in the ancient Egypt.

The art of mummification that is the Egyptians heritage of cemetery culture has

survived until today with several transformations.

Richard Deurer remarking on the subject of mummification comments that some

mummies are preserved wet, some are frozen, and some are dried. It can be a natural

process or it may be deliberately achieved. The Egyptian mummies were deliberately

made by drying the body. By eliminating moisture, you have eliminated the source of

decay. They dried the body by using a salt mixture called natron. Natron is a natural

substance that is found in abundance along the Nile River. Natron is made up of four

salts: sodium carbonate, sodium bicarbonate, sodium chloride, and sodium sulfate. The



sodiumcarbonate works as a drying agent, drawing the water out of the body. At the

sametimethe bicarbonate, when subjected to moisture, increases the pH that creates a

hostileenvironment for bacteria. The Egyptian climate lent itself well to the

mummificationprocess, being both very hot and dry. (Deurer, 2000)

Theprinciples and beliefs behind the mummification concept give the answer of

whypeople have mummified the deceased. Thus, before all else, to examine the

religiousbeliefs, which are in respect to death and after death, and arise as

mummificationis a useful task. As it is known, mummification is first and prevalently

used in ancient Egypt before approximately five millennia. The ancient Egyptians

believedthe immortality of the soul like many other societies do. That is, they believed

deathwas simply a temporary interruption, rather than complete cessation. And there is

a new life after death. According to their religion, spirit would use the same body in

newlife as well. Therefore, it was needed that to be preserved the material body. And

thateternal life could be ensured by means like piety to the gods, preservation of the

physicalform of the body through mummification, and the provision of statuary and

otherfunerary equipment. In sum up, it was tried to make an immortal body for an

immortalsoul.

Figure 2.5 Mummies from the ancient Egypt (Crystal, 2000, http://www.crystalinks.

com/mum.html)

Deurer (2000) comments that the Egyptians believed that there were sIX

importantaspects that made up a human being: the physical body, shadow, name, ka

(spirit),ba (personality), and the akh (immortality). Each one of these elements played
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an important role in the well being of an individual. Each was necessary to achieve

rebirthinto the afterlife. By mummificatio~ the Egyptians believed they were assuring

themselvesa successful rebirth into the afterlife. Indeed, mummification has not only

beenused by ancient Egyptians, but also used by many societies. Founding numerous

mummiesall over the world- in north, in North, Central, and South America, Africa,

Europe,Asia, Australia, and even such places as the Canary Islands- is a clear evidence

forthis claim. For instance, many mummies, which are believed to be over 1,000 years

oldand could be as much as 1,500 years old, were discovered in Northern Chine.

Figure 2.6 What occurs after a person has died, according to the ancient Egyptians

(Crystal, 2000, http://www.crystalinks.com/egyptafterlife.html)

Further examples include the Peking Woman, a mummified body of a woman

buried two thousand years ago in a pyramid tomb in Beijing, China. Scientists were

amazed at how the hair and skin remained in remarkable condition for such a long

period of time. Then there are the popes of the Catholic Church who were mummified,

and the American Indians who practiced the same. History gives us many examples of

rnummificatio~ both ancient and recent. We fmd that mummification was practiced by

many diverse people and cultures ranging from saints to lamas, Abraham to Christ,

Jewish to Buddhist, Egyptian to Christian. (Summum, 2000) Even, it is claimed that,

whether this is true or not, but remains unprove~ Jesus was mummified. And, Napoleon

Bonapart's sun was mummified by Adolf Hitler as a present in the Second World War.

Turks before Islam such as Hun and Kok Turks used mummification method for body

disposal complicating with cremation and burying methods. Besides, nevertheless being
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rarelyit was seen that dead bodies were mummified in some part of Anatolian after

acceptingIslam.

The influence of Egypt held such sway over subsequent civilisations that

mummificationcontinued throughout the centuries. Although the forms may vary, basic

procedures remain evident. The preserving and handling of the body with tact and

exactness,and the ceremonies whose aim was to communicate to the soul and guide it

alongits journey, are found in all cases. (Summum, 2000)

Approximately seventy millions dead had been mummified within three

millenniabefore Chris. But with the Christianity three millennia of continuous tradition

came to nearing an end. Nevertheless, it is still used today rarely in certain

communities, states and also some churches of Christianity such as Baptist Church in

United States. In sum up, the mummification is less used method for body disposal at

the present. Countries where mummification is used have set laws about process, and

characteristics and types of materials needed. Today in Turkey, it is not used as a body

disposalmethod since only one strategy for disposal is used, that is burying. Therefore,

there is no any legal regulation about mummification, its process, required materials and

spaces.

Once, the subject itself and reasons of its presence has been set, now the process

must be clarified. A period of seventy days was required for the mummification process,

and each step in the procedure was coordinated with relevant priestly ceremonies. The

process is composed of two principle parts; operational and funerary rites. The first 40

days were dedicated to removing moisture from the body to leave no breeding ground

for the bacteria to cause decay. After the forty days the body was blackened and

shrivelled, but potentially immortal.

Operational part of the mummification process is realised in seven steps: First

step: To make a mummy it is needed to clean the body with a wine solution and spices.

Then all the organs that can decay are removed. The brain is the organ that is removed

fIrst, using a long hook through the nose. Next the internal organs such as lungs,

stomach, liver, and intestines are taken out by making deep cuts in the abdomen. The

heart is not removed. Deurer (2000) remarks that the heart was the only organ that the

Egyptians left intact because this is where they believed the essence of a person lived.

After removing the internal organs, they are washed with frankincense, myrrh and palm

wine. After being individually preserved, the organs are stored in a special canister
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calleda canopicjar. The lids of canopic jars are shaped like the heads of Egyptian gods,

thefoursons of Horus. The canopic jars with their contents would be placed in the tomb

withthe mummy. Second step: The body is stuffed with a drying salt called natron.

Afterits covered, body is placed on a slanted embalming table, so that any fluids can

dripout of the body. Third step: The internal organs are also dried with natron, while

thebodyis drying. Fourth step: After the forty days the natron is removed and the body

is completely dry and shrunken. Then body is washed inside and out with oil and

fragrantspices. Fifth step: The mummies body and head is packed in linen that is

soakedin scented oil so that they would again have the shape they did in life. Then the

mummyis covered in gold and gems of bracelets, rings, and necklaces. Sixth step: The

wholebody is covered in bound and shrouds with strips of linen until the mummy is

backto its original size. This step is very complicated and may take a week. Seventh

step:When the wrapping is fmished, the head of the mummy is covered with a portrait

mask,so that the spirit would recognise itself. Then the mummy is placed into a series

ofcoffmsand a sarcophagus.

The drying process of mummification only took 35-40 days. In that case, why

did an Egyptian mummification ritual take 70 days? The answer may lie in the

movementsof the star Sirius. The time when Sirius disappeared in the sky until the time

it returned was 70 days, perhaps the Egyptians equated this astronomical phenomena

with the time needed from death in the physical world to rebirth into the afterlife.

(Deurer, 1998)

On the other hand, embalming -frequently confused with the mummification- is

a temporary preservation of a dead human person. This process is accomplished by a

surgical-like technique of injecting chemical solutions into the deceased's vascular

system,thus producing a natural life-like appearance. This process dramatically retards

tissuedecomposition creating a time frame for a viewing and/or funeral service. (ICFA,

2001) Embalming is, in other words, cosmetic enhancement and disinfection of the

corpse designed to last for a few days after the funeral and burial. It is practised to

ensure the economic health of mortuary workers. The ancient Egyptians carefully

removed the internal organs, washed the body, and bound it up with spices so that later

resurrection would be possible. Modern embalming leaves the internal organs in place

anduses preservative chemicals that ensure that once the process is finished, the body is

completelyand forever dead.



Embalming is not required for burial. It is a choice. It may depend on such

factorsas whether the family has selected a public viewing with an open casket; or to

enhancethe deceased's appearance for a private family viewing; if the body is going to

betransportedby air or rail, or because of the length of time prior to the burial. (ICF A,

2001)

Interment is the fmal disposition of human remains by means of using one, or

more than one technique for body disposal as burial, mummification, cremation, or

embalming. Interment means the inhumation, or entombment, or the inurnment.

Inurnmentmeans the placement of cremated human remains in an urn and a placement

of such urn in a niche, crypts, grave or other suitable location in the Cemetery.

Memorialisation means the placement of cremated human remains in an interment space

or scattering in a scattering garden within the cemetery with a marker or cenotaph for

nameplates.And, entombment is defmed literally as the act of placing human remains in

a crypt or a grave. It involves placing a casket or cremation urn in a crypt or niche

(individualcompartment within a mausoleum or columbarium).

The word interment also means the process of making body disposal including

all administrative, clerical, legal, and mechanical services performed by the cemetery

authority in conjunction with the opening of an interment space and closing of the

interment space after the remains have been placed in the space. (Forest Lawn

Memorial-Park Ass., 1999)

Interment spaces are the last proofs of the humans in this world. In most cases,

grave space and interment space is confused with each other. Interment space is a space

intended for the fmal disposition of human remains, including, but not limited to, a

grave space, mausoleum crypt, garden crypt, lawn crypt, niche walls, columbarium, urn

gardens, and scattering gardens. Whereas, grave is a space of ground in a cemetery that

is used or intended to be used for ground burial The concept of grave is confused with

as well as the concept of tomb. Actually, the word tomb is synonymous with grave, but

tombs may take many forms apart from the grave (burial space). Tomb may be a grave,

a burial vault, a sarcophagus, or any type of monument set on the interment space.



Principally, there are four types of interment spaces. These are graves, crypts,

Dicbe(indooror outdoor), and scattering gardens. Each type may also be categorised in

severalsubgroups. They may be designed as indoor or outdoor spaces.

Graveis a space, where a dead person is buried, especially the excavation itself

DoAan (1999) defines the concept of grave as a gate between this world and another

universe,and it is one of the most important marks that remained from the deceased.

Gravespace is synonymous with the lawn space. In most cases, a grave requires an

outerburialcontainer, which is designed for placement in the grave space around the

casketor coffin. Burial containers commonly known as burial vaults, grave boxes, and

graveliners. Burial vaults (sepulchre) are the outside container, and are designed to

protectthe casket and keep the grave surface from sinking, subsiding, and collapsing.

Bwialvaults vary: They can be built of one or more of these materials: concrete,

stainlesssteel, galvanised steel, copper, bronze, plastic and fiberglass. On the other

band, grave liners are the lightweight versions of the vaults, which simply keep the

grave surface from sinking in. (ICFA, 2001) Burial vaults are more expensive versions

of grave liners. They also allow additional (vertical) storage space. Burial vaults are a

kind of outer burial container, nevertheless they are also defmed as undergrounds

tombs.The word comes from the Latin "uoluere".

Crypt means literally a space in a mausoleum used or intended to be used for the

entombmentof human remains. It is a concrete enclosure for interment. In fact, there

are two types of crypts: mausoleum crypts and lawn crypts. Mausoleum crypts are

generallyabove ground and in buildings. Crypts in garden mausoleums also are usually
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Figure 2.7 Graves in Mesa Cemetery (City of Mesa, 2001, http://www.ci.mesa.az.us/

parksrec/facility/cemeteryinter.htm)

http://www.ci.mesa.az.us/


ve ground but are open to the outside rather than being in an enclosed building.

leumcrypts can be constructed in two types: concrypt and durocrypt. Concyrpt is

concretecrypt with fully protective liner. Durocrypts are manufactured in one-piece

ulded polyethylene so there are no joins, no silicone, mortar or grouting and,

fore,no leakage.

Cryptsalso may be installed in large groups underground as lawn crypts in lawn

ions.Lawn crypt means an interment space in the cemetery, which contains a pre-

comtruetedand pre-buried vault capable of holding a casket. Lawn crypts do not

IIqUire the use of an additional outer burial container. Lawn crypt is a pre-placed

losedchamber, which is usually constructed of reinforced concrete, poured in place

precastunit installed in quantity, either side by side or multiple depth, and covered by

Etb or sod and also may be known as a garden crypt (not the above ground type),

lowgroundcrypt, or turf-top crypt. (Forest Lawn Memorial-Park Ass., 1999)

re 2.8 Contemporary mausoleum crypts (Renaissance Mausoleums Pty. Ltd., 1998,

bttp:llwww.mausoleums.com.auJ)
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l'ipre 2.9 Left: Concrypts, Right: Durocrypts (Renaissance Mausoleums Pty. Ltd.,

1998, http://www.mausoleums.com.auJ)



Crypts may be categorised as well as in respect to their capacity as single or

double.Single crypts are designed for one entombment only. There are three kinds of

doublecrypts: tandem crypts permit two entombments lengthwise in a crypt; companion

crypts permit two entombments side-by-side; westminster crypts permit two

entombments,the first below floor level, and the second above it. Most mausolea are

IxUlt five,six and seven crypts high. (ICFA, 2001)

Niche means a space used or intended to be used for the inurnment of cremated

humanremains. There are three types of niches as mausoleum, community, and lawn

niches.Mausoleum niche means a space in a mausoleum or columbarium used, or

designatedto be used for inurnment of cremated human remains in an urn. Community

nichemeansa common area where several cremation containers may be placed. And, a

lawn nichemeans an interment space in an urn garden or designated to be used, for the

burialof cremated remains. (The Roman Catholic Archbishop of Los Angeles, 2001)

Urn garden is an outdoor area in the cemetery used for the underground burial of

crematedhuman remains in an urn.

igure 2.10 Ash Lots and urn gardens (City of Mesa, 2001, http://www.ci.mesa.az.us/

parksrec/facility/cemeterymemhtm.htm)

Scattering garden is an area of a cemetery or mausoleum for the scattering of

crematedremains in a non-recoverable manner in a common area. Scattering garden is a

specialgarden for people interested in scattering the cremated remains of their loved

one.Commonly,a plaque bearing an inscription with the name of the deceased, date of

birthanddate of death is set in the scattering gardens. Scattering garden offers families

amtheralternative for memorialising cremation.

http://www.ci.mesa.az.us/


re 2.11 Left: Cremation Scattering Garden (mPhatic Ads & Design, 1999,

://www.middletown.com/woodside/index.html). Right: A landscaped section for

IC8tteringcremains, with adjacent areas for meditation. (City of Mesa, 2001,

bttp://www.ci.mesa.az.us/parksrec/facility/cemeterymemhtm.htm)

Akglil(1999) states throughout the history, any structure has reflected common

liefs, ideas, and emotions held by societies as form, plan types, or structure systems.

en, materials, colours, figures, and compositions on the decoration have reflected

beliefs and emotions. And, tomb monuments and memorials perhaps have

realisedthat reflection most distinctively.

Each society has produced several types of tombs being effected with their

ligiousdoctrines until today. The arrangements for simple and monumental tombs

accordingto types have beel) attempted until today. However, existing classifications

are generallymore or less limited to a particular region, time period, or have only a

limitedvalue. Therefore, to make an overall introductory classification is necessary.

Accordingto Fedak (1990), such comprehensive classification for tomb structures can

made in respect to their structural, formal, stylistically, or chronological

characteristics.

Chronologically, tombs can be categorised as ancient tomb structures such as

catacombs,kurgan, gonbads I tUrbe, tumuluses, rock-cut tombs, pithos graves, or

pyramids,and contemporary tombs such as urn graves, crypts including mausoleum and

lawn crypts, niche, vaults, and sarcophagus. Actually, to classify tombs in a

chronologicalorder is very difficult, and has some handicaps. For instance, a type of
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determinedas ancient may be appreciated as contemporary in some countries, or

as really ancient. Therefore, Fedak (1990) claims that the easiest and most

distinctions to be made are those based on materials and methods of

• 0 used. So, the four main groups are the built tombs, rock-cut tombs, tombs

construction(partly built and partly rock-cut tombs), and [mally tumuli tombs.

are sulxiivided also into the groups and subgroups. Once, the general types of

Imouments have been set, then to explain these groups more elaborately is

sincesuch a work will provide an introductory glossary of terms for the thesis

Buihtombs include all masonry structures: They may be built of a single type of

orofa combination of different types, and they may exhibit one or several styles

my. Their location in general is not predetermined by local geological

. os.Buih tombs are divided into the following subgroups: (Fedak, 1990)

tombs

use tombs (with or without podia). Further classification is possible according to

shapeof the roofs such as house tombs with flat, hipped, or gabled roofs.

Mastabatombs

Pbarostombs (in the form ofa lighthouse)

Pillartombs (with or without decoration)

Porticotombs (with real or false/engaged columns on a single or two-tiered facade)

Pyramidaltombs (of smooth or stepped sides)

Sarcophagi (whether or not elevated, and with or without architectural and/or

ICUlptural decoration)

empletombs (with or without podia and with hipped, gabled, or pyramidal root),

principallyas in antis, pro style, amphiprostyle, or pseudoperipteral.

Tbolosand cylindrical tombs (with or without free-standing or engaged columns)

Tower/ pinnacle tombs (usually of multi-storey arrangement). Further classification

. possibleaccording to the disposition of the tomb chambers or loculi.

Others are such as pithos-burial tombs, communal tombs, kline tombs, loculus

bmialstomb, catacombs, and cenotaphs.



Once,the subclasses of built tombs have been determined, then certain types of

themshouldbe explained in more detail.

Cenotaphs means literally "an empty tomb". Cenotaphs are sepulchral

monumentserected in honour of a person whose body has been lost or buried

elsewhere.Such "empty tombs" are known to have existed ever since the time of

Homer.Legendary heroes and military personnel are the people who were most

frequentlyhonouredby these monuments. (Fedak, 1990) Like mausolea, cenotaphs may

takedifferentforms as seen in Figure 2.12

Figure 2.12 Left: Cenotaphs at Kotah, India (Collins, http://search.gallery.yahoo.com

/search/corbisjd?p=cid%3A10220233), Right: Cenotaph Arch at Hiroshima Peace

Park,(Robbins,http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbisid?p=cid%3A10409511)

Altar tombs, properly so called, are simply grave monuments that imitate the

formof altars. In contrast, when altars appear in the vicinity of tombs they indicate the

heroisationof the deceased. Tombs in altar form are numerous in the Roman era.

Loculusburials are rectangular niches, either built or hewn out of the rock, for the

intermentof bodies. In tomb architecture their role is simply to facilitate multiple

burials.The term "kline tombs" is used for burials, where the body was laid out on a

stoneor on a wooden or metal couch. Nevertheless, Fedak claims that, from the

architecturalpoint of view, the kline cannot be a valid criterion for purposes of

classificationbecause burials on klinai took place in tombs of many different types.

http://search.gallery.yahoo.com
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Figure 2.13 Burial complex with "klines" from Korakonero. (Hellenic Ministry of

Culture,1998, http://www.culture.gr/2/21/211/e21122023.html)

Catacomb is an underground cemetery with chambers or tunnels having places

for graves. It is defmed literally as a series of ancient underground passages and rooms,

especially under a city. They used to be used for particularly burials. The design of

catacombsis determined by the various methods of cutting and arranging the loculi.

Figure 2.14 Early Christian catacombs of Roma (Instituto Salesiano San Callisto-

Roma,2000, http://www.catacombe.roma.it/galleria/english/index.html)

Catacombs were used commonly in the early times of Christianity. They used to

construct their temples and graves under ground to be protected from the Romans

attacks. In the later times, those catacombs were constructed under the greatest

cathedrals,and only esteemed religious man was buried to such places. Early catacombs
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werefound in many parts of Anatolian. (Oral interview with Izmir Sen Policarp Church,

2000) As well as ancient Egyptians used catacombs for burial. Nevertheless, in most

cases it is known as a Roman underground burial ground where Christians formerly

indulgedin symbolic cannibalism among the proscribed bodies of friends, relatives, and

countrymen. Now, the word is used to name any underground burial ground with

walkingspace including the basements of mausoleums.

A catacomb is a subterranean excavation for the interment of the dead or a burial

vault. In this sense the word catacomb has gained universal acceptance. The original

term,catacumbae, however, had no connection with sepulture, but was simply the name

of a particular locality in the environs of Rome. It was derived from the Greek. From

the celebrity of this cemetery as an object of pilgrimage its name became extensively

known, and in entire forgetfulness of the origin of the word, catacumbae came to be

regarded as a generic appellation for all burial places of the same kind. This extension

of the term to Christian burial vaults generally dates from the 9th century, and obtained

gradualcurrency through the Christian world. (2020 Site.org, 2001)

Mastaba tomb structures were constructed first in the earliest dynastic era of

Ancient Egypt (around 3500 BC). The mastabas were simpler alternative to Pyramids

throughout the centuries when the Egyptians were erecting their famous pyramids.

Mastabas were structures with flat roofs and normally built from mud brick or stone.

The mastabas had burial chambers that often were dug out in the ground with shafts

connecting to the entrance.

Figure 2.15 Egyptian mastabas (Left: Bartruff, http://search.gallery.yahoo.comlsearch/

corbis_id?p=cid%3 A 10500264, Middle: http://www.crystalinks.comlmereruka.html.

Right: Kjeilen, 2000, http://lexicorient.comlcgi-binleo-direct.pl?mastaba.htm )

http://search.gallery.yahoo.comlsearch/
http://www.crystalinks.comlmereruka.html.
http://lexicorient.comlcgi-binleo-direct.pl?mastaba.htm


The theory is that the pyramid of Zhoser in Saqqara was at ftrst constructed as a

mastaba. This mastaba was extended by building ftve new and gradually smaller

squareson top of it. By adding these new "stories", the pyramid was born. All over

Egypt,there is thousands of mastaba with a great variety of wall paintings, many of

highartistic value. (Kjeilen, 2000) The Mastaba ofMereruka is the largest in Saqqara. It

has32 rooms. Mereruka was the vizier to Teti, who was pharaoh during the VI Dynasty.

(Crystal,2000)

Pyramids are umque tomb structures. First, Ancient Egyptians constructed

pyramidsas great tomb structures for Pharaohs, which are one of the Seven Wonders of

the World. Afterwards, similar structures were constructed in other parts of the world.

Even, in the modem times grave structures resembling ancient pyramids are built as

seenFigure 2. 16-right. Pyramids were ftrst emerged from the rnastaba tombs. However,

Erginba~(1950) claims that the pyramids are developed forms of the tumuluses. More

informationabout pyramids was given in the fourth chapter.

Figure 2.16 Left: Pyramidal construction of Gwin Mausoleum, Mountain View

Cemetery, Oakland (Keister, 1999, http://www.keisterphoto.com/cem_frame.htm).

Right: Pyramids in Egypt (Old Cemeteries Society, 2000, http://www.oldcem.bc.ca/)

Pithos-burial tombs emerge from a pithos. Such tombs especially were used by

Hittites in the assorted parts of Anatolia between 2000 - 3000 BC. Various grave

offerings such as pots and pans with the deceased used to be placed in the pithos-burial

tombs. It is supposed that the dead body was put on the graves immediately after death.

(Emre, 1978)



Figure 2.17 Left: Apperance of a pithos-burial grave (Emre, 1978) Right: Pieces of

potteryand wood mark the sand-covered pithos graves in Timbuktu Cemetery, Mali

(Kaehler,2001,http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis_ id?p=cid%3A10425410)

Gravepits vary depending on the pithos sizes. Generally, pithos sizes are 140-

155cm in length, and 75-80 em in width. Base of the tomb is gradually proper for

placementof the pithos. They used to be placed vertically and upper parts of them were

coveredwith soil. A certain orientation and order in the placement of the pithos-burial

tombswerenot found. (Emre, 1978) Pithos tombs were found also in Africa.

Temple tombs imply several types of monumental tomb structures like

mausolea,stupa, gonbad, turbe, baldachin and so on.

Mausoleums are the large, elaborate tombs, or building holding these types of

tombs.The term has become quite comprehensive, and does not necessarily refer to a

single type of tomb monuments. Mausoleum was originally the name of the

monumentaltomb of Mausolos, dynast of Karia from 377 to 353 Be. Later, in both

Romanand modem usage, the term has been widely applied to large-scale, but often

typologically different, tombs. References to small-scale, tumulus-like,

commemorative,tower, rock-cut, and other mausolea have been found. In other words,

the name is easily attached to tombs of varied origin and size. (Fedak, 1990) For

instance,a unique mausoleum is Taj Mahal, begun in 1632 and complete 1647. Its

gardencomplex combines grandeur of scale with elegance of plan and fineness of

detail.The mausoleum explicit its reference to Paradise. The rectangular garden is

enteredfrom the south. In contrast to the earlier royal tombs, the mausoleum is not

placedat the garden's centre; instead, the crossing of the watercourses is marked by a

pool.(Brend, 1995)

http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis_


Figure 2.18 Views from Taj Mahal (Left and medium: Brend, 1995, p: 208-209, right:

OldCemeteries Society, 2000, http://www.oldcem.bc.ca/)

Sarcophagus is simply a stone coffin, often decorated. Sarcophagus is a structure

of marble or stone, or covered with marble or stone, for entombment of one or more

casketedhuman remains. May be indoors. The word "sarcophagus" is derived from the

Greek words meaning flesh-eating stone. (Old Cemeteries Society, 2000) A

sarcophagus,depending on its size, can be used for single or multiple burials.

Figure 2.19 Left: A sarcophagus in Pa~ak5pru Christian Cemetery, Izmir, Middle-

Right: Sarcophagus tombs built above the ground are a common sight in New Orleans

cemeteries. (Wright & Mays, www.corbis.com)

Stupa is a kind of domed monumental tomb structure particularly used by

Buddhist Uygur Turks. Architectural basis of stupa lies on the kurgan graves. Stupas

principally consisted of two floors: First floor was designed as real interment space

(crypta)under ground, and second floor was used as a funeral hall and altar place.



Figure 2.20 Left: Plan, section and elevation of a typical Uygur stupa (Yazar, 1999, p:

429), Right:A cluster of white stone stupas stand at a Buddhists cemetery in Kalaw, for

the graves of important people in Northern Myanmar (Morris, http://search.gallery.

yahoo.com/search/corbis_id? p=cid%3AI0384770)

Turkish "tomb-tower", Persian "gonbad" is a form of mausoleum architecture

developedby and popular among the Seljuq Turks in Iran (mid-11th to 13th century)

andlater carried by them into Iraq and Anatolia. The tower form of the tomb may have

beenbased on the cylindrical and conical forms of Seljuq tents. The earliest towers,

varyingin height up to 60 m, were traditionally built on a circular ground plan, but

square and polygonal configurations had become popular by the 12th century.

(Britannica.com Inc., 2000)

Turbe, which is a special kind of grave, has indeed been not only an interment

placebut also a visiting and social contact place since it first appeared. Tuncer (1996)

claims that sex, intellectual and income level, and psychology of people has direct

influenceon the turbe visiting. Actually, to make any structure on the burial ground is

notpermitted in respect to Islam since such grave monumentalism may break the belief

of affIrmation the unity of God. Therefore, especially in the early times of Islam any

structurewas not built on the graves. But, then with the effects of cultural interactions

anddisappearing ofthe anxiety about idolatry monumental tombs such as gonbad, turbe

wereconstructed. (Onkal, 1992) Turbe type graves appeared first in Emevi and Abbasi

periods. The mere turbe remaining from the early turbes is that built for Caliph

Muntasrr,whose mum was a Christian. Turbe graves have developed particularly by

MoslemTurks with the effects of old Turkish grave architectures -tent, kurgan, bark,

and stuba. For instance, before Turks accepted Islam, only two turbes (Kubbetii's-

http://search.gallery.


SuleybiyeTurbe in Samerra, 862 and Samani Turbe in Buhara, 1000) were built

through300 years. But, then numerous turbes were constructed perticularly by Turks.

(Cam, N., 1999) They have been built generally in two parts as a lower part namely

"mumyahk"and an upper part for funeral ceremonies almost in all periods. Turbes that

werebuilt by Turks in five distinctive periods as Karahanltlar, Great Seljuks, Anatolian

Seljuks,Beylikler, and finally Ottoman period are some different and some similar.

BothbyTurks and other Islamic societies turbes were built in assorted forms and sizes.

And, their both insides and outsides were decorated well.

Figure 2.21 Left: Buhari's Turbe in Semerkant, Right: Manas Turbe ill Talas

(Ramazanoglu, 1998, p: 10, 63)

Figure 2.22 Left: A detail view of the forehead from Semerkant turbes Middle: An

interior detail from Kusem Ibn-Abbas's Turbe, Right: Dome of Hoca Ahmet' Yesevi

Tuchein Turkistan (Ramazanoglu, 1998, p: 10, 168, 37)



Baldachin tombs are indeed family mausoleums seen in Moslem societies. In

JOOst cases, baldachins and tiirbe / gonbads are confused with each other. They are

constructedby the rich people as a personal or family mausoleum. However, tiirbes and

gonbadsare tombs constructed for statesman and holyman and accepted as sacred

structures.Baldachin graves were set fIrst in Istanbul with the effects of western family

mausoleums.Moslems interpreted and adopted such western mausoleums as baldachin

graves.(Saracoglu, 1950)

Rock-cut tombs were developed only at places where workable rock formations

existed.Rock-cut tombs were not bound by the conventional principles of thrust and

support.Therefore modules, measurements, and proportions show great flexibility.

Further,rock-cut tombs could also be more easily expanded to receive additional burials

thancould their built counterparts. Rock-cut tombs are divided into the two primary

categorisesas free-standing tombs and engaged tombs (at least one side still attached to

rock surface behind) including facade in niche, sunken facade, flush facade, or

projecting,or relief facade. The most widespread form of rock-cut funerary monuments

isthe engaged tomb with a conspicuous architectural fayade. Essence of the rock graves

is to be constructed on the visible sides of the rocky places. Those graves were

constructedin two types: the first type was for royal classes and more imposing, second

typewas for public.

Rock-cut graves are divided into two groups as multiple roomed graves and one-

roomedgraves in respect to the number of units they include. Multiple roomed graves

are generally designed for royal families and show monumental characteristics. So, their

sizesvary depending on the number of units and their monumentalise. Rock graves are

composedof a gate in front of the entrance, a big room generally used as ceremony hall,

andseveral small rooms adjacent to the big room used as grave rooms. There are angled

and vaulted niches within the walls. (c;ilingiroglu, 1997)

Fedak (1990) made more comprehensive classification for the rock-cut tombs:

1) Aedicule tombs

2) Chamber tombs (without elaborate architectural facades)

3) Courtyard tombs (partly or entirely cut below ground level and with or without a

columnar arrangement) as oikos type (rooms along a central axis), and peristyle type

(rooms around a central courtyard)

4) Cube tombs (with or without decoration)



5) Housetombs (with or without elevation). Further classification is possible according

to the shape of the roofs such as house tombs with flat, hipped, or gable roofs.

Porticotombs (with real or false/engaged columns in a single- or double-storey

ammgement;these facades sometimes imitate a proskenion or scaenae frons)

phagi(with or without carved decoration)

empletombs (with or without podia and with hipped, gabled, or pyramidal roof) as

antis,prostyle, and based on peripteral design

tombs (with elements recalling the cavea and orchestra of a theatre)

(needspecific descriptions)

2.23 Left: Rock graves (Aydmgun, 2000, http://www.turkishairlines.com/tsky

20/likya.htm),Right: <;elikli Rock graves, (Ba~gelen, p: 4)

http://www.turkishairlines.com/tsky


Theso-called mixed-construction group refers to tombs that are partly rock-cut

partlybuilt. Mixed construction tombs are divided into subgroups as free-standing

or engagedtombs with any of the appropriate subentries from built and rock-cut

ups.Themost common forms of mixed construction are tombs with rock-cut lower

buihupperportions, and built facades in front of a rock-cut chamber. (Fedak, 1990)

Tumuliare the last type of the tombs. Although tumulus may belong structurally

buihtombs,rock-cut tombs, or mixed constructions, their peculiar form makes them

separategroup. Often, but not exclusively, tumuli are circular in plan. They are

usuallylow and wide mounds with a conical top, the width exceeds the height. Many

tumulihavea dromos, but this feature is not essential. The nucleus, the tomb chamber,

is frequentlyoff-centre within the mound, and may be square, rectangular, circular, or

(ifmuhi-roomed)any or all of these. Tumuli tombs are divided into those groups: Earth

mounds(layered), earth mounds (layered) with enclosing stone rings, built mounds of

cut-stoneconstruction, mixed construction (partly rock-cut, partly built).

According to Fedak (1990) subdivisions of tumulus tombs are as followings:

Bullibarrel-vauhed chambers without architectural facade, or with architectural facade

(so-calledMacedonian tombs); built corbel-vaulted chambers (with corbel domes or

corbelvaults) as square or rectangular on plan with comer pendentives, and as in a

circularplan; built "diagonal" (also called as lantern) roofmg; built hipped roofmg; built

flat roofmg (slabs); multi-chamber arrangements with different roofing techniques

(apartment type); rock-cut chambers; timber chambers; simple or basic burial

arrangementsas sarcophagus, and cist graves; and others (need specific descriptions).

Tumuluses have been found in many parts of Anatolia. Principal constructional

featuresof these tumuluses are "krepis", "dromos", doors, burial chambers, and roof

systems.Common tomb types found in tumuluses are front yarded tombs, sarcophagus,

front-roomedtombs, dromos tombs, lean-to roofed tombs. Furniture and grave offerings

within the tumuluses are "kline", benches, beds, tables, and cedars. (Din~, 1993)

Essentially,they consist of a grave structure and a hill that is artificially constructed on

thegrave.Tumuluses were constructed in different sizes. For instance, tumulus found in

Nemrutis in 50 m in height. (Figure 2.25 right)

Tumuluses are considered as the beginning of monumental tomb architecture.

Sizeof the tumuluses was determined in respect to dead's social statue. For instance,



Silbury-HillTumulus (150 m in base calibre and 39,60 m in height) near Avebury in

Englandis the biggest tumulus in Europe. (Erginba~, 1950)

Figure 2.25 Two tumuluses remaining ancient times (left: http://www.omu.edu.tr/sam/

satumulus.htmright: http://www.kuryazilim.com/nemrut/turkce.htm)

Kurgan as a subtype of the tumuli tombs, which is constructed as a burial

chamberunder a hill, is the first type of tomb used by old Turks in the Middle Asia.

Dead used to be buried to a kurgan simply, mummified, or in some cases cremated.

Also, in most cases, goods and animals were buried into a kurgan with the dead person.

Saracoglu(1950) states that head of the dead body within the kurgan was orientated to

thenorth or the east. Dead body whether it was a man or woman is distinguished though

goodsplaced into the kurgan. For instance, a coffee mill founded in the woman kurgans

is considered a distinctive subject.
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Archaeologistsdate kurgans founded in Asia to the fifth century Be. pazmk

amongthem is accepted the most valuable and unique one. Mummified human

bodies, various statues, unique pazmk carpets, clothes, and assorted goods

undin the Pazlflk and Tiiekta kurgans. (Yiicel, 2000) Principal art works found

were assorted weapon settings such as swords, spearheads, bayonets, knifes,

sickles,shears, battle-axe, augers, mattlocks and awls, mount settings such as

equipmentand reins. Also, numerous golden ornaments such as earrings, belts,

andmirrors were found. (Seker, 1999)

Wallsof a kurgan were made tree stumps ordered horizontally and vertically,

roof system of a kurgan consists of trunks ordered contiguously. Inside of the

used to be covered with valuable silk and woollen carpets. (Saracoglu, 1950)

were constructed in different sizes. Some of them are 13-15 m in size, and

areburialchambers 24 m in size. Even, large kurgans 30-46 m in size were found

. (Yiicel,2000)

Commonreceptacles for all types of the tombs are caskets, coffms, urns, and

Coffinis a container for burial of human remains usually applied to a hexagonal

container.Also casket is a coffm featuring added luxuries, which are installed

comfort,and enjoyment of those in no fit state to appreciate them. (Gazis Sax,

~It isa rigid container for the interment of human remains. May be made of wood,

or likematerial and are ornamented and lined with fabric. Urn is defmed literally

crematedremains container in which the ashes of a cremated person are kept.

ionurns have been used both in the past and present by different civilisations.

2.27 Urn pots remaining Urartuians and found in Dilkaya and Ayarus

ions(<;ilingiroglu, 1997, p: 103)



Urn may be designated as mausoleum urn, lawn urn, or scattering urn. Lawn urn

meansa receptacle designated for burial into which the cremated human remains of one

personare placed, which is usually made of bronze, bronze plate, durable plastics, or a

combination.Another tomb receptacles are vases. Commonly, there are two types of

vases.Lawn vase is a receptacle for the placement of flowers on a grave, lawn crypt,

lawnniche, or memorial. On the other hand, mausoleum vase means a receptacle for the

placementof flowers on a crypt or niche.

Memorial is literally a monument, tombstone, grave marker, headstone

identifyinga grave or graves, or a name plate, name bar, or inscription identifying a

cryptor niche.

Memorial is the physical identification of an interment space. Generally has at

least the name, date of birth and date of death of the deceased and may include an

epitaphor commemoration of the life, deeds, or career of the deceased person. These

may be in the form of bronze or granite tablets flush with the ground, upright

monuments,individual cut out bronze letters applied to the front of a mausoleum crypt,

statuary,benches, or other artwork or architectural features. Other terms that might be

used are memorial tablet, marker, headstone, crypt plate, or garden plaque. (Forest

LawnMemorial Park Ass., 1999)

Memorials are cooperative products of society's common beliefs, customs,

traditions, art conventions, and economic-social conditions. (Dogan, 1999) Therefore,

theyare a clear indication of social status, wealth, religious affiliation, decade of burial
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eventhe philosophical outlook of the deceased. Memorials also change by region

cemeterytype. Many memorials portray a great deal of symbolism both in shape

ornamentation.(Old Cemeteries Society, 2000)

Figure 2.29 Left: A unique Ottoman tombstone (from the cover of the book of

''Ge~mi~tenGiinlimlize Mezarhk Kiiltiirti ve insan Hayatma Etkileri Sempozyumu",

1999),Middle:An obelisk (Old Cemeteries Society, 2000, http://www.oldcem.bc.caJ)

To set a memorial is very old tradition survlvmg for ages. Societies have

producedassorted types of memorials. Giine!j (1995) claims that, there are three types of

memorialsappreciated by one-god religious: First is constructed for holy persons,

secondtype is for statesman and heroes, fmally third is for ordinary people appreciated

bydifferentreligious order. On the other hand, Dogan (1999) considers not whole types

of memorials but only gravestones as two principle groups. According to him, ftrst

groupconsists of figurative gravestones, and second is those have assorted inscriptions.

Commonly,memorials are categorised in two principle groups in respect to their formal

characteristics.(Giine~, 1995; Haseki, 1976)

I. Memorials as a document: Gokturk epitaphs ("balbal") and Ahlat memorials are

good examples for these memorials. Such memorials are also considered as four



groups: Vertical memorials called as "~ahide" are headstones and footstones,

horizontalmemorials are called as "sanduka", vertical and horizontal memorials,

and'\~atma"memorials.

2. Memorials like an animal in form are considered as two groups: Ram or sheep

formedmemorials, and horse formed memorials

A more comprehensive classification system divides memorials into four groups

includingboth eastern and western types. (Old Cemeteries Society, 2000)

I. Tablets, headstones, and footstones have four types such as simple tablet, domed

tablet,Gothic tablet, and rustic tablet.

2. Markers are screen marker, simple block, flat marker, plaque, slant-faces marker,

scroll-facedmarker, open-book marker, vertical-face marker.

3. Obelisks,columns, and pedestals are ten types: standard obelisks, truncated or blunt

obelisks, vaulted obelisks, gateway / bi-columnar monument, broken column,

classicalGreek column with slant top, standard column, pilaster column! rectangular

or square column, pedestal monument, eclectic monument.

4. Crossesare four types: Latin cross, Calvary cross, Celtic cross, Rustic cross.

Tablets and headstones: This type is the most popular and frequently

encounteredmemorial found in most cemeteries. A variety of materials have been used

forthis type of memorial, ranging from wood to stone. While there are many shapes and

sizesof tablets and headstones, most exhibit a few common features. First, commonly

theyare not enormous monuments. They tend to be 80 to 100 centimetres in height and

varyin thickness from 8 to 20 centimetres. The headstone may be placed by itself in the

ground or may be set into a base or on top of another grave structure. The term

"headstone"derives from the position of the stone above the interred corpse's head. It is

common to use a headstone and a smaller stone a short distance away called the

footstone.Footstones are usually made of the same material as the headstone but were

muchsmaller. The footstones are usually inscribed with the initials of the deceased.

The subtypes of tablet and headstone styles are simple, domed, shouldered,

Gothic,and Rustic tables. Simple tablet tends to be rectangular and the same thickness

throughout; no curves, angles or tapering features. Faces may be polished or plain.

Domedtablet tends to have more angles and may be the same thickness throughout or

thickerat the base. Shouldered tablet tends to have far more intricate angles and cuts on

the top portion of the headstone. There is much variation in this type of tablet. Gothic
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is similarto the domed tablet, but the angles along the top of the headstone and

uIdersare steeper. Rustic tabletlheadstone tends to be thicker and more robust

otherdesigns.It is common to see these memorials with a pattern that looks almost

a stonewall. The main inscription face is usually polished and the polished section

beinthe shape of a large arrow pointing upward.

igure 2.30 Types of tablets and headstones (Old Cemeteries Society, 2000,

Mtp://www.oldcem.bc.ca/)

Markers:This type of memorial is also common, and they can be found set into

a 00se, on a ground ledger or just by themselves. Most markers tend to be thicker than

headstones/tabletsand lower to the ground. The one exception is the plaque, which is

quitethin. Markers tend to be made from stone, cement or bronze. There are great

variationsin the sizes of markers, from tiny ones on children's graves to huge

roonumentalones on prominent family grave sites. The followings are some of the most

commontypes of markers.

Screen marker tends to be rectangular in shape and can be added into other

monumenttypes to form an eclectic memorial. Simple block is a rectangular block that

tendsto be quite thick. Flat marker tends to be thinner than other markers and lies flat

alongthe ground. May be set into a base or just by itself. Usually these markers have

onlyenough room for a very simple inscription such as name, years of birth and death

and a three- or four-word epitaph. Plaque tends to be very thin and made of either

bronzeor brass. Lettering is usually in relief. Slant-faced marker comes in a variety of

sizesand styles. Main characteristic is the slant of the inscription face, usually at a 40 to

45degreeangle, allowing the inscription to face a certain direction (usually east). This

slant in the stone's face allows for a greater surface area for inscriptions. Scroll-faced

markertends to lie flat and is fashioned in the shape of a scroll, seen easily from the
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Open-book marker tends to lie flat and take on the dimensions of an open book.

Vertical-facemarker with slant-top is a flat vertical face with inscription on one side

8Dd thetop of the marker. It has a sloping cut usually at a 45-degree angle. Generally no

inscriptionis placed on the top.

Obelisks, Columns, Pedestals: Many of the largest, most expensive and most

spectacularmonuments fall into this category. Almost all styles of obelisks and columns

aretheheritage remaining from Egyptian, Greek and Roman architecture. Obelisks and

columnshave three distinct sections: the base (bottom support), the shaft (centre column

piece)and the capital (the top structure). Columns come in a variety of shapes and sizes

similarto obelisks. The one great advantage of obelisks, pilaster columns and pedestals

is the available space for inscriptions. Where headstones and markers only have one

inscriptionface, obelisks, columns and pedestals provide at least four inscription faces.

Thesetypes of monuments are usually found on family burials or those of people of

highsocial status. Because obelisks, columns and pedestals are higher, they also tend to

standout more in the cemetery and are easily located. (Old Cemeteries Society, 2000)

Standard obelisk is shaped like a fmger or ray from the sun. Truncated or blunt

obeliskis similar shape to the standard obelisk but with a rounded capital (top). It is

Roman in origin, but appeared as a modification of the Egyptian obelisk. Vaulted

obelisksare similar to the other obelisk styles but the capital (top) is distinctive. The

most common variation is the cross-vaulted obelisk. The columns can be Egyptian,

Greekor Roman in styling. The columns and arch represent a gateway or entrance or

what is referred to as the portal to eternity. Classical Greek column tends to have a

straight shaft with flutes; shaft can taper slightly or be straight. Column may have an

urn at the top. Standard column tends to have a rounded shaft that does not taper and

hasno flutes, but a smooth surface running up to the capital, usually with an urn on top.

Pilaster column/rectangular or square column is very similar to other columns except

thatthe shaft is rectangular or square instead of round.

Pedestal monument tends to be large, have four faces for inscriptions and flat

vertical sides (tapering or straight) topped either with a flat capital or pediment

(triangular roof-like structure). There may also be an urn above the pediment or the

capital.Eclectic monument tends to be large and incorporate two or three styles in one
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. e remaining from Egyptian, Greek and Roman architecture. Obelisks and

lave three distinct sections: the base (bottom support), the shaft (centre column

thecapital (the top structure). Columns come in a variety of shapes and sizes

obelisks.The one great advantage of obelisks, pilaster columns and pedestals

. hie space for inscriptions. Where headstones and markers only have one

face,obelisks, columns and pedestals provide at least four inscription faces.

of monuments are usually found on family burials or those of people of

. status.Because obelisks, columns and pedestals are higher, they also tend to

morein the cemetery and are easily located. (Old Cemeteries Society, 2000)

tandardobelisk is shaped like a fmger or ray from the sun. Truncated or blunt

. similar shape to the standard obelisk but with a rounded capital (top). It is

in origin, but appeared as a modification of the Egyptian obelisk. Vaulted

are similar to the other obelisk styles but the capital (top) is distinctive. The

commonvariation is the cross-vaulted obelisk. The columns can be Egyptian,

or Roman in styling. The columns and arch represent a gateway or entrance or

referred to as the portal to eternity. Classical Greek column tends to have a

shaftwith flutes; shaft can taper slightly or be straight. Column may have an

the top. Standard column tends to have a rounded shaft that does not taper and

flutes,but a smooth surface running up to the capital, usually with an urn on top.

column/rectangular or square column is very similar to other columns except

shaftis rectangular or square instead of round.

Pedestalmonument tends to be large, have four faces for inscriptions and flat

sides (tapering or straight) topped either with a flat capital or pediment

roof-like structure). There may also be an urn above the pediment or the

Eclecticmonument tends to be large and incorporate two or three styles in one



llruCtW'e.This type of monument is commonly a large flat screen (for inscriptions)

toppedby either support pilasters or round or standard columns supporting a pediment

Crosses are peculiar to the Christian cemeteries. The cross can take many forms

8Ddthe symbolic meanings and history of each type is very complex and elaborate.

Manytypes of crosses used as cemetery monuments are the Latin, Calvary, Celtic and

Cemetery is defined as a place dedicated to and used, or intended to be used, for

thefinaldisposition and memorialisation of human remains. The term is derived from

theGreekkoimeterion, literally a "sleeping place" or "dormitory". On the other hand,

Cilacl(1999) indicates that Turks used also "hamu~an", "makbere", and "hazire" words

tomeancemetery. Dan Meinwald (2000) claims that cemeteries are cultural institutions

that symbolically drarnatise many of the community's basic beliefs and values about

whatkind of society it is, who its members are, and what they aspire to be. We are, for

instance,stratified in death, as we are in life, evident in the segregation of community

cemeteries by race, ethnicity, religion, and social class. The word cemetery is

symnymous of the word graveyard. However, the word graveyard means burial

unds,whereas, a cemetery may include all types of interment spaces such as grave,

or niche.

Humankind has produced several types of cemeteries until today. Cemeteries

aredivided into two broad categories: traditional cemeteries and memorial parks

. A traditional cemetery has upright monuments, usually made of stone. Many

cemeteries also have private mauso leums for above-ground interment.

. aal cemeteries typically contain a great deal of history, such as architecture,

and other art, as well as the personages interred there. They often feature lush

ing and impressive greenery. On the other hand, memorial parks and gardens

newer type of cemetery introduced about 75 years ago. They are cemeteries



withouttombstones: parks and gardens where bronze memorials are placed level with

theground to blend with the beauty of the landscape. They often feature expansive

lawnswith a variety of trees, flowering beds and gardens, as well as fountains, sculpture

ormemorialarchitecture. (ICFA, 2001) Nevertheless, it is possible from a wider range

tocategorisecemeteries in respect to their planning and design approaches, the size and

theage attained by them, land ownership, management system, religious, and location

characteristics.

According to the design approaches, cemeteries may be dominantly constructed

ordevelopedas open green areas. Also, in respect to design of circulation and planting

pattern,cemeteries are categorised as formal cemeteries, and, informal cemeteries. In

respectto size attained by them, cemeteries show three characteristics as small (0-5

hectare),medium (5-20 hectare), and large-scale (more than twenty hectares, even it

may be 400 hectares or more) developments. In respect to age attained by them,

cemeteries are considered as historical or nonhistorical. There are three types of

cemeteryin respect to land ownership aspect: Private cemeteries, public / or municipal

cemeteries,military cemeteries. In respect to the management systems, cemeteries may

bemanaged by public authorities, or managed by joint - stock companies. According to

their religious characters, cemeteries are in two types: Homogeneous cemeteries, which

serveonly one religious society, such as Christian, Jewish or Moslem Cemeteries. And,

heterogeneous cemeteries, where people from assorted religions can be interred in.

Cemeteries are categorised in respect to their location in third groups: Cemeteries

withinan urban area, out of an urban area, or cemeteries located next to a city.

In respect to planning approaches, cemeteries can be divided into seven groups:

Traditional graveyards, columbarium including crematoriums, mausoleums, memorial

parks and gardens, forest cemeteries, national cemeteries, and cemeteries developed

nextto a religious building, such as "churchyard" and "hazire".

Graveyards are traditional cemeteries, which allows or requires traditional

uprightmemorials. These types of cemeteries generally serve burial grounds. They may

contain small-scale family mausoleums but not large-scale community mausoleums,

and not a columbarium, a crematorium Graveyards are still very popular in many

countriesparticularly in the Islamic Eastern countries. They have generally known also

as great cypress forests in most countries.



Columbariumis the arrangement of niches that may include an entire building, a

a seriesof special indoor alcoves, a bank: along a corridor or part of an outdoor

setting.That is, a columbarium is a structure, room, or a space intended to be

the inurnment of cremated remains. Columbarium is also defined as a vault

for urns containing the ashes of those who have been cremated.

are often located within a mausoleum or chapel, and constructed of

small compartments (niches) designed to hold urns containing cremated

Insumup, it is possible to say a columbarium is a cemetery within a cemetery.

2JI Left: A modular Columbarium containing 216 niches, Right: An interior

nichebanksystem (Modular Niche Wall Systems-Australia, 1998, http://www.

net/closed_conan. asp)

Historically,the word mausoleum comes from the large temple-like tomb of

Ius.Thismausoleum is now regarded as the fifth of the Seven Wonders of the

Thepyramidsof Egypt and the Taj Mahal in India are other examples of ancient

Atthepresent, mausoleum is literally defined as a structure, above ground, or

aboveand partially below ground for interment of human remains; it may

acombinationof crypts, niches or columbarium's.

Thesestructuresare almost always made of stone and are expensive to construct.

burialcells or chambers in a mausoleum are referred to as loculi (from the

rd loculus)Mausoleums may contain both bodies and cremated remains. In

cemeteries,mausoleums are developed as large buildings containing hundreds of

(Old CemeteriesSociety, 2000)



Figure 2.32 Top Left: Arlington Cemetery Mausoleum, Top Right: Paradise Memorial

Park Mausoleum, Arizona; (Victoria, Australia Milne Construction Co., 2001, http://

www.milneconstruction.com/) Bottom Left: Fawkner Crematorium & Memorial Park

Mausoleum(Victoria, Australia Milne Construction Co., 2001, http://www.milnecon

struction.coml),Bottom Right: Holy Redeemer Cemetery, New Jersey, (Mid-Atlantic

ContractorsInc., 1999, http://www.midatlanticcontractors.com/html/gallery3 .html)

Community mausoleum is a structure, above ground, or partially above and

partially below ground, containing crypts and niches used or intended for use by

membersofthe general public. A community mausoleum is for many families, whereas,

a privatemausoleum is generally sold for the use of a single family. Some vendors sell

whatthey call private or family mausoleums with only a few spaces. Many of these are

morecorrectly called sarcophagi. There are two types of the mausoleums: garden and

indoor mausoleums. Garden mausoleums are the outdoor mausoleums. Sometimes

called"wall crypts" because of the configuration of the crypts and to avoid confusion

with indoor mausolea. (Forest Lawn Memorial Park Ass., 1999,

http://www.forestlawn.com/index.html)

http://www.milnecon
http://www.midatlanticcontractors.com/html/gallery3


mausoleumensures several advantages such as comfort, security to the users.

mausoleumcrypts are both clean and dry. Furthermore, with the growing

favailableland for cemetery use, mausolea allow for a maximum number of

ina minimum amount of space. Since the casket is placed in a clean, dry,

und crypt, the remains in a mausoleum are protected from water and the

of theearth. Renaissance Mausoleums Pty Ltd. (1998) clarifies the benefits of

as perpetual tenure, maintenance free, all weather protection and comfort,

• Iy pricedwhen compared with all other forms of burial, only one initial cost

ing fees, memorialisation included in all crypt purchases, choice for single,

Wnilyspaces, use of modem burial techniques and care, more private and

environmentfor visiting family and friends, full security at all times.

2J3 Left:Rose memorial garden sections in Fawkner Memorial Park Cemetery

.fcmp.com.au/images/PJRockA600.jpg), Right: Bunurong Memorial Park

, (http://www.bunurong.com.au/4CremRock.htm)

emorialparks or gardens are cemeteries, which have adopted a park like style

Iishedthe use of upright memorials. As envisioned by Hubert Eaton who coined

a memorial-park has "sweeping lawns" and must also be inspirational, "...a

thatupliftsand educates a community." Some cemeteries allow upright memorials

themselves memorial-parks because they have some sections where upright

are not allowed. (Forest Lawn Memorial Park Ass., 1999) Memorial parks

includespaces for garden sections of the cremated remains.



Forestcemeteries like the memorial gardens and park cemeteries do not allow

up-rightmemorials, and developed in a quite low dense. Generally, these cemeteries

Ire large-scalein size. Their forestry character may be natural or a man-made

development.Further, a mausoleum, and columbarium may take place in a forest

cemetery.
Nationalcemetery is a burial place consisting bodies of martyries. Generally,

gravememorialsare identical in a national cemetery. Burial spaces are arranged orderly

mI generallyin a high dense.

Figure 2.35 A view like a daisy garden bed from Calverton National Cemetery, New

York(Departmentsof Veterans Affairs, 2001, http://www.cem.va.gov/listcemhtm)

Churchyards and hazires are cemeteries, which are situated close to a church or

a mosque."Hazire" takes place in the quible side of the mosque yards. Such cemeteries

are still used in many countries. On the other hand, use of the mosqueyards as a

cemeteryis abandoned by the cemetery registrations in Turkey.



ipre 2.36 Left: Church Cemetery built in 1851, New Zealand (Souders, http://

h.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis_id?p=cid%3A10264557), Right: St. Peter's

Church and Graveyard, UK (Woolfitt, http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis

jef?p=cid%3A10724463)

German poet H. Heine (Eyice, 1999)

According to Uslu (1997), there are two principal functions of cemeteries.

Essentialfunction of them is to provide required internment area, and second function is

relatedto recreational. Likewise, Ozkan (1996) claims that to arrange cemeteries also as

greenareas should be considered in the cemetery planning and design works. They

should be appreciated as passive recreational areas. Even, use of them as active

recreationareas is seen in some western countries. Seker (1999) remarks that cemeteries

http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis


ut general characteristics of the city's past developments, managements,

wen as important events, people, cultural and art works though gravestone

bcriptions. Also, grave inscriptions showing a person dead for what reason

arah (1999) considers gravestones as title deeds of the cities. He quotes

orderto prove his claim. After the World War I, Armenians, who aimed to

Armenianstate in the western part of Anatolia, went to Erzurum. There,

Fnurum proved the city was a Turkish city showing the cemetery areas.

(1999)also claims that gravestones with their archetypes, hand writings,

. os assist to the theological history implying beliefs about life and death.

hand,gravestones might be considered as ethnographical documents since

learningabout social and economic statue of the deceased. Beside, grave

assist to the political history. For instance, they inform about wars and

As well as, they may contain some writings about natural disease such as

and fires. That is, we know of the past is based on grave contents and

mfuneraryartifacts.

sumup, principally, there are four significant functions of the cemetery areas:

providean interment place for human remains. Second, to serve historical and

. e of death concept of the civilisations. Ulker (1994) remarks that grave

and inscriptions are the art works, which inform about death culture,

and humour considerations of the past societies. Also, they are valuable

ethnographicalstudies. Third function of the cemeteries is their contribution

landscape and ecosystem as an ecological balance area. And [mally,

providepassive/ or even active recreation opportunities to the citizens.

additional function related to the last function of the cemetery areas IS

to provide visiting opportunities to the people. The result of a research,

to findout why some people visit cemeteries, is very interesting. According

h, people visit to cemeteries for those purposes: To remember their

relatives,to leave flowers, to pay their respects, to look at the tombstones, to

quiettime, to bird watch, to take a quiet stroll, to take photographs, to look

es of the famous, to picnic, to do a little impromptu gardening, to enjoy the

andthe decorations on the graves, to do tombstone rubbings, to have a good

overa clever epitaph, to do genealogical research, to realise that when we're



blemswill seem minute, to console oneself in the company ofthe dead,

the big picture, to contemplate time. (http://www.alsirat.com/silence/

Further, parallel to the population, cemetery industry has also a

chapter aimed to search fundamental concepts such as death, cemetery

disposal techniques, interment, tomb, memorial and cemetery. In the

investigation, it was seen that, death is the greatest universal reality as

event and a cultural phenomenon. And, the concept of death has effected

human activities such as art, medical, science, history, philosophy and so

and different cultures, death has been perceived in different ways either

part of the life, or a taboo. Finally, religions have had the most significant

ping of fears and beliefs about death, body disposal techniques, interment

places,tomb architecture, and funeral considerations and practises.

beings have used -being effected by different religious beliefs and

principally four techniques as decomposition. (burial), cremation,

. n, and embalming for the disposition of the human remains. Burial means

. n of human remains, in a common way but not entirely, below ground.

two ways for burial as simple burial with or without a coffm on earth, or

burial with the other techniques such as cremation and mummification on

other interment places. Islam, Judaism, and most churches of Christianity

the simple burial. On the other hand, complicated burial is applied in

otherreligions such as Shamanism, Hinduism, and as well as many churches

. y. Also, it is possible to categorise burial technique as traditionally earth

umation) or sepulcher burial. Second type of burial means placing the

body in a mausoleum, a tomb, or cremated remains in a niche. Furthermore,

methods include aquatic burial, surface burial, post-cremation burial, and

the other hand, second technique cremation is the reduction of the human

its basic elements by heat and evaporation. It's forbidden by Jews, most

filiths, Moslems and some other religions. However, most Christian



denominationsincluding the Roman Catholic Church allow cremation. And, it is the

mrmal method of Sikhs, Hindus, Parsees, and Buddhists. The task of cremation of the

corpseshas an economic basis and is realised in special places, which are far away and

productsof high technology friendlier to the environment, in the western countries. On

theother hand, in the eastern, the reason for cremation is to ensure sprit understanding

itsbodydied and it would not be useful any more. In some parts of the eastern, even

today,the task of cremation is realised in a traditional manner.

Mummification, as a third technique, is both an operation and a religious rite for

bodydisposal. Mummification is divided into two categories in respect to methods used

in the operation. First is natural mummification, and the second is artificial

mummification.This technique was most used by the ancient Egyptians. But, also, it

basbeenused by different civilisations in many parts of the world. Even, it is still rarely

used in some parts of the world. In a common way, the reason behind the

mummification is provision of the immortal life, achieving the successful rebirth by

means of the preservation of the material body in accordance to the religious

acceptances.Finally, the embalming technique as a temporary preservation of a dead is

thecosmetic enhancement and disinfection of the corpse.

Interment is the fmal disposition of human remains by means of using one, or

more than one technique for body disposal as burial, mummification, or cremation.

Intermentmeans the inhumation (earth burial), the entombment (placing human remains

ina crypt or a grave), and the inurnment (placement of the cremated human remains in a

n urn, and placement of such urn in a niche, crypt, grave, or other suitable locations in a

cemetery).An interment space is a space intended for the fmal disposition of human

remains, including but not limited to, a grave space, mausoleum crypts, garden crypts,

lawncrypts, niche walls, columbarium, urnIcremation gardens, and scattering gardens.

Thereare principally four interment space types as graves, crypts, niches, and scattering

gardens. Grave is a place, where a dead person is buried, especially the excavation

itself.In other words, a grave is a burial space. Crypt means a space in a mausoleum

usedor intended to be used for the entombment of human remains. And, niche means a

spaceused for the inurnment of the cremated remains. Generally, niches are designed as

mausoleum/or columbarium niches, community niches, or lawn niches. Mausoleum

niches is a space in a mausoleum or columbarium for the inurnment of the cremated

remains. On the other hand, community niches mean a common area where several



may be placed. And, lawn niche is an interment space in an

garden.Finally, scattering garden is a special garden for people interested

is synonymous with grave, but tombs may take many forms apart from

omb may be a grave, a burial vault, a sarcophagus, or any type of

on the interment space. There are many types of tombs produced by

in time. They may be categorised in respect to structural, formal,

chronologicalcharacteristics. Nevertheless, in respect to the materials and

in the construction, tombs are classified as built tombs, rock-cut tombs,

and twnuli tombs. And, each class is also divided into the groups and

h as cenotaphs, altar tombs, loculus burials, kline tombs, mastabas,

. s-burial tombs, temple tombs, mausoleums, sarcophagus, stupas, turbe

baldachins in the built class, and free standing or engaged forms in the

class.Common tomb receptacles are caskets, coffms, urns, and vases.

rial is the physical identification of an interment space. It may be a

tombstone, grave marker, headstone identifying a grave or graves, or a

name bar, or inscription identifying a crypt or a niche. A memorial

at least the name, date of birth and date of death of the deceased, and may

epitaph or commemoration of the life, deeds, or career of the deceased

ore, they are clear indicators for the social statutes, wealth, religious

lDdeven the philosophical outlook of the deceased. Further, many memorials

pat deal of symbolism both in shape and ornamentation. A comprehensive

system considers the memorials as tablets, headstones, footstones;

lisks,columns, pedestals; and crosses.

ery is a place for fmal disposition and memorialisation of the human

Cemeteriesare also cultural institutions that symbolically dramatise many of

. 's beliefs and values. They are generally divided into two broad

as traditional cemeteries and memorial parks or gardens. Nevertheless, it is

categorisethem from a wider range in respect to their planning and design

size and age attained by them, landownership and management systems,

locationcharacteristics.

cemeteries were divided into the seven

Graveyards, columbarium including crematoriums, mausoleum cemeteries,



cemeteries, forest cemeteries, national cemeteries, and "churchyards" /

respectto design approaches for circulation and planting pattern, cemeteries

as formal and informal cemeteries. Also, they may be developed as

constructedspaces or dominantly open-green spaces. In respect to size

them,cemeteries were considered as small, medium, and large cemeteries.

ageattained by them, cemeteries were considered as two types: Historical

andnonhistorical cemeteries. In accordance to the land ownership aspect

grouped as private, public / municipal, and military cemeteries. And, they

ed by the public authorities, or joint - stock companies. According to

. us characters, cemeteries were found in two types: Homogeneous

whichserve only one religious society, such as Christian, Jewish or Moslem

andheterogeneous cemeteries, where people from assorted religions can be

Finally,their location characteristics were found as within an urban area, out

• ipalfunctions of the cemetery areas are to provide an interment place for

. , to serve historical and cultural heritage of death concept of the

to contribute urban landscape and ecosystem, to provide passive/ or active

opportunitiesto the citizens, and fmally to provide visiting opportunities to



Thepractice of physically marking an interment site goes back thousands and

perhaps millions of years in human history. In fact, most of the memorial styles

unteredin 20th century cemeteries are not original and have been borrowed from

ancientcivilisations. First, 75.000 years ago, Neanderthals began to bury their dead.

The firstburialsmay have been unintentional. Hunters, who were wounded or ill, were

behindby compatriots, who sealed them in caves to protect them from wild animals.

irst,dwing 50.000 BC, Neanderthals buried their dead with flowers. Planting the

deceasedfor later renewal is the earliest known human ritual. Many ancient people

recognisedthe burial ground's potential for spreading disease and placed their

cemeteriesoutside their cities or took other precautions. Afterwards, Neanderthals also

began the practice of carefully orienting the body on an East-West axis or so that the

corpse faced east. In 30.000 BC, first time Chinese used coffms to bury their dead.

(GAzis-SAx, 1996)

Ancient societies interred their deceased in different manners being effected

cuhuraland religious considerations. For example, Uslu (1997) explains that a society

survived7000 years ago used "turbahk"s as an interment site. They buried the corpses

underthewater, and then piled some woods on the corpses.

Figure 3.1 Left: A Red Indian cemetery, where corpses are left in the nature (Goldman,

1999, p: 60) Right: An interment place in Florida - Windover (Uslu, 1997, p: 16)



AlsoRed Indians used swamps as interment places They used to believe an

life,and the eagle feathers would help the soul finds its way. Therefore, Red

ornamentedtheir grave sites with several eagle feathers. Generally, Red Indians

theirremainsto the nature simply as a surface burial. Commonly, they prefer hilly

areasas interment places. (Goldman, 1999)

Christianityand the Industrial Revolution are second vantage turn points of the

cemeteryculture. Therefore, it is necessary to take handle cemetery culture in

westerncuhure fIrst as before Christianity, and Christian period. Here, the ancient

. andAnatolian cultures in the pre-Christian period were considered as the roots

the western cultures. Later, Christian period was considered as before and after

In the western societies before accepting Christianity, interment spaces

commonlyused to be situated out of the settlements. Here, the most important factor

the belief, which claimed dead may come back and annoy the livings. Therefore,

ientwesternpeople were stroked with the horror of becoming close to the deceased.

ADdso, they made the grave places as holy places and situated them at a certain

dmtancefromthe settlements.

Ancient Egyptians believed an immortal life, and to achieve a successful rebirth

theyconsideredthe conservation of the material body was necessary. According to the

ancientEgyptian religion, heart was weighed after the death. Goldman (1999) states

Egyptiansbelieved that their souls would be justified in the court consisting of Osiris

andother forty-two gods. There, heart of the dead was placed in one pair of the scale,

anda feather in the other pair. Then, if the heart was heavier than the feather, deceased

wouldnot achieve the rebirth, it would be eaten by the monsters. If the heart was lighter

64



thefeather,in this case, it was believed that the right of rebirth was achieved. But,

allthese,fIrstpreservation of the body was required. For this, they mummified their

and built great monuments called as pyramid for particularly kings and

hs.Actually, Ancient Egyptians produced a unique cemetery culture including

disposa~funeral ceremonies and rites, tomb structures and memorials.

Heredotdescribes three types of mummification applied in the Ancient Egypt.

firstonewas expensive as much as threefold of the second. Third type being the

of them was affordable as well as for the middle-class of bureaucrats, but

for general public. They could entrust the future of their corpses only to the

te climate.(Ceram, 1999)

igore 3.2Left: Ancient Egyptian beliefs in the afterlife (Crystal, 2000, http://www.cry

stalinks.com/mum.html),Right: An Ancient Egyptian mummy (Goldman, 1999, p: 76)

Apart from the typical mummification task, also, the internal organs are stored

ina specialcanister called a Canopic Jar. In the Egyptian times, the lids of Canopic jars

wereshapedlike the heads of Egyptian gods, the four sons of Horus. And, the Canopic

jarswiththeir contents were placed into the tomb with the mummy. But the making of a

corpseinto a mummy in the ancient Egypt was not all certain operational tasks. It was

completedwith definite religious rituals. Religious rite part of the mummification

processwas composed of several ceremonies, preparing of the tomb and a series of

coffins,each to fit within another.

http://www.cry


re 3.3 Left: Canopic Jars: human, baboon, falcon, and jackal represent the four

poteetivespirits, the Four Sons of Horus, Right: Coffin of a Middle Kingdom official

intheancientEgypt (Crystal, 2000, http://www.crystalinks.com/egyptafterlife.html)

An extremely important task also undertaken during the seventy days of

mummificationwas the preparation by priests or scribes of magical texts to be placed in

thetomb.These texts, now known as the 'Book of the Dead' were written on papyrus

rolls.The chapters forming the Book of the Dead contained information necessary to

thedeceasedin overcoming obstacles on his journey and in gaining admittance to the

afterworld.(Crystal, 2000) Once, the mummification process was applied, then the

corpseusedto be placed in an interment space may be in a pyramid. Actually, only the

kingsand Pharaohs were buried into the pyramids in the ancient Egypt. And, how a

personwas buried depended almost entirely on how rich that person was. Therefore, it

is necessaryto investigate grave characteristics in the ancient Egyptians in the five

categoriesas the poor, craftsmen and artists, nobles and courtiers, royal family, and

lastlykings.

Throughout Egyptian history, the poorest people were buried in shallow graves

scoopedout of the sand. Bodies were usually wrapped in linen, but a straw outer

coveringwas also common in earlier times. People might be buried curled up in a

sleepingposition, or stretched out. Poorer people often placed their dead close to the

gravesofthe rich, so that their relatives could share in the abundant grave goods left for

theupperclasses. Craftsmen and artists were buried in shafts, and curled up in sleeping

or 'fetal' position. None of the bodies were mummified. The tombs in the workers'

cemeteryimitated the burials of nobles. Some were built like mastabas, flat-topped,



bench-likeconstructions. These tombs are smaller than those of the nobles,

havesome of the same features, such as false doors and serdabs. The most

ingtombswere built of debris left over from construction of the pyramids, and

shapeof little pyramids, or beehives. (Royal Ontario Museum, 2000)

ore 3.4 Left: Cheops Pyramid looks over the other pyramids of Giza, Eygpt.

(Woolfitt,2001, http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis _ id?p=cid%3A1072533I )

Right: The Sphinx and Giza Pyramids, (The University of Memphis, 1996,

http://www.memst.edu/egypt/img0009.htm)

In the great royal cemeteries, nobles were usually buried in Mastabas,

rectangular,flat-topped, stone-built structures that covered deep shafts leading to the

burialof the tomb owner. Members of his family and household might be buried at the

bottomof additional shafts, or in additional chambers accessed from the main shaft. Just

aspoorpeople wanted to be buried near the rich to share in their offerings, the courtiers

andnobleswanted to be near the king in death. People may have felt that their chance

ofanAfterlifewas better if they were near the king they had served in this life. Outside

of the capital city and the royal cemeteries at Giza, Sakkara and Abusir, nobles

sometimeschose to be buried in tombs carved into cliffs facing the Nile - artificial

caves.Tomb chapels, large rooms, were carved into the living rock so that there would

bespace for ritual practitioners to come to say prayers and leave offerings. During the

SixthDynasty, some nobles chose to be buried near their home towns, and not in the

royalcemeteries. Actually, the desire to become close to the upper classes, and so

http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis


· s next to a monumental tomb such as pyramids or mastabas are still observed

inthepresent times. (Figure 3.5-6)

re 3.5 Block graves in a cemetery situated beside the pyramids of Giza, Egypt

rgan,2001, http://sean;h.gallery.yahoo.com/searchlcorbis_id?p=cid% 3AI0310707)
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In the ancient Egypt, queens were sometimes buried in smaller pyramids near

theirhusband's,but not all queens were buried in this way. Most of the Kings of the Age

ofthePyramids chose to be buried in pyramids. There are nearly a hundred pyramids in

Egypt,some small and badly destroyed, others, such as the pyramids of Khufu and

Khafreat Giza, are still astonishing new generations of visitors with their size and

majesty.(Royal Ontario Museum, 2000)



re 3.7 The Great Pyramids in Giza, Egypt (Morgan, http://search.gallery.yahoo.

searchlcorbisjd ?p=cid%3 A10312121 )

Clayton(2000) states that several pyramids, large and small, were built in the

Egypt.But no doubt, Keops Pyramid, which was built in 2560 BC for Thufu,

wasthePharaoh of the fourth dynasty, was the greatest and considered as one of

sevenmiraculous of the world. It became the peak point of the ancient Egyptian

erycultureand architecture. Keops Pyramid is with 145m height as high as a 48

reyedskyscraper. Dimensions of its square base are 229 x 229 m. and experts

claimedthat approximately 2.300.000 block stones varying 2-15 tone in weight, and

dIlusandsof hundreds of slaves were used in the construction of that Great Pyramid.

Pyramid construction is peculiar to the ancient Egypt. However, several

pyramidshavebeen built in other parts of the world. But, the oldest one of them goes on

1000 years after the last ancient Egyptian pyramid. Biggest pyramids are Keops,

Kefren,andMikerinos.

Researchers studied on the subject of cemetery history recommends that

cemeteryculture including interment space considerations, structures, body disposal

techniques,and funeral practises in the Anatolian civilisations should be researched in

twoperiodsas prehistorical, and historical eras beginning from 3000 BC (discovery of

actofwriting). Prehistorical ages consist of the Stone Age -including Old Stone Age

alaeolithic),Middle Stone Age (Mesolithic), New Stone Age (Neolithic)-, Copper

e,BronzeAge, and the Iron Age. Historical ages are taken handle in four periods:
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irstAge,Middle Age, New Age, and Last Age. Hittites, Hellenes I, Urartu, Frigs,

Lydia, Ions, Perses, Hellenes II, Byzantines, Seljucks, Ottomans, and lastly,

HcanTurks dominated in Anatolia during these historical periods. Nevertheless,

. studySeljuks, Ottomans and Republican Turks were examined under the title of

. cuhures.

absolute generalisations about prehistoric Anatolian tombs and

types chronologically can not be made since sufficient knowledge and

. s arenot available. Regardless, some estimations and interpretations were made.

burialis a very old tradition that has survived for ages. Covering the burial ground

somesoils lies on Frig civilisation. Finally, grave dimensions in the prehistorical

werelargerthan they are today. (Uslu, 1997) The first interment space in Anatolia

caverns.Later times, bodies of the deceased were first dried under the sun, and

buriedunder the houses in the New Stone Age. For instance, dead was buried with

mefoodsandpresents in cedars under the houses in <;atalhoyiik. (Akurgal, 1990)

Deadwas buried into the dromos burial chambers in the Iron Age. For instance,

earlyIronAge cemetery near Van was found in the recent years. Graves, which were

onemetre under the ground, were designed as dromos burial chambers. Generally,

theywere orientated at the north-east and south-west directions. And, in most cases,

IJK)re than one remains (20 - 80) were buried into these graves. Also, in some cases

deadusedto be fIrst cremated and then cremated remains were buried into these dromos

tombs.



Further, several presents used to be served to the graves. Kavakh (1996)

. ed that a dromos (entrance place) was designed in the south-west side of the

. Burial chambers generally had a rectangular base plan, and were 2,50 m in

. . It is supposed that, these dromos burial chambers in the later times set the

ofUrartian's burial chambers.

igure 3.9 Grave presents found in Van Karagiinduz Cemetery remaining from the

earlyIronAge (Kavakh, 1996, p: 46)

The burying tradition continued as well as in the historical ages. Nevertheless,

accordingto Naumann (1998), any architectural grave constructions such as tumuluses,

pyramids,grave house, rock-cut tombs remaining from before 2000 BC were not found

inAnatolia.In the later times from 2000 BC, nobles and kings were buried into the false

domedgrave structures and tumuluses.

Figure 3.10 Reconstruction project of Maltepe domed tomb consisting of a linear long

corridor,two dromoses, and a circular burial chamber (Mansel, 1942, p: IV)



Many of these structures were found in Thrace and the western parts of

. Mansel (1942) claims that these domed tombs were resembling "Aka"

. n's domed grave structures 2000 BC. False domed tombs found in Anatolia

. ed in three groups in respect to plan types as rectangular, square, and circular.

Emre(1978) states that interments were made as intramural or extramural in

Ii&,2000Be. Sufficient statistical data for intramural interments was found only

and Kiiltepe. Nevertheless, remains were encountered also in Acemhoyiik,

yiik, Bogazkoy, Ikiztepe, Karahoyiik, Karaoglan, Kusura, Masathoyiik, and

bhOytlk. On the other hand, significant extramural interments were found

in Truva, Gordion, Osmankayasl, Ihca, Kazankaya, and Yanarlar

Also, extramural burials were found in Karata~-Semayiik, and

iMyiik. But, those burials are not considered entirely sufficient to prove a

that had been located there. Finally, monumental tombs remaining that period

beennot found until today. Akurgal (1990) claims that to set up a memorial was

applied by Finnic or Aram civilisations. Profession, age, sex, and similar

rmationabout deceased were found in those grave memorials.

Tomb types both intramural and extramural used by Hittite's are considered as

types:first was cist-tombs, second was inhumation tombs, and last one was pithos

lIurial-tombs.Apart from burial tombs, also so many urns remaining Hittites were found

indifferentparts of Anatolia. Because, both cremation and burying techniques were

Ippliedin Anatolia, 2000 Be. Apart from jar, clay, and box tombs, also urn pots were

usedto preserve cremated remains of the body. (Emre, 1978) Hittites constructed both

simpleandmonumental tomb structures.

Hittites used particularly pithos-burial tombs between 2000 BC and 3000 BC

apart from basic inhumation tombs. Many of these tombs were extracted by Emre

(1978)with the excavation made in Afyon - Yanarlar district. This Hittite cemetery in

Afyon-Yanarlar,approximately 6 ha in size, consisted of only the pithos-burial tombs.

Citizensin Afyon and its surroundings during the 2000 BC were directly buried into

cemeterieswithin the pithos. Here, effects of the 3000's BC cemetery culture was

significant.Any trace about cremation has not been revealed. To make evident these

pithostombs, Hittites used some marks on the surfaces. Any ordering or orientation

principlesfor grave arrangements have not been proved. Yanarlar pithos tombs were

moreassorted comparable to they were found in other parts of Anatolia. Also, Emre



) discussedthat there were some similarities between those pithos tombs found in

cemetery and in other Hittite cemeteries remaining from that period

lyKiiltepeand Gordion cemeteries.

Urartu civilisation after Hittites applied two body disposal strategies:

ion,and post-cremation burial. States man used to be buried into the ground

• And, public used to be fIrst cremated, then cremated remains were placed on

finallysuch pots were buried into the ground. Royal tombs were made welI-

as glamorous monuments. They resembled like a house. Burial chambers were

ground. Urartuians were buried into the graves with valuable goods,

weapons.They were buried one by one a grave, or communally. (Ozgii9,

used principally fIve types of tombs as simple graves, stone chest

burial tombs, ruck-cut tombs, and dromos house tombs. According to

(1997) variety in the Urartuian's tomb architecture emerged from three

wasethnical characteristic ofUrartuian civilisation, second was economic,

. to Frig cemetery culture, corpses used to be buried into the wooden

in rectangular pits except King Midas's grave. His tomb chamber 3,25

not placed in a pit. It was constructed on the ground, then, stones 4 m in

piled on it, fmally these stone pile was covered with clays, and so an

hill was set on his burial chamber. Wooden screens found in that tomb

I.' • ", .:.': :, ~ ,
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1 Left: A unique wooden screen found in King Middas's tomb (Akurgal,

~),Right: Section of King Middas's tomb, Gordion, 700 Be (Akurgal, 1990)



Lycia,Lydia, and Frig civilisations used the cremation method apart from burial

Jitites andDrartus did. They made monumental tombs carving the rocks. Thus,

tombsare called commonly as fayade rock-cut tombs. (Figure 3.12) Also, they

mstanding rock-cut tombs (Figure 3.13) Origins of such monumental tombs, and

differencebetween royal and public tombs are interpreted as effects of the Iran

. (Akurgal,1990) Borchhardt distinguished Lycia tombs two primary categories

standing monuments and rock-cut monuments. Since the free-standing

ts showsdifferent characteristics, they are also divided into five subgroups as

tombs,house tombs, temple tombs so called as mausoleum, sarcophagi, and

Ie tombs.Also, each of these subgroups contains their own series of subheadings,

. bmaythenbe broken into still smaller subsections. (Fedak, 1990)

re 3.13 Left: Free-standing rock-cut tomb found in Foya, (Akurgal, 1990) Right:

Lykia towerrock-cut tombs (Akurgal, 1998, p: 306)



In the ancient Greek world there were no special areas consecrated as

• S, such as existed later in Rome or are in use today; tombs could be built

anywhereoutside inhabited areas. They were most often found along the roads

out from major gateways, though the burial places of important persons were

y chosenand were frequently within the city walls. In sum up, they located the

Ie tombs as groups or ordered trough roads out of the site. On the other hand,

. se monumental tombs were constructed for kings, nobles, and other persons of

throughout the Hellenistic period. These tombs are powerfully expressive and

symbolic structures; the idea underlying them was to glorify the deceased

o(s)and to reserve for the dead the immortality of gods. In the planning of many

the Hellenistic "prestige tombs" the symbolic component dominated the design .

. 'dualityand uniqueness were often the main considerations in planning and design

thesetombs.The earliest known monumental tomb of Hellenistic Age was the Nereid

nt in the Lycian City. This monument presented a new combination of known

I features, partly derived from Greek temple architecture and partly from

and local sources. (Fedak, 1990)

A great mausoleum was built in Halikarnassos about in 450 BC for the Karia

rulerMausolus. Unfortunately, most of that mausoleum has not remained entirely.

ignificanceof this structure lies on its dimensions and abundant art works. Because,

dimensionsand art works of this mausoleum are superior to other ancient monuments.

Itsarchitecturalcharacteristics emerged from the heritage ofLykia, ancient Greece, and

Bient Egypt. (Waywell, 2000) Afterwards, it became the prototype of the modem

mausoleums.

Figure 3.14 Reconstruction project ofHalikarnosses Mausoleum (Waywell, 2000, 117)
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Ieurn pots namely "ostetecs" resembling a small tomb were used in some

Anatoliain the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Further, tombs made from

werebuilt in Roman period. A garland consisting of fruit, flower, and leafs

yedon the long sides of such tombs, and gate of the other world called as

wasrepresentedon the short sides of them. (Uslu, 1997)

Accordingto McDonald (1996) Roman tombs were public displays, often

. in design and always intended to attract attention. Large numbers of tombs

incemeteriesand beside major roads leading up to city gates. Like baths, tombs

greatlyin plan and elevation in spite of their common function. Functional

ion was usually left to location and context and to funerary symbols and

. ions.From a visual standpoint, tombs built by Romans can be divided into two

categories,scenic and unitary. Scenic tombs are built with one principal facade, or

to be seen from any side. Forms of the unitary tombs may be strongly

such as standing free, plain towers, pyramids, and obelisks or volumetric

horizontalemphasis such as cylinders, single chambers, and massive rectilinear

. Symmetry ruled the Roman funerary architecture. And, Roman monumental

erieslooked somewhat like Victorian ones in Britain and America.

The necropolis of Anemurium remaining 200-300 Be belongs to the best

cd typical cemeteries of Roman Asia Minor. The overall appearance of the

polis is determined by the predominance of barrel-vaulted structures. This

lomerationof small and large "houses", some standing alone, some adjoining others

form"blocks", some consisting of a single storey only, others being two-storeyed,

withnarrowlanes that do not follow a rigid system between tombs and groups of tombs,

1m the character of a part of the city rather than of a cemetery: It is a true city of the

The earliest graves m the cemetery were free-standing barrel-vaulted tomb

chambers,usually on a stepped platform, with very small doors, with three arcosolia

inside,butwithout any decoration. A second type of tomb, which also occurs frequently

inthenecropolis of Anemurium has a burial chamber with arcosolia arranged as in the

tombsof the first type, but here, this is always preceded by an anteroom usually

decoratedwith a number of niches. These tombs are usually orientated north-south or

east-west.Burial chambers with anterooms occur elsewhere in cemeteries of the Roman

period. The third type of tomb that occurs frequently in Anemurium shows an
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ion of a number of buildings, often constructed around one or two burial

ofthe early type, but sometimes conceived as a new unit. These complexes of

someof which are very large, contain apart from burial chambers with the

Iia,anterooms; halls of varying sizes, often benches on two or three sides or

platformon one side; exedra-like annexes; a kind of gazebo with very large

windowsaffording a magnificent view over the sea; upper storeys reached by an

staircase,with further burial chambers, anterooms and halls, and frequently

andpossibly gardens. Actually, these third types of tomb give the necropolis

'urn its special character. Because, in general appearance, the houses of the

IIIISt havelooked very much like the houses of the living. (Alfoldi, 1971)

AncientGreeks and Romans used to bury their remains to the bottom of their

at the fIrst times. But later, to bury a corpse a place within the site was

nedby the Twelve Tablets Law of Roma and the Theodicies Law. So, graves

placedout ofthe Roma from then. (Klhybay, 1991) Almost all ancient Anatolian

· ions located the graves out of the city walls. Nevertheless, location of the

spaces in the Byzantine period changed comparable to antique times. In the

· us times, remains were buried out of the city walls. Whereas, they were buried

· thesettlements even within the facilities with Christianity. (Soysal, 1996)

Throughout the Anatolian history including both historical and non-historical

somedifferent and similar body disposal techniques, and tomb structures were

liedinall parts of Anatolia. Most common tomb types were pithos tombs, marble or

. tombs, rock-cut tombs, mausoleums, and tumuluses (pile tombs). Materials

h as marble, wood, stone, ceramist, and rock used on the grave structures varied

moneregion to another. For instance, generally rocks and stones were used as grave

. I in hilly regions such as Karia. On the other hand, wood became the most

JRferablematerial in the settlements located on the forestry areas.

Regardless, actually it is not possible to separate each period's with the definite

dlll'acteristicsin respect to burying types, grave memorials, and approaches. Because,

lIeVe1'lllcivilisations survived in Anatolia were interacted from each other, even they

wereeffected from the ancient Egyptians and so on. Table 3.1 shows prevailing

civilisationssurvived in Anatolia before Turks, settlements they established, and burial

placewhetherwithin the home I settlement or out ofhome/settlement.



Throughout the history until Turks, burial grounds in Anatolia

CMLIZATION SETTLEMENTS BURIAL PLACE

HOME SITE

Hunter, collector, and Karain, Beldibi, Belba~l, Van,

Migrant societies Adlyaman, Gaziantep, In In

Hallan <;emi - Batman,

<;ayonii, Trakya Region

Hunter, collector, Hocaye~mesi, A~lkhoyiik,

and fisher societies Burdur, Kars, Gaziantep, In In

Hallanyemi, <;ayonii

Farmer and mounting <;ayonii, A~lkhhoyiik,Hacllar,

Clans, small societies Suberde, <;atalhoyiik, In In

Ko~khoyiik, Can Hasan

Agricultural, hunter, Hacllar, <;atalhoyiik, Urfa, In In

Mounting societies Can Hasan, Cavi Tarlasl

Degirmentepe, Alacahoyiik, In-out In-out

Yiimiiktepe, Kuruyay

Assyrians Hassek Hoyiik, ~anhurfa,

Sumerians Nor~untepe - Elazlg,

Arslantepe - Malatya, Out Out

Troia-<;anakkale,Limantepe-

Izmir, Beyce Sultan - Denizli

Demirci Hoyiik - Bilecik,

Hakkiler - Middle Anatolian

Kam~-Kayseri,Troia I,Troia II

Troia VI, Tepecik, Kiiltepe,

Ali~ar, Karum II

Hittite Bogazkoy, Gordian, Hattuta~ In-out In-out

Yaztlkaya, Yanarlar - Aryon

Lydia, Lykia, Karia Priene - Soke, Miletos, Side, Out Out

Assos, Myra, Dernre, Patara

Roman Empire Bergamon, Perge - Antalya, Out Out

Ephesos, Byzantine

"To be continued in the next page"
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soonconsidered to be the normal and only Christian way of disposal of the dead to

a degree.(Laqueur, 1996) In the middle ages, when Christianity were spread out

ughthe western world, churches and yards were used as grave places since such

s wererecommended by respected saints and priests. Later, grave places of the

ed saints became focal point for development of the middle age's graveyards.

interviewwith Izmir Sen Policarp Church, 2000)

Corpsesof the respected persons used to be buried just within the church, and

ofpublicused to be buried into wide pits -several metres in depth- one right after

other.Church burial yards were often covered over several times to mak~ room for

IICCessivelayers of corpses. In that times, personal grave plots were not considered yet

ince beingburied corpse next or within the church was appreciated as appropriate.

Ewn, it is claimed that, accumulated bones from remains used to be used as an

ornamentationmaterial for decoration of some churches and palaces. Besides, such

dmrchyardswere a social meeting, trade, and recreation areas apart from the grave

placesin the middle ages. (Kth<;bay, 1991) A special arrangements and construction

abovethe grave was not constituted in that period. Nevertheless, graves used to be

orientatedtoward the churches and east in the direction of Jerusalem.

Meinwald (2000) sum ups that in the European tradition, the place of burial was

eitherinside the church or within its vicinity. The structure of medieval society was

preservedin death as it had been in life. The most desired place of burial was near the

altar.The hierarchical arrangement was also repeated outside of the church: the most

covetedpositions were the ones nearest the churches. Cemeteries, moreover, were not

onlyplaces of burial, but were used as markets, forums, and malls. The cemetery was

thusthe forerunner of the public square. The church and its cemetery defmed the center

ofpublic life, both religious and secular. The practice had its origin in the custom,

whichbegan very early in the Christian era, of seeking burial sites near the tombs of

martyrsin order to obtain their protection during the long wait for the Day of

Judgement.The church, which took over this function during the Middle Ages, retained

itthroughthe eighteenth century.
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of cemeteries outside the cities however was forced by the growing

lackof space, and particularly by the great epidemics of the 14th century-

them,the Black Death between 1347 and 1354, claimed about 25 millions

onethird of the of Europe. According to a contemporary calculation made

t VI, the plaque killed 23.840.000 people- but inner city burial on

as well as in churches still remained usual in central Europe far into the

. (Laqueur,1996)

the 19th century, a great migrant from country to the towns and the cities

almostwhole parts of Europe. Then, a rapid urbanisation was realised, and a

ofpopulationwas accumulated in the cities. But, the cities were not ready for

. growth.As a result, problems on housing, transportation, and other sectors

. increased.Also, churchyards were affected from those developments to be

ly. Finally, existing churches -both insides and outsides- were crammed

uscorpses, and such situation increased the health problems and epidemics.

opographicalreasons such as extremely high ground water level, as well as

nsiderationsled to the construction of the fIrst modem cemeteries. Growing

about the connection between hygiene and health as well as ideas of

andpoisonous exhalations of the soil causing epidemics led to measures like

. of the victims of the plaque epidemics of 1713-15 and 1735 in Hamburg's

cemeteriesin 1779, and brought with it a public discussion on the way, which

itsmostspectacular results in Paris in 1785: The "cimetiere des Innacents" was

mr burials in 1780. It was demolished, more than 1000 cartloads of human

weretransported to a former gypsum quarry, known as catacombes, and the

burial ground served as the site for "les HaIles". Closing the inner-city

. s andchurchyards for burial and removing the remains of the dead to a central

areawasonly a solution for one part of the problem, the other was creating new

space to replace them. After 1780 various parishes had moved their burial

out of the city, and in 1804 "Pere Lachaise" the fust- and largest- communal

outsidethe city was opened for funerals, followed in 1806 by "Montmartre"

in1824by "Montparnasse". (Laqueur, 1996)



re 3.15 Left: Tombs inside the Pere Lachaise Cemetery (Cooke, 2001,

://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis_id?p=cid%3AI1303305), Right: Aerial

ofMontparnasse Cemetery (Bertrand, 2001, http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/sear

Development in the most populous city of the western world in that period,

JA)ooon,followedthis model with some delay and some fundamental differences. Seven

cemeteries-Kensal Green in 1832, West Norwood in 1837, Highgate in 1839, Bromton,

Unheadand Abney Park in 1840 and Tower Hamlets in 1841- were opened. These

cemeterieswere located just outside the settlement area, within reasonable distance of

the centre of the city. It was only the rapid development of engine powered

transportation-particularly railways- since the 1830s which opened up new dimensions

inplanningcemeteries. The rapid growth of the population meant a continuous increase

indemandfor burial space, and at the same time made less and less grounds adjacent to

thecity available. A radical solution published around 1842 by the architect Thomas

Wtllson,a pyramid with a base area of 18 acres with 215.296 catacombs on 94 stepped

levelsoffering space for five millions bodies, was never realised. Instead, new

cemeterieswere laid out in the countryside, far away from the city. (Laqueur, 1996)

Also, in the late 1700's "Egyptomania" hit England and as a result pyramids, obelisks

andglobes became popular during the early 19th century. (Old Cemeteries Society,

2000)

In Paris, the responsibility for the new cemeteries lay in the hand of the

municipality,whereas it was private investment in London: shares were sold to fmance

http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/sear


Iishmentof seven cemeteries mentioned above. Initially this proved to be good

but in the long term with most of the graves sold maintenance costs

incomeand many of the companies went bankrupt. Their cemeteries had to

sections from the Kensal Green Cemetery ill London

://www.xs4all.nl/~androom/dead/kensal.htm)

Developmentin the German followed the French model rather than the British.

earlyas 1774 a medical commission warned about the "poisonous exhalations" of

churchyardsin Munich. Inner city burial was banned in 1788, and the following

thefIrstburial ground, the Alter Siidlicher Friedhof, was consecrated. For the next

yearsthis was the only cemetery of Munich, and it was only in the 1890s, that the

..-ease of the population made a fundamental reorganisation of burial grounds with a

emofmodem and spacious municipal cemeteries necessary, which forms the basis

oftoday'ssituation. French influence was also dominant in another large German city,

in Hamburg:the hygienic discussion in the last quarter of the 18th century resulted in a

Mial of plaque victims on cemeteries outside the city. Later in the 19th century

growthof population and expansion of the city made a new spacious burial ground

DeCessary,the Hauptfriedhof Ohlsdorf in the north of the city. It was opened for burials

in 1877; with an area of 400 hectares. It was the largest cemetery in the world, almost

tentimesthe size ofPere Lachaise (43 hectares) or the total size of all 20 cemeteries of

Paris (420hectares). (Laqueur, 1996)



re3.17 Left:Diisseldorfer Gruften Cemetery estabished in 1841 with 23 ha area in

ldorf,Germany (Medeke, 2000.http://www.online-club.de/~DuesselGruft/index/)

: Aview through an archway of a German cemetery in France (Franken, 2001,

1/search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis _id?p=cid%3A1 0476167)

InAmerica, the Puritan Americans of the seventeenth century separated death

lifein both the physical and the spiritual sense. Therefore, Puritan communities

burialgrounds at a distance from their centrally located meetinghouses. The

was also largely disregarded. Graves were marked in only perfunctory fashion,

yardsstarkly arranged and their upkeep neglected. The funerals of seventeenth

Americawere extremely simple. The Puritans, who were more concerned with

conditionofthe human soul during life rather than after, buried their dead privately,

. ut ceremony.In the eighteenth century, as Puritanism evolved into a much less

Congregationalism, and American society as a whole became increasingly

. ic,there was a return to the practice of locating cemeteries next to churches. As

livingspaces of towns expanded into the peripheral countryside, the sites of

unalgathering were again gathered into the center. The heritage of Calvinism

lessretained some of its influence. Though gravestones became somewhat more

nished,graveyards did not. (Meinwald, 2000)

But,the rapid growth of the town population starting at the beginning of the 19th

led to unbearable conditions in churchyards. By the nineteenth century,

eyards in New York, Boston, and other municipalities were overcrowded,



,evil-smelling, and, many felt, dangerous to public health. Campaigns were

newspapersand pamphlets to not only sanitise the burial grounds, but relocate

ideof the cities. These campaigns took place in a context of more general

improveurban cleanliness. The rural cemetery movement, which began in the

was thuspart of a larger movement to better civic life.

Lengthydiscussions and campaigns conducted with medical and hygienic

andtaking into account the examples of France and Britain finally resulted in

of the fIrst modem landscaped cemeteries in North America Mount Auburn

bridge,Laurell Hill near Philadelphia in 1836 and Green-Wood Cemetery in

New York in 1838. The plans and layout of these three as well as of many

cemeteriesto follow in the next years were directly inspired by Pere Lachaise in

(Laqueur,1996) Indications of a romantic conception of death had emerged in

Auburn and other rural cemeteries. The desired effect was one of solemn

. , a domain of nature enhanced by the subtle intercession of man. It was

lished by creating winding paths amid a diversity of outlooks- narrow and

ive,light and dark, wooded and grassy. Frequent highlights included small lakes

streams,isolated grottoes, and picturesque structures. The fIrst and most influential

the rural cemeteries was Mount Auburn, located in what was then a suburb of

n.MountAuburn, founded in 1831, was not a public cemetery, but a private, non-

fit organizationthat sold lots by subscription. They were largely restricted to the

y, public lots were available to the less well-heeled. The poor, however, were

ivelyexcluded, and were still buried anonymously in the common graves of the

. ipalburial grounds. (Meinwald, 2000)

The English garden had its fIrst influence in America in the late eighteenth

, in the design of small private cemeteries built by Southern plantation owners.

theotherhand, the fIrst large-scale cemetery influenced by the English style was the

ery of Pere Lachaise, founded on the outskirts of Paris in 1804. The claim has

fiequentlybeen made that Pere Lachaise was the prototype for Mount Auburn. It is

Dre correctto say that both were modeled after the English-style garden, as they are

verydifferent in plan and appearance. (Meinwald, 2000) During the second half of the

llineteenthcentury, Mount Auburn Cemetery in Cambridge, Massachusetts and Green-

WoodCemetery in Brooklyn, New York are evidence that cemeteries were not only

importantcultural institutions, but tourist attractions. These burial places were known as



gardencemeteries. Mount Auburn not only attracted visitors from the Boston

becamea national and international tourist attraction as well.

re 3.18 Left: Mary Baker Eddy Monument, Mount Auburn Cemetery (Keister,

http://www.keisterphoto.com/cem_frame.htm). Right: Aerial view of the

lands in an America cemetery (Arthus, 2001, http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/

igure 3.19 Left: Autumn colours in Mount Auburn Cemetery (Keister, 1999,

bttp://www.keisterphoto.com/cem_frame.htm) Right: Snow has drifted around these

tombstonesin Harper Cemetery, creating swirl patterns, West Virginia (Bake, 2001,

http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis _id?p=cid%3A10218798)

The pattern at Mount Auburn was repeated in nearly all of the cemeteries that

followed.The popularity of rural cemeteries is not explainable solely by the existence

of a taste for melancholy. The simple fact was that rural cemeteries were attractive

places.In many cases, moreover, they were the only such refuges available to most of

http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/
http://search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis


whovisited them. Very few cities at that time had public recreational spaces

much less public parks. The response of the American people to rural

was in fact one of the principal catalysts in the crusade to establish public

began in the middle of the nineteenth century. The establishment of parks,

. the founding of museums, art galleries, and other places of edification and

hadmuch to do with the waning of public interest in cemeteries in the last

of the nineteenth century. By that time, however, tastes had also changed. The

of the country, after the severe trial of its principles by the Civil War, was to

one of optimism, practicality, and progress rather than sentimentalism and

Iy. (Meinwald, 2000)

In sum up, a series of devastating epidemics in the United States led to the

• of large garden cemeteries. Mount Auburn in Boston (1831), Laurel Hill in

lphia(1836), and Green-Wood (1838) in Brooklyn represented a return to the

wisdomof burying the dead in a rural area. The rise of Romanticism gave death a

. nabletwist, which coupled with the necessity of protecting the public health to

gardencemeteries. Laurel Hill and Green-Wood followed upon Mount Auburn's

. The public loved the new cemeteries and they became a place for weekend

amidstthe monuments. As the need for more open space developed, landscape

s turnedto the examples of these three burial sites. (GAzis-SAx, 1996)

As parks became more like garden cemeteries, some cemeteries incorporated

of parks. The late nineteen twenties brought the first Forest Lawn Memorial

Calleda "Disneyland of the Dead", Forest Lawn sought to recapture the multiple

that cemeteries once enjoyed. With the art galleries, wedding chapels, souvenir

, movietheaters, and other attractions came also a certain tendency on the part of

members of the funeral industry to promote expensive funerals for all. The

received some corrective warnings from the publications of books like Evelyn

80gb's The Loved One and Jessica Mitford's The American Way of Death.

Consumersformed memorial societies with the express purpose of bringing down

fimeralcosts. In 1984, the Federal Trade Commission established the Funeral Rule

whichrequired itemization by funeral homes of all expenses. (GAzis-SAx, 1996)

Nowadays, there are several types of cemeteries in America. First, there are

church-ownedcemeteries, which include churchyards located right around the church,

aDd cemeteries run by the church, but not adjacent to the church. There are also
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state,and local cemeteries that are owned by the government and maintained

Oars.Privately-owned, non-church cemeteries are also abundant. This type of

is usually operated for profit. (http://www.familytreemaker.com/OOO

) For instance, American National Cemetery Administration currently

morethan 2.3 million grave sites at 119 national cemeteries in 39 states. More

9000 full-casket gravesites, 55,000 in-ground gravesites for cremated remains,

800 columbarium niches are available in already developed acreage in 119

cemeteries.(Department of Veterans Affairs, 2001)

In sumup, cemetery reform- garden cemetery movement- was the increasing

knowledgeas well as the beginning awareness of the interaction between

and public health, the last outbreaks of generally lethal epidemics- in 19th

Europemainly cholera, in North America cholera and yellow fever-, and the

growthof population in the urban centres of early industrial society between

ximately1750 and 1850, that lead to the discontinuation of traditional burial

. and to the development of the suburban cemetery as opposed to churchyard

Withthe development of graveyards, also a new concept about grave occurred.

is,personalgrave plots and structures were constituted in a common way as fITst.

. the 19th century, the practice of using large elaborate grave memorials reached

heightand continued through the 1920s, slowly giving way to smaller and less

ratestylesthrough the later 1900s. Today, small flat plaques are the norm in many

cemeteries. (Old Cemeteries Society, 2000)

Figure3.20 Large elaborate grave memorials in Barcelona cemeteries, Spain (Drake,

2001,http://www.bdrak.com/cemetery/barc_ll.htm)



re 3.21 Left: Highgate Cemetery, London, England (Keister, 1999, http://www .

. erphoto.com/cem_frame.htm), Right: Warner Monument, Laurel Hill Cemetery,

PbiJadelphia(Keister, 1999, http://www.keisterphoto.com/cem_frame.htm)

Figure 3.22 Grave memorials in Zorgvlied Begraafplaats Cemetery, Amsterdam, (left:

http://www.uitvaart.org/bp/nl/amsterdarn/zorgvlied/aschmidtgroot.jpg,right: http://www

.uitvaart.org/bp/nl/amsterdarn/zorgvlied/3 hoekigesteen.jpg)

Another important result of the "garden cemetery movement" is the

developmentof the community mausoleums. Keister (1999) claims that despite the need

for a common burial space that was more personal than an ossuary, community

mausoleumsdidn't exactly spring up overnight. A number of social and economic

factorswould have to occur before the establishment of the modem day mausoleum.



the primary forces was the rural cemetery movement that started with the

of Pere Lachaise Cemetery in Paris. Cemeteries would now have acres

of land available for all sorts of fanciful tombs and monuments. Another

QueenVictoria, who after the death of her beloved Albert, led the way in

memorialisationfashionable. Later, cemeteries were not only a pleasant respite

dirtyand noisy cities; they also became large-scale public art galleries. Most

(for the establishment of the community mausoleum) were the folks in

whofigured out a way to make above ground burial affordable to the masses.

tombsexpand the idea of wall vaults. These tombs composed of multiple crypts.

Itwasn't until the 1870's that there was much interest in America in community

Ieums.The rural cemeteries were rapidly becoming sculptural and architectural

Jands,filled with elegant private mauso leums and artistic statuary. The time was

toofferabove ground burial to the masses. The introduction of the outdoor garden

inthe 1920's lowered costs even more indoor crypts. One of the most ambitious

. y mausoleum projects, and the world's largest Catholic mausoleum, is

o's Queen of Heaven mausoleum complex. The project was launched in 1954

completedin 1956 with an appeal by Cardinal Samuel Sritch to Chicago area

licsto"purchase a crypt now" and help fund the construction of the mausoleum.

1961,a new section, Queen of Angels was added and in 1964, the final section,

of All Saints completed the indoor necropolis. The Queen of Heaven triplex

leumcomplex has room for over 33,000 bodies and is about 75% filled. The

lexalso includes a chapel, with crypts and gallery areas giving the chapel area the

1ofa modemday version of a European Gothic cathedral. (Keister, 1999)

Further, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, a crucial development

ed in the western cemeteries. That is, a new method for body disposal -cremation-

wasassimilated and approved legally in many parts of Europe since that method

povided easier funeral costs and required less interment area. That brought a new

planningand designs approaches for cemeteries. From then, dominantly constructed

cemeteriesand service facilities such as columbarium and crematoriums were built.

Constant(1996) claims that the prohibition of burial within city limits originated in

antiquity.Their siting outside city walls parallels the modern suppression of death.

Whilethe ancients feared the spiritual power of the dead, the modern fear is more

clinicalin nature. As the social conception of death evolved from its religious origins to



Planting Materials

~ ---------.
Trees Shrubs and Groundcovers Herbaceous Plants and Bulbs

/~
Smalland Medium Large and
Flowering trees intermediate
(understory) (canopy) trees
trees

I) Size attained by tree in maturity: Small trees (under 25 feet), medium trees (about

30 feet), large trees (40 feet and over)

2) Form of mature tree: Plant form is a combination of the overall plant shape and

habit of growth. Each shape has its own unique characteristics and design

potentillas. Common tree forms are fastigiated, columnar, spreading, open-headed,

rounded top, pyramidal, weeping. Trees in the fastigiated form are extremely

narrow, tapering to a point and act as focal points in design compositions. The

columnar form is also very narrow and vertical, but not possessing a pointed tip.

They serve similar design purposes. The rounded top, the most common, formed

trees such as white oak trees have a distinctly rounded profile and provide unity to

planting compositions. Trees in the pyramidal form are almost in conical outline.

They lend rigidity and permanence to compositions. Weeping formed trees that

occur generally in wet areas such as weeping willow have pendulous branches.

Their form can be effective if they are silhouetted against, or allowed to cascade

over, architectural forms. Open-headed forms are irregular or contorted.

3) Texture: The texture of a tree may be coarse, medium, or fine. Trees with coarse

texture have large leaves and heavy branches. Medium textured trees are less

opaque and strong in outline. Fine trees have a feathery appearance providing light

shade.

4) Rate of growth: It may be slow, medium, or fast. Slow type trees grow as less than

one foot per year under the ideal conditions for growth. Trees such as maple trees,



whose rate of growth is medium, grow one foot to two feet per year. And fmally,

fast rate of growth means two or more feet per year.

5) Blossom: Trees may be coloured or period of bloom depending upon their blossom

characteristics.

6) Fruit: In the case of the tree is fruiting, the colour, size, and profusion of the fruit is

important.

Shrubs and groundcovers are another important components of the plant strata.

They are categorised as following:

1) Ground covers (150 - 300 mm): They define the planted areas, imply edges of

spaces, and unify groups of larger plants into one composition.

2) Low shrubs (450 - 1000 mm): Low and intermediate shrubs defme and separate

spaces physically without blocking visions.

3) Small shrubs: 1 - 1,5 m

4) Medium shrubs: 1,5 - 2,5 m

5) Large shrubs / small trees (3 - 7,5 m): They are effective at screening mid to low

angle sun. (Clouston, 1990)



General criteria for plant selection are evaluated from these aspects of the plants:

hardiness; form and structure; foliage, flowers, and fruit; care requirements. Rubenstein

(1996)explains such aspects with these considerations: Hardiness depends primarily on

temperature and precipitation. Also, soil properties as degree of acidity or alkalinity are

important factors to consider. Does the plant grow in moist or dry soil? Does the plant

havelight and airy foliage? Does it provide shade? Does it prefer south or north slopes?

Isthe plant free of or easily susceptible to disease? What is the height and spread of a

particular tree or shrub at maturity? How long does it take to reach maturity? Is the

plant deciduous or evergreen? Does the plant have good branch structure and bark

colour? Does the plant provide shade and have light and fairy foliage? What is the

foliagesize, form, texture, and colour? Is there autumn colour and to what degree? Are

the flowers or fruits significant? When do they occur? How long do they remain

effectiveon the plant? What is their colour? Are the flowers fragrant? Is the plant easy

ordifficult to transplant? Does it require much or little maintenance? In addition to such

visual issues, the designer should be concerned with as well as the smells, sounds and

tactilecharacteristics of plant materials.

Aktan (1999) considers that, in order to choose proper plants for cemetery

landscapesoil characteristics of the land, underground water table, PH value of the soil,

climatecharacteristics, functions and the needs of the plant should be considered. Also,

Uslu(1997) explains cemetery plant material selection criteria as followings:

I. Since the spreading roots may damage the grave constructions taproot plants should

be preferred.

2. Plants, whiCh do not branch out from the ground, should be selected since they do

not cover the graves.

3. Distance between two trees is less than it is in other green areas. Therefore, use of

plants, which do not show a spreading character are principally recommended.

4. Plants, which are proper for shaping and pruning are favourable particularly

between graves and on major roads.

5. Also, plants demanding less moisture and growing slowly can be chosen.



Another consideration peculiar to the cemetery planting is whether plant species

tendsto take nitrate or ammonia from the soil. Because, there is an interaction between

thecemetery soil and its surrounding. Invisible biological activities occur in the

mneteryland. That is, microorganisms in the soil decompose the putrefying corpses

mrtilthe smallest unit of them, even until the ammonia. On the other hand, the ammonia

evaporatesin the gaseous state and joins into the air. As a result, any person, who gets a

breathof this ammoniated air, is exposed to some unhealthier conditions. Because, the

ammonia,which is a toxic substance, decreases the energy synthesis in the body. And,

thisshows itself as weakness, forgetfulness or muddy sight. Without any doubt, such

effectsare not fataL but disquieting. And, perhaps, the most practical solution for such

discomfortsis afforestation of the graveyards since some plants survive by means of

absorbingammonia in the soil. But, here the question is which plants should be

selected.

According to the researches, it is recognised that plants differ from the aspect of

nitrateor ammonia what they get from the soil. Some plants are in the tendency of

takingnitrate, but some tends to the ammonia. Thus, plants are divided into two groups

asnitrateplants and ammonia plants. Although being not a certain limitation, generally

cerealplants, fruit trees and wide leafed trees such as oak, hornbeam and plane tree are

inthefirst group. Whereas, timothy grasses and needled trees such as pine, juniper, fIT,

cedaror cypress tree are in the ammonia plants group. (Koca9ah~kan, 1998) In sum up,

herbaceousplants and needled trees should be preferred for the cemetery planting.

Needled trees and herbaceous plants not only do absorb the ammonia in the soil,

butalso spread nice smells to their surroundings though resin that they contain. Further,

theyare evergreen plants, and so proper for both winter and summer planting

compositions.Also, they survive for a very long period. During this period they provide

aniceview with their compact forms. Aside from all these aspects of the needled plants,

theyhave symbolic meanings and values. For instance, pine tree symbolises the fertility,

regenerationand fidelity, and cypress tree is a sign of respect and greatness. In sum up,

needledtrees, shrubs and herbaceous plants should be used in the cemetery landscaping.

But,here the critical issue is whether only such plants are used or not. Indeed, such

plantsshould be used together with other plants.

As a last consideration, if the plant material IS selected from the natural

. vegetationof the cemetery land, they can bear problems, which are due to the climate,



landconditions, and neglect in the care and maintenance, more than artificial plants can

do it. Therefore, natural plant species should be used both in the cemetery wide

includingcemetery boundary, car parks, and roads and in the grave plots. This will also

makeeasier integration of the cemetery to its surrounding. In sum up, unfamiliar plants

are valuable from the dendrological aspect, but still, they should not be used

dominantly. (Aktan, 1999)

Figure 6.20 Natural vegetation in Ross Bay Cemetery (The Old Cemeteries Society,

2000,http://www.oldcem.bc.ca/)

In spite of the fact that, essentially there is not certain and rigid rules for any

plantingdesign work since the pleasure is a private issue, such general principles should

be considered to get an attractive and functional beauty in the cemetery planting works.

Because, the success of any planting works depends on the selection of proper plants

anduse of them functionally and harmoniously. In order to make a successful planting

design,designer should apply the basic elements and variables of any landscape design

with the visual design principles to the cemetery land. Plants should be used in a

cemeteryfor these functional purposes:

• To emphasise certain places such as entrance, open spaces and so on

• To articulate the spaces

• To plant roads within the cemetery

• To ornament the cemetery

• To assist the orientation of the pedestrians within the cemetery



I To contribute shading ofthe sitting places, and car parks

I To generate sounds or as a acoustical control device

I To protect, or to prevent the wind

I To screen undesired views, graves, or graveyard itself

I To contribute habitat of the cemetery.

Plant material should be dominant particularly in the park and the forest

cemeteries. Vegetation should be used mainly as a means of spatial articulation,

creatingareas of differing character that facilitate easy orientation. (Hammer, 1995)

Figure 6.21 Lawn grave areas in Northern Park Cemetery (Fawkner Crematorium &

Memorial Park, 1998, http://www.fcmp.com.au/images/NPLawnA600.jpg)

Trees, which are needled and wide leafed, enhance the visual quality of the

cemetery landscaping though their decorative features such as leaf, flower, fruit, colour

andso on. Wide leafed trees give a sense of park and set a peaceful atmosphere. On the

otherhand, when dark coloured conifers and wide leafed trees are used together they set

a contrast impression. So, they provide concern densely on plants not on the graves.

Finally, grasslands provide an open landscape and give a sense that as if they expand

the space. (Uslu, 1997) Therefore, various characteristics of the plant material should be

utilised in design scale.

Plantation works in a cemetery should be taken hand in two phases: in the

- cemetery wide and on grave blocks and plots. In the plantation of cemetery wide, main
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and secondary roads, open spaces, sitting places, car parks, cemetery gate and

boundaries require a special manner. On the other hand, in the block scale, grave

landscapingshould be considered for both the top of the graves and as a buffer among

thegraves. Planting design for both the cemetery wide and grave blocks and plots

shouldbe made considering seasonal transformations. In order to prevent seeming

cemeterycareless and poor from the aspect of vegetation, particularly in winter months,

a further planting design should be prepared. Here, the use of evergreen plants is

recommended.

According to Aktan (1999), aims of the design and the type of the cemetery are

important in the planting arrangement for the cemetery wide. That is, whether the

cemetery will be a park cemetery, a forest cemetery, a dominantly constructed

crematorium, or a traditional burial cemetery should be taken account for planting

designs.Nevertheless, following recommendations and principles are considered in a

commonway for a successful planting work in the cemetery wide.

Diversity should be provided changing the plant species, textures, colours,

forms, sizes and so on. But, use of the several plant species should be avoided

particularly in main road and secondary roads since they can cause the chaos.

Acercampestre

Acerrubrum

Acersaccharinum

Acerpseudoplatanus

Acerpalmatum

Aesculus carnea

Aesculus lutea

Aesculus hippocastanum variegata

Catalpa bignonioides

Fagus orientalis

Fraxinus excelsior

Fraxinus omus

Populus alba

Prunus mahalep



Therefore, use of a few plant species in such spaces is recommended to make

orientationsimpler within the cemetery. Primarily, wide leafed trees from the natural

landscapeshould be selected for afforestation of the roads. Recommended street plants

aregiven in Table 8.1. Aromatic plants such as rose, jasmine or cypress tree should be

locatedparticularly in the gravesites due to their nice smells. They may also reduce the

unpleasantsmells, which emerge from the putrefying corpses under the ground.

Gloomy view of the cemeteries should be weakened though deciduous plants

includingcoloured herbaceous plants and flowering or fruiting trees to make a positive

influenceon the visitor's psychology. However, some designers object to use coloured

seasonaland perennial flowers, shrubs or flowered, fruited trees since they spoil the

mourningatmosphere in the cemetery. (Figure 6.22-23)

Figure6.22 Herbaceous plants with their nice autumn colours in Forest Lawn Cemetery

andWyoming Cemetery (Left: Forest Lawn Memorial - Park Ass., 1999, http://www.

forestlawn.com/,Right: City of Melrose, 2000, http://www.cityoflnelrose.org/c6.html)

Deciduous trees and flowering shrubs in a harmony should be used particularly

inthe cremation and scattering gardens. Here, roses are the most preferable plants.

(Figure8.17) Evergreen plant species should be used in order to ensure the cemetery

seemsgreen even in the winter. For this purpose, at least one plant species that is

evergreenneedled or wide leafed should be used in every grave plots. But, excessive

useof such plants can cause the monotony, depression and tire the visitor's eyes.

Therefore,according to Aktan (1999) they should be used together with wide leafed

plants,which have a peaceful influence on the visitors with their decorative autumn



coloursand shapes giving an impression like a park. The rate of needled trees should be

lktenninedin respect to natural vegetation. If the existence vegetation is so poor and

artificialvegetation is necessary, the rate of conifers should be max. %10.

Figure 6.23 Flowering trees and widely grassed grounds in Hillside Cemetery and

Forest Lawn Cemetery (Left: Hillside Cemetery Ass., 2000,

http://www.hillsidecemetery.com/directions.html. Right: Forest Lawn Memorial - Park

Ass.,1999, http://www.forest-lawn.coml)

Figure 6.24 Rose Memorial Gardens (Fawkner Crematorium & Memorial Park, 1998,

http://www.fcmp.com.au/images/CrossRosesB600.jpg)

Partially screening of the cemetery is recommended. But here, plants for

screenin&.should not be so high. Medium or small size and wide leafed trees should

prefer rath~r than needled trees or dark conifers. But, if such incompatible uses are

http://www.hillsidecemetery.com/directions.html.


existing,or the land is just near a freeway, or prevailing winds are so intolerable

compact,tall and well developed trees should be used as a screening plant to prevent the

negativeeffects such as noise, pollution or strong winds.

Comusmas

Eleagnusangustifolia

Hexaqlifolium

Loniceratatarica

Lonicerapileata

Ligustrumvulgare

Pyracanthacoccinea

Rosa rugosa

Spiraea bullata

Thuja occidentalis

Ulmus campestris

Viburnum opulus

Areas within the cemetery, which have still been not used for internment can be

usedas an experience plot, or in other word nursery plot, of the future grave plants. But,

thensuch plants should be moved to their actual usage places. Within the cemetery

includingoutdoor interment spaces- lawn crypt areas, grave sections, cremation and

scatteringgardens- intensive grass areas should be considered. But also other ground

coversshould be used frequently (Table 6.6). Because, ground covers are easier to

maintainthan lawns, since lawns require frequent mowing. In shady areas, English ivy,

vinca (also known as periwinkle), hostas, and hardy ferns all make excellent

groundcovers. Ivy, in particular, is able to thrive in areas many other plants cannot.

Pachysandra will grow in either partial sun or shade, and is like ivy in that it prospers

whereother plants simply cannot grow, like densely shaded, dry, or densely rooted

areas.Euonymus is a broadleaf evergreen that grows in either sun or shade. Blue rug

juniper is another attractive choice for a dry area. Many of the groundcovers have

attractive flowers, including vinca, crown vetch, and hostas. Bulbs, such as daffodils,

irises, grape hyacinths, and daylilies, make a nice addition to the landscape, and will
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back up year after year. Roses are one of the most popular flowers to plant, but

yvarietieswill get seedy looking unless they are properly cared for. (Day, 2001)

FAMILY HEIGHT (cm) NUMBER/m2

Ericaceae 20- 60 16 - 25

Cornaceae 16 - 20 16 - 20

Rosaceae 25 9-16

Rosaceae 50 16 - 20

otoneasterdammeri var. radicans Rosaceae 10 16 - 20

Rosaceae 50 -75 4

Ericaceae 20 25 - 30

Celastraceae 10 - 15 25 - 30

Apocynaceae 10 - 15 25 - 30

Hederahelix Araliauae 30 12 - 15

Potentillafiiiticosa Rosaceae 50 12 - 15

Hypericumcalycinum Guttiferae 20 20 - 25

Juniperuscommunis "Rependa" Cupressaceae 20 - 30 12 - 15

Juniperussabina "Tamaricifollia" Cupressaceae 10 - 15 10 - 15

Juniperushorizontalis "Glauca" Cupressaceae 30 - 40 5

Juniperussquamata "Blue Carpet" Cupressaceae 30 5 -12

Juniperussquamata "Blue Star" Cupressaceae 30 -40 9 -12

Pachysandraterminalis Buxaceae 30 25 - 30

Planting of the cemetery entrance requires a special care due to its symbolic and

functional importance. In the entrances, flowered plant types should be preferred.

Besides,conifers can be used to emphasise the impression of the gate. Also, use of the

symbolicplants is accepted as a sensitive and respectful manner.



Figure 6.25 Flowered entrance of South Haven Cemetery and Wyoming Cemetery

(Left:City of Edmonton, 1995-2001, http://www.gov.edmonton.ab.ca/commservices/

recjacilities/cemeteries/south_haven.html, Right: City of Melrose, 2000, http://www.

cityofmelrose.org/cemetery.html#top)

Plants can be used also solitarily. But, in this case, not only conic formed

conifersbut also trees in other forms such as weeping, sphered should be used. (Etienne,

1998) For car parks and sitting places, large callipered trees are recommended.

Figure 6.26 Forest Lawn Cemetery (Forest Lawn Memorial Park Ass., 1999,

http://www.forestlawn.com/index.html)

http://www.gov.edmonton.ab.ca/commservices/


Planting design works should be taken handle in two phases as in the block scale

andplotscale. A screening work out should be realised in the surroundings of the grave

andcrypt blocks in order to prevent direct view of the interment space. Also, it

decreasesthe perceived density within a cemetery, as well as articulates the space. Here,

~use of trees or shrubs from the natural plant cover is recommended. To use trees and

shrubstogether is a useful task for the screening purpose. Aktan claims (1999) that the

heightof the hedge plants except gallnut should be fixed as approximately 1.30m.

Especially,evergreen shrubs, which can be pruned, should be use as a surrounding

materialin the family grave plots.

Entrances of the grave blocks should be emphasised with plants. Thus, in order

togive a focal impression, decorative plants might be used at the entrance of the

intermentspaces, particularly at the entrance of the family grave plots surrounded with

plantedhedges. Here; flowered, coloured and smelling plant species may be chosen. On

theother hand, Aktan (1999) warns that it should be avoided that use of exotic and

unfamiliarplant species in such places. In order to provide easier orientation within the

blocksneedled trees or shrubs should be used. Grass walking paths should reach to all

intermentplots. Also, interment spaces may be surrounded with the perennial plants in

orderto ensure a natural perspective and minimum maintenance costs.

Particularly, small callipered plants should be selected, and they should be

placedintermittently in the burial grounds. As well as plants such as rose, linden, and

cypresstrees, which have became a tradition, should be considered and placed in the

properlocations within the grave blocks.

In opposition to the block's planting, culture plants should be preferred in the

plantingtask of the plots since they ensure an aesthetic and strong impression. For

instance,a nice application of such culture plants on a grave is seen Figure 6.27.

Nevertheless, in some cases also plants from the natural vegetation may provide

attractivecompositions as seen Figure 6.28-left. In the plot plantation, conifers should

not be used dominantly because of their lifeless colours. Besides, they may set a

depressive,sharp, and fixed presentation.

In the interment sections, the number of plant speCIes should be limited as

possibleas a few. That is, simplicity enhances the quality of the planting composition.
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Also, harmonious plant types should be preferred for a successful design. Further,

climaticchanges should be considered. Thus, also seasonal designs should be prepared

fi>rintermentplots. (Aktan, 1999)

Figure 6.27 Culture plants in Forest Lawn Cemetery (Forest Lawn Memorial-Park Ass.,

1999, htlp://www.forest-Iawn.com/)

Figure 6.28 Left: Flowers in the natural landscape of ~irince Cemetery, Right: Grave

floweringin Urla Iskele Cemetery

Flowers may be used as groups, lines, or other geometric orders in the interment

sectionsas on the graves, under the trees, in the middle of the grassed areas. Designer

shouldbe aware of the visual, seasonal, and psychological effects of the flowers in the

cemeteryplanting design.



Plants convey love, grief, happiness and other emotions. These symbolic

connectionsof plants with emotion are cross-cultural and most of their origins are

unknown.Throughout the history, cemeteries have been afforestation with the assorted

plants.And, some of these plants, symbolic plants, have had a special consideration.

Thus,such plants should not be neglected in the planting designs. They should be set in

theproperplaces in respect to their functions.

Aktan (1999) points out that symbolic plants, which are the significant parts of

thecemetery culture, have been used due to various reasons and beliefs. For example;

accordingto an old belief, the spirit, which left the body, buds as a flower and grows as

awhite lily, a rose, a flowered shrub, vine, or linden trees. Especially, roses have a

specialmeaning and significance in the cemetery culture. In Switzerland, red roses for

Catholicgraves and white roses for Protestant graves are planted. Evergreen plants such

asiviesand conifers are thought as a symbol for immortality and regeneration. Besides,

it isbelieved that grasses symbolise the heaven meadows, and certain trees such as fruit

treesmean resurrection due to their life rhythm and cycles.

In the western world, use of such plants in a cemetery has became a symbol:

Taxus baccata, Juniperus communis, Juniperus sabina, Sambucus nigra, Tilia

platyphllos,Crataegus oxyacantha, Rosa canina, Buxus sempervirens, Lilium candidum,

Rosmarinusofficinalis, Calendula officinalis, Ruta vulgaris, Vinca minor, Hedera helix,

Salixalba, and Populus tremula. On the other hand in the Islamic societies, following

plantshave been used symbolically and commonly due to the belief that aromatic smells

reachthe spirit of the dead: Cupressus sempervirens, Rosa sp., Iris germenica, Iris

barbata, Narcissus pseudonarcissus, Pelargonium hortorum, Hydrangea arborescens

'Grandiflora', Jasminum officinale, and Jasminum fruticans. (Aktan, 1999) In sum up,

symbolicplants should be used particularly at the entrances of the cemetery, squares,

andinterment blocks and plots. Also, they may be used solitarily or as groups.

The proposals for a cemetery development require preparation of special plans

andrelated documents to guide the work of installing plant materials. Charles W. Harris
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{l988)indicates that planting plans, together with construction details for their

ilstallation,typically comprise part of a complete set of working drawings for project

construction.Principally, planting projects are composed of three significant tasks:

Preparationof the planting plans, planting details and specifications, and preparation of

thecareand management plans

Planting Plans: Essentially, designer is respond for making several planting

designs.Figure 6.29 shows different plan types for cemetery planting. Low maintenance

andattractive planting plans should be prepared for general cemetery development and

tor burialsections. Here, the main roads, open spaces, and the entrances will require a

specialpain. Therefore, designer should project such design elements with three-

dimensionalpresentations in detail .

.---i---.
Contextual aspect

for general
cemetery
development

Seasonal aspect

Efor winter
for spring
for summer
for autumn

Permanency aspect
~ permanent
4 provisional

for burial
sections

Designer is obligated primarily with the preparation of a permanent planting

design.At the same time, he/she should project a provisional planting design to ensure

cemeteryrealise its functions during the period that is required for growth of the plants.

Plants,which grow rapidly, should be selected for the provisional planting design.

Furthermore, designer has to consider seasonal aspects of the plants preparing seasonal

andannual designs. At least a special design for winter should be prepared in order to

ensuresufficient green plant cover.

Planting plans should include common and botanical names of all plant

materials, their proposed locations as well as locations of existing plant material.

(Harris,1988) Also, their sizes (height, width, root depth), textures, colours, flowers,



, root characteristics, whether it smells or not, and other quantities such as whether

isan evergreen or deciduous plant should be determined in the planting plans. The

e size of the plants should be taken account for the planting designs. Most of this

. rmationtypically may be shown in a schedule somewhere on the drawings.

Planting details: Planting details are required for particularly the installation

lIOrksof the plants. Planting details should show multistem, coniferous, iUlddeciduous

treeplantingspecifications and shrub, espalier, bulb, and flower planting specifications

IIong with the typical tree planting specifications. Generally, following considerations

shouldtaken account for preparation of the planting details: Diameter of the tree crown,

treepit width, and depth, dripline, tree wrap, level of the subsoil, planting soil, and

finishedgrade, and mulch line.

Maintenance plans: Vegetable maintenance plan is prepared to provide

cemeterylandscape can keep on its visual and functional quality. Principally, it contains

thefollowing subjects and timings of them: Grass cutting, hedge pruning, wild grass

disposing,treatment of sick plants, planting seasonal flowers, watering system, and

preparingmulch covering (Aktan, 1999)

In order to render the visual and functional quality of the cemetery landscape

constantly,a vegetable maintenance plan should be prepared and performed by the

cemeteryadministration. But, each grave, lawn crypt, and niche owner should do care

andthe maintenance of the memorials and plants.

Maintenance works should be carried out with an ecological approach, and so,

thewild life within the cemetery should be preserved. That is, maintenance works

shouldbe sensitive and supporting to such wildlife. For instance, older parts of the

cemeterycan be successfully turned to meadow grasslands, and in the other areas, such

aswild flower banks can also be established. (Rodacan, 1994)

Maintenance works in accordance with ecological aspects are possible even in

thehistoric and traditional cemeteries without changing their appearance. For instance,

inaddition to the wild hedges, carefully trimmed hedges can also contain nesting places

forbirds. The undergrowth of beds of shrubs serves as a habitat for various animals.

Despiteexpensive pruning measures, pruned hedges should be retained. The dead wood
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lornflowering shrubs and conifers should not be regularly cut out and autumn leaves

underthe shrubs should not be tidily swept together. Old trees, particularly indigenous

ones,serve as a habitat for many insects and birds. So long as old trees do not present

anysafetyrisk, they should be retained. If they or parts of them have to be removed,

thenthetimber should be left lying in the cemetery for a further 2 or 3 years so that the

insectsstill living in the decaying wood can leave. Creatures living in decaying timber

arenot pests for gardeners. A significant ecological contribution can be made with

meadows,which are only cut 2 to 4 times a year. (Dudle, 1990)

Without changing the character of the area, it is possible to make an important

contributiontowards the preservation of various species of animals. In order to ensure

thatcemeteries retain their character and can nevertheless be cared for in accordance

with ecological guidelines, various prerequisites are necessary: the authorities

responsiblefor cemeteries must know and understand the planning intention of the

cemeterydesign, know the plants and animals in the cemetery and their origin,

requirementsand living conditions, finally be able to win the staff for ecological care.

Inorder to be able to comply with present-day ecological requirements, staff at all

levelsmust undergo constant further training. (Dudle, 1990)

In generaL periodically, following maintenance tasks should be carried out:

Wildgrasses should be pulled up and removed from the cemetery; grasses should be

cut;hedge plants and shrubs should be pruned; depending on the climate and plant

characteristics,plants (trees, shrubs, flowers, grass, and other ground covers) should be

watered in the certain periods; plants should be preserved with some maintenance

preventivemeasures rather than with some chemical plant medicines; and also the

regenerationtask of the plant composition should be performed in the spring. Besides

suchcare works, protection of the plants should be ensured. Protection of the plant

materialis provided both during the construction and permanently.

During Construction: "Existing plants and new plantings often need to be

protectedfrom physical injury and root zone compaction during periods of construction.

A common method for protecting existing plants during construction is to erect a barrier

aroundthe plant, enclosing an area as large as the root zone of the plant or plants to be

protected. This prevents compaction of soil and other forms of damage to the existing

rootsand also prevents mechanical damage to the plants". (Harris, 1988, p: 550-2)



Permanent Protection: Plant roots require a continual supply of air, which is

llymaintained by air spaces (pores) in the soil surrounding the roots. Because of

thisneedfor air, as well as the need for water, the majority of a plant's root system lies

withinthe top 18 in (O.5m) of soil, regardless of the type or size of plant. Therefore,

measureshave to be taken to ensure that the root zone of a plant is neither compacted

IKlr coveredwith a material that would restrict the amount of air or moisture reaching

therootzone. Various techniques can be used to prevent restriction of air and moisture

totheroot zone. (Harris, 1988) Techniques for raising and lowering grades around

existingtrees are shown in Appendix C.

Cemetery construction material was considered as cemetery facilities and

furniture.Principal cemetery facilities are administration, mosque/church, stores and

depots,commercial stores and showrooms, crematorium and columbarium provided that

demandfor cremation is available, guardhouse, toilets, and cafeterias. And, cemetery

furnitureincludes benches, lightings, garbage, fountains, art works, and so on.

Cemetery utilities such as administration, information office, mortuary, flower

shops,and gates should be located closely and generally next to the entrance. An

administrationfacility should be planned in all cemeteries to provide a place for funeral

tasks,recording, controlling, and management works. Administration should be located

in close proximity to the main entrance. It may contain also required storing areas.

Teutsch (1995) indicates that buildings play an important role in easy orientation.

Therefore, mortuary buildings should be divided off from administration and

maintenanceunits. A crematorium should be considered for columbarium. In this case,

a funeral home, columbarium, crematorium, and a religious facility might be designed

alltogether. A religious facility whether a mosque or a church/chapel depending on the

religiouscharacteristics should be provided in the cemeteries. Nevertheless, particularly

forsmall cemeteries a religious facility next to the cemetery might be used. Religious

facilityshould be located next to the main entrance or squares.



Figure 6.30 Left: Fawkner Memorial Park Cemetery Administration building (Fawkner

Crematorium & Memorial Park, 1998, http://www.fcmp.com.aul) Right top: West

Laurel Hill Funeral Home, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. (Mid-Atlantic Contractors, Inc.,

1999, http://www.midatlanticcontractors.comlwlaure1hl450.jpg). Right bottom: Eastern

Suburbs Memorial Park Cemetery (Botany Cemetery & Eastern Suburbs Crematorium,

1998,http://www.esmp.nsw.gov.au/cemmem.html)

Depending on the size / capacity of the cemetery, assorted funeral stores and

show rooms in required types, numbers, and sizes should be arranged in close proximity

to the main entrance. Such facilities may also take place within the mortuaries. But,

only show rooms of commercial activities should be allowed in surrounding of the

cemeteries. Workshops of such activities should be located at the industrial complex.

Public toilets should be designed in the proper locations, capacities, and

numbers. At least a toilet (for men and women) should be set on each sections, squares,

and entrances. Also, in order to enhance cultural and educational quality of the

cemeteries assorted types of the memorials and tombs produced by different

civilisations should be exhibited in the certain places, which may be next to entrance, at

the squares, or in other locations. So, an outdoor cemetery culture museum might be

developed. (Uslu, 1997) Cafeterias and other open resting-places are design components
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consideredin a contemporary cemetery. They may be located close to the entrance, or

acrossa nice vista such as widely grassed or flowered areas, or water elements. Water

surfacesand other water elements should be considered within the cemeteries. Almost

wholeofthe great cemeteries of the world have such places as seen in Figure 6.31.

Figure 6.31 Left top, Right: Water elements in Forest Lawn Cemetery (Forest Lawn

Memorial - Park Ass., 1999 http://www.forestlawn.com/index.html) Left bottom:

Attractivewater surfaces in Eastern Suburbs Memorial Park Cemetery (Botany

Cemetery & Eastern Suburbs Crematorium, 1998, http://www.esmp.nsw.gov.au/

cemmem.html)

Cemetery furniture are considered as benches and other resting settings,

fountains, lighting, garbage, vases and flower containers, art works and plastic

ornaments,bounding elements, signs, and boards. At the entrance, a tablet including

cemeteryname should be located. An example is seen in Figure 6.32.

http://www.esmp.nsw.gov.au/


HILLCREST
CEMETERY

Figure 6.32 Cemetery name tablet in Hillcrest Cemetery (City of Weyburn, 2001,

http://city.weybum.sk.ca/cemetery/newpart.htm)

Cemeteries as total and partially as interment blocks and plots may be bounded

withstone walls, iron or wooden fences, or with certain plants such as formable shrubs.

Boundationshould not be so high. Bounding element in the cemetery surrounding 1-1,5

minheight is sufficient.

Figure 6.33 White Picket Fence in Michigan's Keweeaw Peninsula Cemetery (Fleming,

200 I, http:/search.gallery.yahoo.com/search/corbis _id?p=cid%3AI0571585)

Waste must be carefully sorted and prepared in the cemeteries. For this, it is

advantageous to put two waste containers in each interment area and open spaces, one

for compostable material and one for burnable items. Clay pots should be deposited

alongside the containers. And, visitors must be informed about the measures. (Dudle,

1990) Block and plot numbering signs should placed in easily seen part of the blocks

and plots. Information boards should be placed at the entrances, squares, and on other
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requiredplaces. Circulation system of the cemetery should be served in these

informationboards. Benches should be located at the squares, front yards of the

administrativeand religious facilities, as well as between the interment blocks. Also,

camelliasmay be set on the resting-places as seen in Figure 6.35-right.

Figure 6.34 Benches in Edmonton and Bunurong cemeteries (Left: http://www.gov.

edmonton.ab.ca/commservices/rec facilities/cemeteries/edmonton cemetery.html,- - -

right:http://www.bunurong.com.au/2Mausoleum.htm)

Figure 6.35 Left: Sitting groups in Hillside Cemetery (http://www.hillside

cemetery.com/page4.html), Right: A camellia in Eastern Suburbs Memorial Park

Cemetery (Botany Cemetery & Eastern Suburbs Crematorium, 1998,

http://www.esmp.nsw.gov.au/cemmem.html)

It is necessary to light cemeteries in the evenings. To provide proper lighting

within the cemetery, lighting settings should be placed in appropriate locations and

dense.Uslu (1997) recommends that lighting setting 6-15 m in height should be used on

the main roads, and settings 3 - 5 m in height should be used in the secondary roads.

http://www.gov.


Lightingshould be as emphasising planting material rather than graves. Cemetery

wateringsystem should be determined in the infrastructure projects. Fountains should

00 placed in all grave sections. Fountains should be considered as one for fifty graves.

Also,statues and other art works should be arranged within the cemeteries in a

respectfulmanner.

Figure6.36 Art works in Forest Lawn Cemetery (Forest Lawn Memorial - Park Ass.,

1999,http://www.forest-lawn.com/)

Figure 6.37 Abstract and concrete plastic ornaments (Forest Lawn Memorial - Park

Ass.,1999, http://www.forest-lawn.com/)



This chapter, which aims to achieve determination of the cemetery planning and

designprinciples, was constituted on the basis of guidelines clarified in the previous

chapter:factors effecting cemetery planning and design.

So, in this chapter, first basic objectives, duties, and typical process of the

cemetery planning works were clarified. In this respect, basic objectives of any

cemetery planning works was defined as to provide required additional interment

places, to preserve historical and cultural heritage, and to contribute to the urban

ecosystem and landscape. And, principal cemetery duties were determined as physical

andadministrative planning. Physical planning works were divided into two groups as

determination of the future cemeteries and construction of the cemetery renewal politics

and projects. A typical planning process was determined in eight steps simply as

determination of the objectives and goals, definition of the problems, data collection,

determination of the location and space requirements, proposing alternative areas,

evaluation of the alternatives, preparation of the design projects for the selected areas,

application of the plans and design projects.

As a second, typology of cemetery plans were determined hierarchically as

structure plan, master plan, detail plan, site / section plans, subdivision plans, planting

plans, architectural plans, industrial designs, management and finally rehabilitation

plans. In the thir<l step, chapter set the location requirements of cemeteries. Here, two

principal consideration groups were determined as physical and urban. Physical

considerations were accepted as geological structure, underground water level and

distance to the water sources, soil structure, orientation and rate of grade, view,

prevailing wind direction, and existing plant cover. Urban considerations were proposed

as landownership, growth directions of the city, size, accessibility, public transportation

opportunities, distance to the residential areas, and comparable land values.

Once, the chapter set the basic objectives, duties, process, plan types, and

location requirements, then it developed the space requirements of cemetery areas.

Here, the subject was studied in three parts: determination of the standards, required

land uses, and estimation of the required cemetery area. Thesis considered the

estimation of the required cemetery area should be examined in four steps: Clarification

of the factors, determination of the variables, defmition of the strategies, clarification of
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the formula setting used for estimation of the area. First, factors were defmed as

demographical,spatiaL and timely factors. Demographical factors were determined as

annualdeath number, the rate of death, and the rate of the population growth speed.

Spatialfactors were considered as interment areas. Timely factor was accepted, as the

periodrequired for the putrefaction of the buried corpse. No matter what the type of the

cemetery,chapter accepted four principle variables for estimation of the required

cemeteryarea: Interment area, population of death, preservation period of the interment

spaces,and "F" coefficient used for a share of other areas within the cemeteries, and

variesdepending on the type of the cemetery. Principally, three strategies for estimation

of the required cemetery area were found. Finally, a formula setting considering

typologicaland dimensional differences and religious preferences to estimate cemetery

areawas developed as following:

• RPCA = TRCA - EPCA

• TRCA = Ia + Oa

• Oa=IaxF

• Ia=Ga+Na+Sga+Ca

• Ga = Gam + Bgac + Bgaj + Bgao

• Gam = Gami + Gamc + Gama + Gamf + Gamh

• Gami = (Ndb + (Nd! - Ndb) + ... + (Ndn - Ndb)) x (Gsmi x Ppim)

• Gamf = Gamf2 + Gamf3 + Gamf4 + Gamf5

• Gamf2 = Np x Gsmf2

• Na: RMNA + RGNA

• RMCA = NMN x SMN

• RGNA = NGN x SGN

• Ca: RMCA + RLCA

• RMCA = NMC x SMC

• RLCA = NLC x SLC

Cemetery design is a process beginning with the determination of the design

objectives and goals, and continuing determination of the design progra~ analysis of

the land, preparation of the design projects consisting of master plans, detail plans, site/

section designs, planting designs, furniture designs, and management plans, fmally
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endingwith the application of the design. It requires successful combination of the

constructionand plant materials.

Actually, cemetery design principles may vary depending on the type of the

cemetery. Nevertheless, fundamental considerations are to work respectful to the

cultural and religious considerations, and to provide functional and aesthetic

arrangements. As well as cemetery designs should provide the fundamental visual

designobjectives- unity, diversity, and genius loci by means of using organisational

principlessuch as enclosure, continuity, similarity, balance, tension, rhythm, proportion,

scale,axis, symmetry, hierarchy, and transformation.

Cemeteries are places for both livings and the dead. Therefore, they should be

designed considering both dead's and livings (not only humans but whole flora and

faunaof the cemetery including assorted plants even insects) needs. When designing a

cemetery, the symbolic rather than the aesthetic role of the graves, crypts, niches,

tombs,memorials, and the use of the nature and vegetation should be emphasised for

thecemeteries symbolic contents.

Circulation system design of a cemetery should be taken handle in two parts:

fIrst, setting the design principles for each circulation component such as entrances,

roads,squares, and parking areas, second, determination of the design approach whether

formalor informal. Interment sections should be zoned into the sectors with different

formsof interment and social groups like crypt areas, grave areas, scattering gardens,

Moslem sections, Christian sections and so on. As well as grave areas should be zoned

into the sectors as family sections, personal adult sections, infant-child sections,

homeless sections, Jewish sections, Moslem sections and so on. Graves in Moslem

sections should be orientated to the Qible direction, and in Jewish sections toward the

Jerusalem. Another zoning should be applied for crypt and niche areas. Here, first,

outdoorand indoor crypt and niche areas should be determined. Then, design criteria for

eachof them should be developed.

Plants have a remarkable role on the provision of the ecological, hygienic, and

recreational functions of the cemeteries. So, designers should use them carefully.

Therefore, they should be prepare the planting designs in a process consisting of seven

steps as analysis of the land characteristics and existing plant cover in the field area,

determination of the planting objectives and goals, determination of the plant selection

criteria, selection of the proper plants, clarification of the planting principles for the
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generalcemetery development, interment sections, and for unique and symbolic plants,

preparationof the projects, fmally application of the design.

In the cemeteries, particularly taproot plants, aromatic plants, formable shrubs,

ammoniumplants should be used. Also, evergreen and deciduous plants should be used

alltogetherly. Further, symbolic and flowering plants in different forms, height and

calibres,and texture should be used. Finally, plants from the natural vegetation should

be usedin most parts of the cemetery, and culture plants should be used in the interment

spacessuch as grave areas and scattering gardens. Plants should be used in the

cemeteriesto articulate spaces; to emphasise certain features such as entrance, squares,

cemeteryname plate; to ornament the cemetery; to provide shade; to assist the easy

orientation;to generate sounds as acoustical control devices; to protect or to prevent

undesiredwinds; to screen undesired views; to bound the cemetery as well as different

intermentsections and blocks; finally to contribute to the habitat of the cemetery.

Planting designs should be prepared for both general cemetery development and

intermentsections considering the seasonal aspects. Therefore, seasonal designs at least

forthe winter apart from the general design should be designed. Also, a short period

temporaryplanting design apart from the permanent project should be considered.

Finally, designers are responsible for the preparation of planting details and

specificationsas well as for the floral maintenance plans.

Cemetery utilities such as administration, information office, mortuary, flower

shops,and gates should be located closely and generally next to the entrance. An

administrationfacility should be planned in all cemeteries to provide a place for funeral

tasks,recording, controlling, and management works. Administration facility should be

locatedin close proximity to the main entrance. Mortuary buildings should be divided

offfrom administration and maintenance units. A crematorium should be considered for

columbarium. In this case, a funeral home, columbarium, crematorium, and a religious

facility (generally a mosque or a funeral chapel) might be designed all together.

Religiousfacilities should be located next to the main entrance or squares. Depending

on the size / capacity of the cemetery, assorted funeral stores and show rooms in

requiredtypes, numbers, and sizes should be arranged in close proximity to the main

entrance. Such facilities may also take place within the mortuaries. But, only show

roomsof commercial activities should be allowed in surrounding of the cemeteries.

Workshopsof such activities should be located at the industrial complex. Public toilets
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uldbe designed in the proper locations, capacities, and numbers. At least a toilet (for

nandwomen) should be set on each sections, squares, and entrances. Cafeterias and

r open resting-places are design components considered in a contemporary

tery. They may be located close to the entrance, or across a nice vista such as

. elygrassed or flowered areas, or water elements. Water surfaces and other water

~mentsshould be considered within the cemeteries.

Cemetery furniture are considered as benches and other resting settings,

untains,lighting, garbage, vases and flower containers, art works and plastic

ents, bounding elements, signs, and boards. At the entrance, a tablet including

meteryname should be located. Waste must be carefully sorted and prepared in the

meteries.For this, it is advantageous to put two waste containers in each interment

andopen spaces, one for compostable material and one for burnable items. Block

plot numbering signs should placed in easily seen part of the blocks and plots.

Informationboards should be placed at the entrances, squares, and on other required

laces.Benches should be located at the squares, front yards of the administrative and

ligiousfacilities, as well as between the interment blocks. Also, camellias may be set

ontheresting-places. Fountains should be placed in all grave sections. Fountains should

considered as one for fifty graves. Also, statues and other art works should be

arrangedwithin the cemeteries in a respectful manner.



CEMETERIES IN IZMIR - A CONTEMPORARY URBAN CEMETERY

DESIGN STUDY IN DOGAN<;AY

Izmir, which is located around the gulf of the Izmir in Aegean Region, Turkey,

~aport city. It is on the 38° north and 27° east coordinates. Izmir covering 11.973 km2

areais surrounded with Madra Mountains on the north, Ku~adasl Gulf on the south,

TekneHeadland of ~e~me Peninsula on the west, and the province boundaries of Aydm

andManisa cities on the east. The Metropolitan Municipality boundaries end with

Cumaovaslon the south, Bornova Plain on the east, Yamanlar Mountain on the north,

andthe Agean Sea on the west.

Izmir was defined by various travellers as an amphitheatre on the foots of Pagos

Mountain.It is known as the fourteenth of the Ionian cities. Indeed, how Izmir

established fIrst is not known absolutely. Nevertheless, the general consideration

indicates,the city was fIrst established on the Spil Mountain near Bayrakh in 3000 BC.

Afterthat, Izmir was destroyed by earthquakes, assorted diseases especially plaques,

attacks,and fIres in several times, and then it has been built again in several times until

today.Researchers mention three Izmirs through out the history. First Izmir in the

ancienttimes was a Roman city, second was an Ottoman city influenced by both the

eastand the west, and the last is the third biggest metropolis of the Republican Turkey.

And, almost in all periods, it has shown a cosmopolite characteristic. In sum up,

throughoutthe city's 5000 years history, Leleg, Aiol, Ionian, Hittite, Lydian, Frigian,

Roman, Hun, Arabian, Ceneviz, and lastly Turk civilisations (Seljuks, Beylik,

Ottomans, and Republican Turks) dominated in Izmir. So, it is possible to find out

severaltraces of these civilisation's cultural heritage in the city.

At the present, Izmir with its about 3 million inhabitants is the biggest

metropolis of Aegean Region. And, nine municipalities- Buca, Bomova, Kar~lyaka,

Konak, Gaziernir, Narhdere, Ball;ova, Giizelbahl;e, ~igli- take place within the

metropolitan area ofIzmir.
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Particularly, in the recent years, reports concerning with the determination of the

generalcharacteristics and problems of existing cemeteries in Izmir were prepared by

Ilmeresearchers. Doubtlessly, Ozkan (1996) and Aktan (1999) set the most useful and

satisfactoryworks on this subject. Such studies are also valuable in terms of being

pioneers.Therefore, this thesis considered benefiting from these researches interpreting

andexamining them. However, this study also considered it is necessary to re-evaluate

anddevelopthe criteria used in Aktan's and Ozkan's analysis.

In this study, analysis of Izmir's cemeteries consisted of two principal tasks as

definitionof the general characteristics of them and determination of the planning,

design,and management potentials and constrains. For this, cemetery analysis involved

threesteps: first, the evaluation of the previous studies concerning with the general

characteristics,planning and design issues of cemeteries in Izmir, second, field surveys

toevaluateeach cemetery using several testing charts, taking photos from each selected

cemeteries,and making interviews with the cemetery officials and with the religious

institutions,as well as collecting data about cemetery plans and designs from the

municipaloffices, fmally evaluation of the all gathered data.

In order to analyse the cemeteries in respect to a wide range of criteria; first, a

certainmethod was developed. The method involved three steps:

• Determination ofthe sampling criteria,

• Determination of the analysis subjects,

• Constitution of a system for evaluation of the analysis results.

Sampling: Since both the recent comprehensive researches about Izmir's

cemeteriesand the constrains of the study, an analysis including whole cemeteries in

lzmirwas not considered. Rather, analysis for certain cemeteries were made. Here, the

criteriafor sampling was developed as followings:

• Overall sampling ratio: % 40

• Expansion directions of the city: Kar~lyaka - <;igli, Bornova, Buca,

Gaziemir, Balyova - Narhdere - Giizelbahye axis



• Religious characteristics of the cemeteries; Moslem, Christian, Jewish

• Military - civil characteristics

• Historical characteristics as historical and new cemeteries

In the direction of these criteria, cemeteries listed in respect to the expansion

direction of the city as in below were selected to analyse.

• In Kar~lyaka - <;igli expansion direction: Omekkoy Cemetery, Doganyay

Cemetery, Sogukkuyu Cemetery

• In Bomova expansion direction: Bomova Moslem Cemetery, Bomova

Christian Cemetery, Bomova Jewish Cemetery, Kokluca Moslem Cemetery

• In Buca expansion direction: Yeni Buca Cemetery, Eski Buca Cemetery,

Buca Anglican Cemetery, Giirye~me Jewish Cemetery

• In Gaziemir expansion direction: P~akoplii Moslem Cemetery, Pa~akoplii

Christian Cemetery, Uzundere Cemetery

• In Balyova - Narhdere - Giizelbahye expansion direction: A~agl Narhdere

Cemetery, Narhdere National Cemetery

Analysis Subjects: Analysis subjects were considered in four categories:

General characteristics, planning issues, design issues, and management issues.

General characteristics including size; amount; interment techniques and types,

interment space types; cemetery types; religious, historical, civil-military

characteristics; location were examined considering whole cemeteries in Izmir. On the

other hand, planning, design, and management issues were examined in only selected

cemeteries context.

Planning issues were considered principally as location characteristics- general

location within the city and distance to the residential areas, grade, soil structure, and

accessibility-, and space characteristics- size, density, potential interment and additional

development opportunity.

Design issues involved green areas, interment space diversity and orientation,

monument style, circulation, grading - drainage, utilities - services, furniture, and

vegetation considerations. Circulation was examined under these titles: roads, parking

areas, open spaces, and entrances. Utilities and services meant administrative, service,

religious facilities and boundaries. Furniture involved fountain, bench, lighting,

garbage, signs-boards, and art works. Finally, all factors and their components were

evaluated in accordance to their amount, efficiency, location, diversity and material.



Management issues were exammed as security-control, and care of monuments,

utilities, circulation system components, furniture, grave plants, and cemetery plants.

Careissues were considered as cleanness and endurance.

Evaluation System for Analysis Results: Evaluation system consisted of three

principalstages. Also, each stage had different substages.

Stage I: Listing initial results in their own categories separately as planning,

design,and management,

Stage II: Evaluation of the results in each category,

Stage III: Final evaluation considering the general results of each category.

The charts used in different stages and categories showing analysis criteria and

scoreswere given in below. (Table 7.1-10)

Planning Stage I: This stage considers analysis of each cemetery in respect to the

criteriaseen in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1 Planning analysis criteria

Criteria Location Requirements Space Requirements

Location Grade Soil Access Size Density Pot.int.op
Distance (%) Structure (ha) (grave / ha) (%)

In (without Rocky soils, Small Over Not or
1 500m green 20+ Rough gravelly Not Scale dense insufficient

UNPROPER Belt) and mud-clay 0-4 1000+
Soils

2 In (with Fine-medium Medium High Medium
ACCEPTABLE 500m green 10 -19 Sandy and ------- Scale dense 25

Belt) Gravelly soils 5 - 19 600-1000
3 Large Medium-low More

PROPER Out 0-9 Sandy soils Yes Scale dense 25+
20+ 400-600

Table 7.2 Evaluated planning analysis criteria

Criteria Location Requirements Loc. Space Requirements Space TOTAL

Loc.Dis Grade Soil Access Total Size Density Pot.int.op Total
Coefficient 0,8 1,4 1,4 1,2 ----- 1 1 1,2 ----- ------

UNPROPER 0,8 1,4 1,4 1,2 4,8 1 1 1,2 3,2 8
ACCEPTABLE 1,6 2,8 2,8 2,4 9,6 2 2 2,4 6,4 16

PROPER 2,4 3,2 3,2 3,6 14,4 3 3 3,6 9,6 24
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Location requirements: 4,8 - 9,5: unproper; 9,6 - 13: acceptable; 14: proper

Spacerequirements: 4,8 - 9,5: unproper; 9,6 - 13: acceptable; 14: proper

Total:4,8 - 9,5: unproper; 9,6 - 13: acceptable; 14: proper

Design Stage I: This stage involves analysing of each cemetery in respect to

criteria seen in Table 7.3

Table 7.3 Design analysis criteria

Component Criteria UNPROPER (l) ACCEPT ABLE (2) PROPER (3)
Green Areas Amount Absent Insufficient Sufficient

Diversity Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient
Location Unproper Acceptable Proper

Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient
GreenAreas Total 1 8 12
IntermentSpace Diversity Absent Insufficient Sufficient

1 2 3
IntermentSpace Orientation Unproper Defective Proper

1 2 3
MonumentStyle- %40+ % 20 - 40 %0-20
Up- Right Monument Ratio 1 2 3

Circulation
Hierarchy Absent Insufficient Sufficient

Roads Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient
Pavement M. Unpaved Asphalt-concrete Cobblestone

Total 3 6 9
Amount Absent Insufficient Sufficient

Parking Diversity Absent Insufficient Sufficient
Area Location Unproper Acceptable Proper

Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient
Pavement M. Unpaved Asphalt-concrete Cobblestone

Total 1 10 15
Amount Absent Insufficient Sufficient

Open Diversity Absent Insufficient Sufficient
Spaces Location Unproper Acceptable Proper

Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient
Pavement M. Unpaved Asphalt-concrete Cobblestone

Total 1 10 15
Amount ------ One More than one

Entrance Location Unproper Acceptable Proper
Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient

Pavement M. Unpaved Asphalt-concrete Cobblestone
"To be continued in the next page"
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Total 1 10 15
Circulation Total 6 34 51

Grading and Drainage Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient
1 2 3

Utilities and Services
Amount Absent ------- Available

Religious fac. Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient
Location Unproper Acceptable Proper

Total 1 4 9
Information, toilets

Administrative Administration
Service Amount Absent Information guardhouse, depots

Facilities funeral home
Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient
Location Unproper Acceptable Proper

Total 1 6 9
Amount Absent 1,5 m + in height 0,5 - 1,5 m in height

Boundary Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient
Material Wire fence Stone Ferforge/plants

Total 1 6 9
Utilities and Services Total 3 16 27
Furniture

Amount Absent Insufficient Sufficient
Fountain Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient

Location Unproper Acceptable Proper
Total 1 6 9

Amount Absent Insufficient Sufficient
Bench Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient

Location Unproper Acceptable Proper
Total 1 6 9

Amount Absent Insufficient Sufficient
Lighting Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient

Location Unproper Acceptable Proper
Total 1 6 9

Amount Absent Insufficient Sufficient
Garbage Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient

Location Unproper Acceptable Proper
Total I 6 9

Amount Absent Insufficient Sufficient
Signs-boards Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient

, Location Unproper Acceptable Proper
Total I 6 9

"To be continued in the next page"
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Restof the Table 7.3

Art Works Amount Absent Insufficient Sufficient
Location Unproper Acceptable Proper

Total I 4 6
Furniture Total 6 34 51

Vegetation Amount Poor/insufficient Medium Sufficient
Efficiency Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient
Location Unproper Acceptable Proper
Diversity Insufficient Acceptable Sufficient

Vegetation Total 4 8 12

Table7.4 Generalised design analysis criteria

Criteria Green Intern Intern Monument Circ. Grading Utilities Furniture Veg.
Areas Space Space Style Drainage Services

Div. Or.
UNPROPER 1 1 1 1 6 1 3 6 4

ACCEPTABLE 8 2 2 2 34 2 18 34 8
PROPER 12 3 3 3 51 3 27 51 12

Design Stage II: Once, the basic results have been found, then, each score is

equalised as "10".

Table 7.5 Evaluated design analysis criteria

Criteria Green Intern Intern Monument Circ. Grading Utilities Furniture Veg.
Areas Space Space Style Drainage Services

Div. or.

Coefficient 0,83 3,33 3,33 3,33 0,17 3,33 0,37 0,17 0,83
UNPROPER 0,8 3,3 3,3 3,3 1 3,3 1 1 3

ACCEPTABLE 6,6 6,6 6,6 6,6 5,8 6,6 6,6 5,8 6,6
PROPER 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Design Stage III: In this stage, design criteria are interpreted in respect to their

importance. For this, certain coefficient is given to each criterion as seen in Table 7.6.

The cumulative coefficient may also be used with fIrst stage results. In the next page,

the fmal interpretation of the criteria and scores were given as unproper, acceptable, and

proper.
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Table 7.6 Final evaluated design analysis criteria

Criteria Green Intern Intern Mon. Circ. Grading Utilities Furn. Veg. TOTAL

Areas Space Space Style Dran. Services
Div. or.

Coefficient 1 0,8 1,4 0,6 1,4 1,4 1 0,6 1
Cumulative cof. 0,83 2,7 4,7 2 0,27 4,7 0,37 0,12 0,83

UNPROPER 0,8 2,7 4,7 2 1,6 4,7 1 0,7 3 21,2
ACCEPTABLE 6,6 5,4 9,4 4 9,2 9,4 6,6 4 6,6 60,9

PROPER 10 8 14 6 14 14 10 6 10 92

Management Stage I: Similar with the planning and design issues, first stage of

the management issues consisted ofthe basic results.

Criteria Security Care
And Tombs-mem. Utilities Roads Furniture Grave Cemetery

Control CI. En. Cl. En. CI. En. CI. En. plants plants
I (UNPROPER) I Nil I Nil I Nil I Nil I Nil Nil

2 (ACCEPT ABLE) M E A E A E A E A A A
3 (PROPER) S C S C S C S C S S S

CI: cleanness M: medium c: cared
En: endurance S: sufficient E: enough
I: insufficient A: acceptable Nil: neglected or insufficient

Criteria Security Care TOTAL

And Tombs-mem. Utilities Roads Furniture Grave Cern.
Control CI. En. CI. En. CI. En. CI. En. Plants plants

UNPROPER 2,5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12,5
ACCEPTABLE 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 25

PROPER 7,5 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 37,5



Total Stage I: Once, every cemetery has been evaluated in the separate

categories as planning, design, care and security, then an overall evaluation chart

consistingof the fmal scores of each category is prepared.

Criteria Planning Design Care - Security

UNPROPER 8 21,2 12,5
ACCEPTABLE 16 60,9 25

PROPER 24 92 37,5

Total Stage II: This stage was considered as the fmal stage in the context of this

cemetery analysis study. Here, all categories are equalised as the score of 100. Then, all

of them are totalled. The score shows the final result of a cemetery, whether it is

unproper, acceptable, or proper in respect to the contemporary needs.

Criteria Planning Design Care - Security TOTAL
Coefficient 4,17 1,1 2,7 -----

UNPROPER 33 23 33 89
ACCEPTABLE 67 67 67 201

PROPER 100 100 100 300

Apart from these three principle categories, Izmir's cemetery analysis study

involved the investigation of the general characteristics of the cemeteries in Izmir. Here,

interment techniques, types, interment space types, monument styles, and cemetery

types were considered to examine. Also, it was tried to fmd out the traces of the cultural

interactions of the different civilisations ruled in Izmir throughout its history on the

spatial arrangements and monuments.

Finally, it is necessary to explain the materials and sources used in the cemetery

analysis study. Several materials provided from different sources were used in order to

analyse Izmir's cemeteries. Materials and their sources were listed in Table 7.11.



Materials

Base maps of each cemetery
in 1/5000, 1/2000, or 111000 scale

Master plans of each cemetery
in 1/5000, 1/2000, or 111000 scale

Development Plan ofIzmir
In 1/50000 scale

Cemetery officials interviews

Religious Institutions
Officials interviews

Photos
Cemeteries themselves

Aktan, N. (1999)
"Fiziksel Planlama Yonlinden

Izmir ve Frankfurt Mezarhklarmm
Kar~I1~tlfllmasl "

Ozkan, B. et all. (1996)
"AyIk- Ye~il Alan ve Rekreasyon

Alaru Olarak
MezarlIklarm Planlama ve Tasarrm
Sorunlarl ile <;oziim Olanaklarmm

IzmirKenti Omeginde Ar~tlfllmasl"
Ust, O. (1993)

"Izmir BiiyUkkent Biitiinii
Kabristan Alanlarl <;oziimlemesi"

Metropolitan Municipality ofIzmir
Directorship of Map Office

Map Archive
Metropolitan Municipality ofIzmir

Directorship of Planning Office
Plan Archive

Municipal
and

Official
Sources

Metropolitan Municipality ofIzmir
Directorship of Cemetery Office
Saint Polycarpe Catholic Church

Israel Synagogue ofIzmir
Field Surveys

Totally forty-two cemeteries (graveyards), with the area of 302,83 ha and with

approximately one billion grave capacity (but not whole of them potentially), are

situated within the boundaries of the municipality of Izmir. Figure 7.1 shows those

cemeteries in their approximate locations. Dogan9ay situated on 75 ha space is the

largest cemetery with the recent additions (approximately 33 ha), and Kayalar is the

smallest with the area of 0,02 ha. In spite of the fact that, there are 42 cemeteries, indeed

only seven of them - Yeni Gaziemir, Yeni Buca, Yeni Ba190va, Dogan9ay, Omekkoy,



Hacilarkm, and Pmarb~l - serve to public burying. On the other hand, expanding works

continue in Bornova (7.350 m2
), Pmarba~l (3.400 m2

), and Yeni Ba190va (11.000 m2
)

cemeteries.
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Num Name of the Cemetery Num Name of the Cemetery Num Name of the Cemetery

1 Balat'Ylk 15 Hactlarkm 29 Ye~i1yurt

2 Biiyiik <;igli 16 <;amdibi 30 Uzundere

3 Serinkuyu 17 Pmarba~l 31 Pa~akoprii

4 Kayalar 18 I~lkkent 32 Karabaglar Christion

5 Dedeba~l 19 Altmdag Jewish 33 Eski Gaziemir

6 Kar~lyaka Christian 20 Kokluca 34 Yeni Gaziemir

7 Sogukkuyu 21 Kokluca Rum 35 Yeni Bal'Yova

8 Ornekkoy 22 Giir'Ye~meJewish 36 Eski Bal'Yova

9 Dogan'Yay 23 Giiltepe Toros 37 Yenikoy

10 Bornava Moslem 24 Altmdag Moslem 38 A~agl Narhdere

11 Bornova Jewish 25 Buca Anglican 39 Yukan Narhdere

12 Bornova Christian 26 Eski Buca 40 Sahjlevleri

13 Doganlar 27 Yeni Buca 41 Yarendede

14 Naldoken 28 Kadifekale National C. 42 Giizelbah'Ye



Cemeteries in Izmir show a triplet characteristic from the location aspect:

Cemeteries,which take place in the first group, are generally constituted recently and

outsideof the urban area such as Yeni Bal~ova, Yeni Buca, and Omekkoy cemeteries.

Secondsare just near the urban area such as Uzundere, Altmdag, Pmarba~l, Dogan~ay,

and Naldoken cemeteries. Finally, cemeteries taking place within the urban area set the

thirdlocation group. The last group is the largest (%81). Even, the most of Izmir's

cemeteriesare internal of this group. Because, most of them was constituted at the

beginningand in the middle of the last century. However, they were outside of the city

inthe first times, then with the urban growth, they remained within the city.

Izmir's cemeteries show three religious characters: Moslem, Jewish, and

Christian.There are thirty-four Moslem cemeteries, three Jewish cemeteries (Bomova,

GUwe~me,Altmdag), and five Christian cemeteries (Kar~lyaka, Bomova English, Buca

Anglican,Karabaglar, and Kokluca Rum). Figure 7.2 shows different sections from the

P~oprU Christian Cemetery. Besides, there are three national cemeteries- Kadifekale,

GUzelbahye,and Narhdere national cemeteries.

All cemeteries including Jewish and Christian in Izmir are committed to the

CemeteryOffice of the Municipality of Izmir. Izmir Cemetery Office emerges from

ninesuboffices consisting of Control Chieftaincy, Head Driver, Head Imamate, Funeral

Reception and Interment Services, Technical Team, Landscape Team, Construction

Teatn, Cleaning Team, and Chieftaincy of Personal and Administrative Duties.

Cemetery Office administers interment duties, grave construction permission, grave



selling,and planning of the new cemeteries. But, land use transformations of

cemeteries,and transporting duties are realised by the Committee decisions of the

MunicipalityofIzmir. (Aktan, 1999) All cemeteries are administered in respect to these

lawand regulations: Municipality Law, Metropolitan Municipalities Administration

Law,Public Hygiene Law, Governmental Decision, Cemetery Regulation.

On the contrary of their right of the administration, land ownership of the

cemeterieschanges depending on the national and religious character. Land ownership

of the Moslem's cemeteries belongs to the municipality. On the other hand, that of

foreigncemeteries belongs to their consulships, and the national cemeteries are on the

militarylands. (Aldan, 1999) Figure 7.3 illustrates the Narhdere National Cemetery.

In general, orientation of the graves is in the direction of Qlble in Moslem

cemeteries. Whereas, it changes in Christian cemeteries. Grave plots have different

dimensions for infant and child, adult, and family graves. The height of the grave

structure changes grave to grave (Figure 7.4). However, average grave dimensions

(widthand length) are as the followings: Family graves: 80 cm x 200 cm within 300 em

x 400 cm plots, adult graves: 80 cm x 200 cm within 130 em x 250 cm plots, Infant -

childgraves: 50 cm x 100 cm within 100 cm x 150 cm plots. Also a path 50cm in width

isrequired within the family grave plots.

Common interment methods are inhumation and entombment in Izmir's

cemeteries. Generally, inhumation method is applied in Moslem and Jewish cemeteries.

Nevertheless, entombment of the bodies was found in some Moslem cemeteries such as



~gl Narhdere Cemetery. On the other hand, Christians generally prefer entombment

of thedead apart from inhumation. Additional interment is allowed in the Moslem and

Christiancemeteries, whereas, it is not allowed in the Jewish cemeteries. For a second

intermentgenerally sarcophagus tombs, where bodies entombed, are preferred in the

Christiancemeteries. (Figure 7.5)

In spite of the fact that, there are not absolute registrations concerning with the

founding dates of all Izmir's cemeteries, that of certain cemeteries are available.

Actually, those registrations do not show their actual founding dates, but the dates,

when they were joined to the Cemetery Office. When investigating the registrations, it
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is seen at .a glance that the establishment of the cemeteries dense particularly at the

beginning, in the middle, and at the end of the last century. Doganlar Cemetery

established in 1904 is the oldest cemetery and Yeni Gaziemir Cemetery (1998) with

42,63ha space is the newest.

Certain cemeteries in Izmir have a valuable historical and cultural heritage. And,

therefore, Kokluca, Pa~akoprii, Serinkuyu, and Buca Anglican Cemetery (Picture 7.6)

were declared as a conservative area by the Ministry of Culture, High Committee of

Culture and Nature Existence Preservation. Aktan (1999) indicates that, it was recorded

Pmarba~l Cemetery was used as a cemetery area also in Roman and Byzantine times.

Also, sarcophagi belonging to the Roman period were encountered in Pa~akoprii

Cemetery. Further, historical gravestones in I~1kkent, Sogukkuyu, Balat<;lk, Doganlar,

Balyova,Kokluca, and Uzundere Cemetery were founded.

It is possible to observe traces of Izmir's cemetery culture particularly in those

cemeteries mentioned above. The interpretation of these fmdings is not an easy work

since the structural features of them may indicate a culture, whereas the philosophy

behind them may show another culture. Nevertheless, it is possible to say Izmir's

cemetery culture has been affected by Lydian, Roman, Ottoman, Islamic, Christian,

Shamanist, and modem cultures. For instance, Figure 7.7-8-9 show different examples

of the ancient Anatolian civilisation's influence in terms of architecturally

characteristics of the monuments.



Figure 7.9 Grave memorials in Kokluca Cemetery, left: an imitation of the ancient

rock-cut tombs, right: contemporary interpretation of them



It is possible to evaluate the Figure 7.10 as the contemporary interpretation of

ShamanisticAsian Turk's traditions of the tent, and Islamic rational of the shade. On

theother hand, Figure 7.11 indicates with floral symbolism and human figures

~hotograph)to Shamanistic and ancient Anatolian traditions of pictorial memorial art.
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Figure 7.12 included Christian influences with covered ground. On the other

hand,Figure 7.13 shows a typical prolongation of Ottoman effect with long headstones.





It is possible to explain problems determined in Izmir's cemeteries in three

principle categories divided into several subgroups: First, planning problems are

concerning with the location and spatial requirements. Here, false location, over densely

usage,land shortage, useless for the city's landscape are considerable problems. On the

otherhand, design problems are absence or inadequacy of cemetery utilities (car parks,

administrative and religious facilities, entrances, surrounding elements, open spaces,

greenspaces and belts, and so on), absence or inadequacy in differentiation of the burial

sections,absence of detail landscape design for burial sections as well as for the general

development of the cemetery, polyphony in the design of the grave structures, absence

or inadequacy of cemetery furniture (benches, lightings, garbage, fountains, signs, and

soon.), and polyphony in furniture designs, absence or inadequacy of planting material,

absence of cemetery planting design. In terms of management, neglect and careless,

security, and cemetery vandalism are the principal problems. Table 7.12 sums up

generalcharacteristics and problems of whole cemeteries in Izmir.
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Dedeba~l 10 1931 Closed No 0,65 2 1,70 No No One 1 3 1
Sogukkuyu 10 1961 Closed No 11,30 2 2,00 No M* One 4 5 5
BalatS:lk Out ----- Closed No 0,40 2 1,50 No No One 1 1 1
Kar~lyakaChr. In 1953 Closed No 0,31 2 2,00 No No One 2 4 4
Ornekkoy Out 1984 Open No 53,45 5 1,70 Yes B* One 3 5 4
Dogans:ay Out 1995 Open No 75,00 5 1,70 Yes B* One 3 2 4
Biiyiik<;igli In 1967 Closed No 1,10 2 1,70 No No One 3 5 4
Serinkuyu In 1932 Closed Yes 0,44 2 1,50 No No One 1 3 1
Kayalar In 1932 Closed No 0,02 2 1,50 No No One 1 2 3
Bornova English In ----- Closed No 0,25 2 2,00 No No One 1 3 3
Bornova Jewih 10 ----- Closed No 0,63 2 1,80 No No One I 3 1

"To be continued in the next page"
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BornovaMoslem out 1930 Closed No 0,90 5 1,70 Yes No One 4 5 4

Doganlar in 1904 Closed No 1,00 2 1,00 No No One 1 1 1
Hacllarklfl 10 1964 Open No 13,58 2 1,70 Yes B* One 4 5 5
Naldoken out ----- Closed No 2,38 3 * No No One 1 2 2

~amdibi in 1963 Closed No 1,30 2 2,00 No No One 3 3 3

Pmarba~l 10 1989 Open No 0,72 2 2,00 No B* One 3 5 3

I~lkkent 10 1983 Closed No 7,27 2 1,80 Yes M* One 4 5 5

Giirye~meJewish in ----- Closed No 0,30 3 2,00 No No One 1 3 1
AltmdagJewish 10 ----- Closed No 0,20 2 2,00 No No One 1 4 4
AltmdagMoslem ill 1966 Closed No 0,96 5 2,00 No M* One 1 3 2
Kokluca in 1961 Closed Yes 11,20 3 2,00 No M* One 4 5 5
KoklucaRum 10 ----- Closed No 0,20 2 2,00 No No One 1 3 3
GiiltepeToros in 1965 Closed No 3,09 4 2,00 No No One 2 2 2
BucaAnglican 10 ----- Closed Yes 0,35 2 1,00 No No One 1 4 3
EskiBuca in 1962 Closed No 3,30 2 1,80 No No One 4 5 4
YeniBuca out 1984 Open No 40,00 2 1,80 Yes C* One 4 3 4
Uzundere out 1916 Closed No 4,00 5 1,00 No No One 2 2 2
EskiGaziemir 10 1950 Closed No 2,49 2 2,00 No No One 3 3 4
YeniGaziemir out 1998 Open No 42,63 5 1,50 Yes No One 1 1 2
Pa~akoprii 10 1961 Closed Yes 9,88 3 2,00 Yes B* One 4 5 5
Karabaglar Chr. 10 ----- Closed No 0,60 2 1,80 No No One 3 3 4
Y~ilyurt 10 1978 Closed No 0,21 3 1,80 No No Two 4 5 5
YeniBal~ova in 1964 Open No 3,20 5 2,00 Yes No One 3 5 3
EskiBal~ova 10 ----- Closed No 1,80 3 2,00 No No One 3 5 3
~agl Narhdere 10 1965 Closed No 4,05 2 2,00 Yes No One 4 3 4
YukanNarhdere 10 1914 Closed No 0,50 5 1,80 No No One 4 4 2
Yenikoy in 1930 Closed No 0,20 5 1,50 No No One 1 1 2
KadifekaleNa. C. in ----- Closed No 0,21 5 2,00 Yes No One 4 4 5
SahilevleriNa. C. 10 ----- Closed No 0,03 2 1,50 No No One 4 4 2
Giizelbah~e 10 1976 Closed No 2,23 4 1,50 No No Two 5 5 4
Yarendede out ----- Closed No 0,50 5 1,50 No No One 2 2 1

Rate of Grade Cemetery furniture Vegetation General care, maintenance

1-% 0-3 1- Absent 1- Very poor 1- Very neglected
2- % 3-10 2- Rare 2- Poor 2- Neglected
3- % 10 - 15 3- Insufficient 3- Medium 3- Medium
4- % 15- 20 4- Sufficient 4- Well 4- Well cared
5- % 20 - over 5- Perfect 5- Very well 5- Very well cared



Many of the existing cemeteries in Izmir take place in the unproper locations in

termsof geological and soil structure, topography, or distance to the residential areas.

Aktan(1999) determined that Altmdag Moslem Cemetery, Giiltepe - Toros Cemetery,

andYenikoy Cemetery are not situated at the places, which are not proper geologically

andfrom the aspect of soil characteristics. On the other hand, Biiyiik <;igli and A~agl

Narhderecemeteries are located in places, where under ground water level is so high.

Besides, Doganeray, Omekkoy, Altmdag Moslem, Giiltepe-Toros, Uzundere, Yeni

Bal90va,Yukarl Narhdere, Yenikoy, Giizelbahere, Yarendede, Bomova Moslem, Yeni

Gaziemir, and Kadifekale National Cemetery are located in the topographically

unproperlocations (more than %15 grade rate).

Analysis results of the field surveys within the context of this study are different

insome degree from Aktan's and Ozkan's researches and similar in some degree with

them.For instance, this study found out that Doganeray Cemetery is located the most

suitablearea comparable to others. And, there is not a grade problem in most part of the

cemetery. The average grade is %6. According to the results of this study, only

Ornekkoy and Uzundere Moslem cemeteries and some parts of Bomova Moslem

Cemetery among the selected cemeteries are not in proper locations in respect to

topographyconsideration. (Figure 7.16)

Also, according to Aktan, another location problem particularly for the new ones

suchas Yeni Gaziemir Cemetery is access difficulties. Aktan (1999) indicates that

Doganeray,Bomova, Balater1k, Naldoken, Yarendede, Yeni Buca, Yeni Gaziemir,

Yukan Narhdere cemeteries do not have a public transportation opportunity.

Nevertheless, such an access problem for the cemeteries, which were selected to

analyse,was not found in the field surveys. Both, public and private transportation

opportunities are provided. But, it is very difficult for the private drivers to find many

cemeterieseasily since the signs are not available on the ways ofthe cemeteries.

Further most of the cemeteries except Yeni Buca, Omekkoy, and Bomova

Moslemcemeteries have remained within the city, or the urban growth area. However,

Uzundere Moslem and ~agl Narhdere cemeteries keep approximately a half-km

distance to the housing areas. Others are surrounded with houses or other urban

activities.Regardless, most of these cemeteries do not serve for the new burials. So, a



health risk is not available. But, a contribution to the city's landscape (except abundant

plant material such as in Kokluca, Sogukkuyu, and Pa~akoprii cemeteries) is not

available as well. To sum, location characteristics of the cemeteries in Izmir generally

areacceptable in accordance to the analysed location requirements. Only, Omekkoy and

Uzundere cemeteries are located defmitely on the unproper places. Nevertheless, none

ofthem are in the ideally right locations as welL

More problems like land shortage and density were determined in the spatial

requirements as Aktan indicated. Most of the cemeteries in Izmir, except generally the

newest cemeteries are in the small-scale cemetery category having an area smaller than

5 ha. Being small in size causes several problems such as insufficient influence on the

urban landscape, less grave capacity, insufficient influence on the micro and

macroclimate, and unfeasibility for required service facilities and care works. Another

crucialproblem is the over density in the cemeteries. %75 of the selected cemeteries is

unproperin respect to density. (Table 7.13) In most cemeteries, almost the total area of

thecemetery is used as burial sections. Further, under the roads and middle of the

gravesare used as grave (Figure7.15). The fundamental reason for such a high density

isthe lack of required spaces for interment. Even, the Qible orientation is defected in

somecemeteries due to the land shortage. In a general sense, only Doganyay, Bomova

Christianand Jewish cemeteries are acceptable in respect to spatial needs.

To sum, it was found that most of the selected cemeteries (%53) have significant

problemsconcerning with spatial or location requirements. And, only %47 of them are

acceptable,but none of them totally proper. Table 7.13 sums up planning problems.





Cemetery Location Requirements Location R. Space Requirements Space R. Total Result

Distance Grade* Soil Struc. * Accessibility* total Size Density Add. Int total

Ornekkoy 2,4 (P) 1,4 (UP) 1,4 (UP) 3,6 (P) 8,8 (UP) 3 (P) 1 (UP) 1,2 (UP) 5,2 (UP) 14 UP (-2)

Dogan.;ay 0,8 (UP) 4,2 (P) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 11,4 (A) 3 (P) 1 (UP) 3,6 (P) 7,6 (A) 19 A (1)

Sogukkuyu 0,8 (UP) 4,2 (P) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 11,4 (A) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 1,2 (UP) 4,2 (UP) 15,6 UP (-4)

Bornova Moslem 2,4 (P) 2,8 (A) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 11,6 (A) 1 (UP) 1 (UP) 2,4 (A) 4,4 (UP) 16 A (5)

Bornova Christian 0,8 (UP) 4,2 (P) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 11,4 (A) 1 (UP) 3 (P) 2,4 (A) 6,4 (A) 18 A (3)

Bornova Jewish 0,8 (UP) 4,2 (P) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 11,4 (A) 1 (UP) 3 (P) 2,4 (A) 6,4 (A) 18 A (3)

Kokluca Moslem 0,8 (UP) 4,2 (P) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 11,4 (A) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 1,2 (UP) 4,2 (UP) 15,6 UP (-4)

Yeni Buca 2,4 (P) 4,2 (P) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 13 (A) 3 (P) 1 (UP) 1,2 (UP) 5,2 (UP) 18,2 A (2)

Eski Buca 0,8 (UP) 4,2 (P) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 11,4 (A) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 1,2 (UP) 4,2 (UP) 15,6 UP (-4)

Buca Anglican 0,8 (UP) 4,2 (P) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 11,4 (A) 1 (UP) 2 (A) 1,2 (UP) 4,2 (UP) 15,6 UP (-4)

GUrge~me Jewish 0,8 (UP) 4,2 (P) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 11,4 (A) 1 (UP) 3 (P) 2,4 (A) 5,4 (UP) 16,8 A (4)

Pa~akoprti Moslem 0,8 (UP) 4,2 (P) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 11,4 (A) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 1,2 (UP) 4,2 (UP) 15,6 UP (-4)

Pa~akoprti Christian 0,8 (UP) 4,2 (P) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 11,4 (A) 1 (UP) 1 (UP) 1,2 (UP) 3,2 (UP) 14,6 UP (-3)

Uzundere Moslem 1,6 (A) 1,4 (UP) 2,8 (A) 3,6 (P) 9,4 (UP) 1 (UP) 1 (UP) 1,2 (UP) 3,2 (UP) 12,6 UP (-1)

A~agl Narhdere 1,6 (A) 4,2 (P) 4,2 (P) 3,6 (P) 13,6 (A) 1 (UP) 1 (UP) 1,2 (UP) 3,2 (UP) 16,8 A (4)

Narhdere National ---- ----- ----- ----- ----- ---- ----- ------ ----- ----- -----

Total % 53 UNPROPER (15/8) % 47 ACCEPTABLE (15/7)

Distance to the residential areas: 0,8 Grade: 1,4 Soil structure: 1,4 Accessibility: 1,2

Size: 1 Density: 1 Potential internment and additional development opportunity: 1,2



More problems in the design category exist than they in the planning, care and

. tenancecategories do. The cemetery analysis set the common problems as

equacyor insufficiency of the cemetery utilities, circulation system, furniture, and

areen areas, unvaried interment areas, absence of the landscape design for the general

tery development and for the burial sections. Some of these problems were also

detenninedby Aktan (1999). It is possible to explain these problems entirely and

orderlyfromthose aspects:

• Green areas (amount, efficiency, location, diversity),

• Interment space diversity,

• Interment space orientation,

• Monument style,

• Circulation system and components - roads, parking areas, open spaces,

entrances(hierarchy, efficiency, pavement material, amount, diversity, location),

• Grading and drainage,

• Utilities and services - administrative, service, and religious facilities,

boundary(amount, efficiency, location, material),

• Furniture- fountain, bench, lighting, garbage, signs and boards, and art

works(amount, efficiency, location),

• Vegetation (amount, efficiency, location, diversity)

In the context of green areas, any cemetery was found as proper since either they

don't have such areas or have but not include appropriate characteristics such as

efficiency,proper location, and diversity. For instance, it was found that only

Dogan((ay,Omekkoy and Buca Anglican cemeteries have green areas. But, any serves

efficiently,and a diversity was not found. (Table 7.15)

Interment space diversity considering the user identity was not provided in many

cemeteries.Also, a differentiation among the grave blocks in respect to assorted

religions,cultural divisions, and different age and social groups were not observed.

Nevertheless, among the selected cemeteries, Sogukkuyu, Omekkoy, Dogan<;ay,

BomovaMoslem, Kokluca Moslem, Yeni Buca, Eski Buca, P~akoprii Christian and

Moslem,and ~agl Narlldere cemeteries show acceptable characteristic. However,

Aktanclaims that also Hacllarkm, C;:amdibi,Pmarba~l, I~tkkent, Biiytik C;:igli,Ye~ilyurt,
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Eski Balyova, Gaziemir, and Giizelbahye cemeteries and Kadifekale National Cemetery

have diverse interment areas.

Interment space orientation is provided well almost in all cemeteries.

Nevertheless, deviation from Qible direction was determined particularly in P~akoprii

Moslem cemetery. The fundamental reason for this deviation was fixed as the cemetery

is full off capacity, nevertheless, the demand for interment is so dominant. Thus, each

gap even under the roads is used for interment. (Figure 7.18)

In general, cemeteries resemble the endless marble store as seen in Figure 7.29.

Showy and large monuments are dominant in almost all cemeteries except Narhdere

National Cemetery, where fine flat headstones were placed on the lawn graves. Further,

polyphony on the design of the grave structure is another problem. However, it is

possible to find out nice works on the grave design. (Figure 7.30)

In a general sense, circulation system within the cemeteries consists of a major

axis and minor roads adjoining it. But, in some of them, only the main axis is available

since the minor roads between the graves are used as grave area. A suitable hierarchy

for roads was not determined in any cemetery. Also, except main axis, roads are

generally not paved with any material. Open spaces, as significant parts of the

circulation system were not designed almost in any cemetery except Omekkoy, Yeni

Buca, Doganyay, A~gl Narhdere, and P~akoprii Moslem cemeteries. Regardless, only

one square located on the entrances was determined in these cemeteries. So, diversity

and efficiency was not provided well. Further, pavement material was found as concrete

in all. Inadequacy of the parking areas was determined as another important problem. A

car park for visitors was planned only in Omekkoy, Doganyay, Sogukkuyu, Yeni Buca,

Pa;;akoprii Moslem, and A~agl Narhdere cemeteries. However, Aktan adds also

Hactlarkm, I~tkkent, Yeni Gaziemir, and Yeni Balyova cemeteries have parking areas.

Except Dogany~y, and Bomova Christian cemetery, only one designed entrance

in all cemeteries is available. Nevertheless, an undesigned entrance were set in Kokluca

Cemetery. Limitation of the number of the entrance makes control easier, but restricts

and forces access. Also, design of the entrances is not proper in terms of technical and

symbolic requirements as it is seen in Figure 7.17. In sum up, only A~agl Narhdere,

Yeni Buca, Omekkoy, and Dogan9ay cemeteries are acceptable in accordance to the

circulation requirements. Others (%75 of the selected cemeteries) are unproper, and

need fundamental arrangements in order to serve a right circulation system. (Table 7.15)
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Grading and drainage problems are very common in the selected cemeteries.

Figure 7.22 shows typical winter scenes of the cemeteries. Particularly, Ornekkoy

Cemetery has serious grading and drainage problems. In total, seven of sixteen

cemeteries(%43) are acceptable in respect to grading and drainage requirements.

In many cemeteries, required administrative and service facilities such as

administration, guardhouse, information, toilets etc were not found. Also, required

religiousfacilities such as mosque/ church, bathing cubicles do not take place in many

cemeteries.Only %40 of the selected cemeteries has such facilities as seen in Table

7.15. Nevertheless, Aktan (1999) determined a mosque also at I~tkkent, and Altmdag

MoslemCemeteries. Further, bathing cubicles are available in Ornekkoy, Doganyay,

YeniBuca, and P~akoprii cemeteries. All cemeteries in Izmir were enclosed though

concretewalls or barbed wire fence. (Figure 7.19) Height of the screening is about 2m.

Flower, stone, marble and grave show rooms were not planned within or just

nearthe cemeteries except Omekkoy and Doganyay Cemetery. Therefore, unlicensed

funeralcommerce units take place in surrounding of the cemeteries untidily.

The cemetery analysis found that the cemetery furniture is almost never

consideredin any cemetery. Notification panels, where announcements associated with

thecemetery are hang on, and assorted signs are not placed sufficiently and in proper

locationsin many cemeteries. Fountains are not in proper places and amount. Also,

mostof them can not be used due to the breakdowns. (Figure 7.25) Nevertheless,

CemeteryOffice of Izrnir's Municipality consider the service calliper of a fountain as

SOm,in fact application is not realised in respect to this criteria. Because, most of such

furnitureis constructed by the charitable people in any place, with any material, and

withany design approach. Such works are not under the control, and therefore, they

don't assist to set the unity in the cemetery. As well as the watering pots were not

servedin any cemetery. Block numbering signs are not situated in proper locations.

Waste collection is provided with barrels, which are placed so rarely and in most

casesin the unproper places. For instance, it is possible to see a garbage barrel just near

aheadstone of a grave. Doubtlessly, such situations are not a sensitive and respectful

maimer.Also, there is not a distinction between organic and plastic removals. Another

issueis the lack or absence of the benches and other types of sitting groups. Art works

andmonuments do not take place almost in all Moslem cemeteries. However, such

elementsare seen in the Christian cemeteries and in National cemeteries. Particularly,



Christian cemeteries are wealthy with Merriam sculptures in this context. Even, the

crosses above the graves work as ornamentation. Lighting is another issue. And, only,

the height lighting is provided on the main roads. Except some parts of Sogukkuyu,

Kokluca, and Eski Buca cemeteries, a special design for lighting was not taken handle.

A planting design was not made in any cemetery in Izmir. Even, most officials

and public are not aware of the need for such a work. Planting is generally hold by

relatives of the dead unconsciously. As a result, cemeteries do not serve a functional

and aesthetical landscape to the visitors. Therefore, in spite of the fact that, there is a

wealthy plant cover in most cemeteries, they are deprived of a successful planting

design. Plant diversity is limited with few species almost in all cemeteries. Evergreen,

dark conifers set the dominant plant characteristic. (Figure 7.31) This creates a

depressive atmosphere within the cemeteries. Colourful, deciduous plants are so rare.

Aktan (1999) determined that most common cemetery plants in Izmir are cupressus

sempervirens, pyramidalis, pinus brutia, pinus pinea, casuarina, equisetifolia, olea

europea, and eucalyptus camaldulensis. Also, rosa sp, sedum sp, rris germenica, Iris

barbata,pelargonium hortorum, mesembryanthemum roseum, and mesembry anthemum

barbatum are used for grave planting arrangements. To sum, cemetery design subjects

canbe seen in Figure 7.17-31 and Table 7.14-15.





Figure 7.21 Left: Unpaved minor roads in A~agl Narhdere Cemetery, Right: Roads

generally enclosed with grave structures, an example in Pa~akoprii Moslem Cemetery



Figure 7.26 Watering pots in Eski Buca Cemetery, and a block sign in Pa~akoprii C.
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Figure 7.27 An old oil barrel as a waste container just near a grave in Yeni Buca

Cemetery and Pa~akoprii Moslem Cemetery



Figure 7.30 Left-Medium: An historical uruque grave stone ill Buca Anglican

Cemetery,Right: A monumental grave memorial in Pa~akopriiMoslem Cemetery



Cemetery Green Internment Monument Circulation Grading Utilities Furniture Internment Vegetation Overall Overall
areas space style total and Service total space total total results

total diversity Drainage total Orientation

Omekkoy 5 (UP) 5,4 (A) 2 (UP) 8,6 (A) 4,7 (UP) 8,1 (A) 3,4 (UP) 14 (P) 8,3 (A) 59,5 A (2)

Dogan~ay 5 (UP) 5,4 (A) 2 (UP) 9,2 (A) 9,4 (A) 6,3 (UP) 3,5 (UP) 14 (P) 7,4 (A) 62,2 A (1)

Sogukkuyu 0,8 (UP) 5,4 (A) 2 (UP) 6,5 (UP) 9,4 (A) 4,8 (UP) 3,4 (UP) 14 (P) 7,4 (A) 53,7 UP (-9)

BomovaMos. 0,8 (UP) 5,4 (A) 2 (UP) 4 (UP) 4,7 (UP) 4,4 (UP) 3,4 (UP) 14 (P) 7,4 (A) 46,1 UP (-4)

Bomova Chr. 0,8 (UP) 2,7 (UP) 2 (UP) 4 (UP) 4,7 (UP) 2,9 (UP) 0,7 (UP) 14 (P) 5,8 (UP) 37,6 UP (-2)

BomovaJew. 0,8 (UP) 2,7 (UP) 2 (UP) 3,8 (UP) 4,7 (UP) 2,9 (UP) 0,7 (UP) 14 (P) 4,1 (UP) 35,7 UP (-1)

Kokluca Mos. 0,8 (UP) 5,4 (A) 2 (UP) 4,6 (UP) 9,4 (A) 8,1 (A) 3,4 (UP) 14 (P) 7,4 (A) 55,1 A (4)

Yeni Buca 0,8 (UP) 5,4 (A) 2 (UP) 8,9 (A) 4,7 (UP) 8,5 (A) 3,4 (UP) 14 (P) 8,3 (A) 56 A (3)

Eski Buca 0,8 (UP) 5,4 (A) 2 (UP) 4,3 (UP) 9,4 (A) 4,8 (UP) 3,1 (UP) 14 (P) 7,4 (A) 51,2 UP (-6)

Buca Anglican 5 (UP) 2,7 (UP) 2 (UP) 3,8 (UP) 9,4 (A) 4,4 (UP) 2,9 (UP) 14 (P) 7,4 (A) 51,6 UP (-7)

GUr<;e~meJew. 0,8 (UP) 2,7 (UP) 2 (UP) 3,8 (UP) 4,7 (UP) 2,9 (UP) 0,7 (UP) 14 (P) 4,1 (UP) 35,7 UP (-1)

Pa~akoprti Mos. 0,8 (UP) 5,4 (A) 2 (UP) 8,9 (UP) 9,4 (A) 8,1 (A) 3,4 (UP) 9,4 (A) 7,4 (A) 54,8 A (5)

Pa~akoprti Chr. 0,8 (UP) 5,4 (A) 2 (UP) 4,3 (UP) 9,4 (A) 5,6 (UP) 2,9 (UP) 14 (P) 7,4 (A) 51,8 UP (-8)

Uzundere Mos. 0,8 (UP) 5,4 (A) 2 (UP) 4,3 (UP) 4,7 (UP) 4,4 (UP) 1,2 (UP) 14 (P) 5,8 (UP) 42,6 UP (-3)

A~agl Narhdere 0,8 (UP) 5,4 (A) 2 (UP) 9,2 (A) 4,7 (UP) 7 (A) 3,4 (UP) 14 (P) 8,3 (A) 54,8 A (5)

NarlIdere Nat. 0,8 (UP) 2,7 (UP) 6 (P) 4,6 (UP) 9,4 (A) 3,3 (UP) 2,4 (UP) 14 (P) 5,8 (UP) 49 UP (-5)

Total % 62 UNPROPER (16/10) % 38 ACCEPTABLE (16/6)



Cemetery Green areas Green Internment Monument Circulation

Amo. Eff. Loc. Div. areas space style Roads

total diversity Hie. Eff. Pay. rv:
Ornekkoy 2 1 2 1 6 (lIP) 2 (A) 1 (lJP) 2 1 2

Dogan<;:ay 2 1 2 1 6 (UP) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 2 2 2

Sogukkuyu 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 2 2 2

Bornova Moslem 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 2 1 2

Bornova Christian 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 1 (UP) 1 (UP) 1 1 2

Bornova Jewish 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 1 (UP) 1 (UP) 1 1 2

Kokluca Moslem 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 2 2 2

Yeni Buca 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 2 2 2

Eski Buca 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 2 2 2

Buca Anglican 2 1 2 1 6 (UP) 1 (UP) 1 (UP) 2 2 2

Gilr<;:e~meJewish 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 1 (UP) 1 (UP) 1 1 2

Pa~akopril Moslem 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 (A) 1 (lIP) 2 2 2

Pa~akopril Christian 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 2 2 2

Uzundere Moslem 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 2 2 2

A~agl Narhdere 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 (A) 1 (UP) 2 2 2

NariJdere National 1 ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 1 (UP) 3 (P) 1 2 2

Total



Circulation Grading Se-
Parking Open space Open s. Entrance Entrance total and RE-

Loc. Eff. Pay. M total Arno. Div. Lac. Eff Pay. M total Amo Lac Eff Pay. M total Drainage A

2 2 2 9 (UP) 2 1 2 2 2 9 (UP) 2 3 2 2 9 (A) 32 (UP) 1 (UP)

2 2 2 9 (UP) 2 1 2 2 2 9 (UP)
., 3 '"l 2 10 (A) 34 (A) 2 (A)-' "-

2 2 2 9 (UP) 1 ---- ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 3 1 2 8 (A) 24 (UP) 2 (A)

---- ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 3 1 2 8 (A) 15 (UP) 1 (lJP)

r--- ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- ---- ---- I (lJP) 3 3 1 2 9 (A) 15 (UP) 1 (UP)

---- ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 3 1 2 8 (A) 14 (UP) 1 (UP)

--- ---- .•._-- 1 (UP) 1 ---- ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 3 3 1 2 9 (A) 17 (UP) 2 (A)

2 2 2 9 (UP) 2 1 2 2 2 9 (UP) 2
., 2 2 9 (A) 33 CUP) 1 (UP)-'

._-- ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- ---- ---- I (lIP) 2 3 1 2 8 (A) 16 (UP) 2 (A)

-- ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 3 1 2 8 (A) 14 (UP) 2 (A)

-- ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 3 1 2 8 (A) 14 (UP) 1 (UP)

~ 2 2 9 (UP) 2 1 2 2 2 9 (UP) 2
., 2 2 9 (A) 33 (UP) 2 (A)-'

._- ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- I (UP) 2 ., 1 2 8 (A) 16 (UP) 2 (A)---- ---- ---- .J

.-- ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- I (UP) 2
., 1 2 8 (A) 16 (UP) 1 (UP)---- ---- ---- .J

2 2 9 (UP) 2 1 2 2 2 9 (UP) 2 '") 1 2 7 (lJP) 34 (A) 1 (UP)..
~ ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 3 2 2 9 (A) 17 (UP) 2 (A)



Circulation Grading Services

Open s. Entrance Entrance total and Religious fac. Religious Adm. -services

r Eff Pay. M total Amo. Lac. EfT' Pay. M total Drainage Arno. Eff. Lac. total Arno. Eff. 1

2 2 9 (UP) 2 3 2 2 9 (A) 32 (UP) 1 (UP)
..,

3 3 9 (P) 3 2.)

2 2 9 (l.JP) 3 3 2 2 10 (A) 34 (A) 2 (A) 3 2 1 6 (A)
...•

2.)

1-- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 3 1 2 8 (A) 24 (UP) 2 (A) 1 ---- ---- I (UP) 2 I

-- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 ...•
1 2 8 (A) 15 (UP) 1 (UP) 1 1 (UP) 2 1 Ij ---- ----

-- ---- ---- 1 (l.IP) ...• 3 1 2 9 (A) 15 (UP) 1 (UP) I 1 (UP) 1 ----.) ---- ----

--- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 ...• 1 2 8 (A) 14 (UP) I (UP) I 1 (UP) 1 ---- Ij ---- ----

--- ---- ---- I (UP) 3 3 1 2 9 (A) 17 (UP) 2 (A) ...• 2 3 8 (A) 3 2j

2 2 2 9 (UP) 2
.., 2 2 9 (A) 33 (UP) 1 (UP) ...• 3 3 9 (P)

...• 2j .) .)

--- ---- ---- 1 (UP) 2 3 1 2 8 (A) 16 (UP) 2 (A) 1 ---- ---- I (UP) 2 1

--- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 3 1 2 8 (A) 14 (UP) 2 (A) I ---- ---- I (UP) 2 1

--- ---- ---- I (UP) 2
...•

1 2 8 (A) 14 (UP) 1 (UP) 1 1 (UP) 1j ---- ---- ----

2 2 2 9 (UP) 2
...•

2 2 9 (A) 33 (UP) 2 (A) ...• 2 3 8 (A) 3 2j .)

--- ---- ---- I (UP) 2
...•

1 2 8 (A) 16 (lJP) 2 (A) 1 1 (UP)
...• 2.) ---- ---- .)

--- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 3 1 2 8 (A) 16 (UP) 1 (UP) 1 ---- ---- I (UP) 2 1

2 2 2 9 (UP) 2 ') 1 2 7 (lJP) 34 (A) 1 (UP) 3 2 2 7 (A) 3 2
"-

--- ---- ---- I (UP) 2 3 2 2 9 (A) 17 (UP) 2 (A) 1 ---- ---- I (UP) I ---- ,

I

I

(





-

1
- - -

~ I, Fumiture Vegetation Vegetation

Benches Lighting Lighting Garbage Garbage Signs-boards Signs Art works Artw. total .!\mo. Eff Loc. Div. total

total Amo Eff Loc. total Amo. Eff. Loc. total i~.mO. Eff Loc. total Amo. Loc. total

I 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 2 2 1 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 1 ---- I (UP) 28 (UP) 3 2 3 2 10 (A)

I 5 (UP) 2 ""l 2 6 (A) 2 2 1 5 (UP) 2 / 2 6 (A) 1 ---- I (UP) 29 (UP) 2 2 3 2 9 (A)L -
. 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 2 2 1 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 1 1 (UP) 28 (UP) ...• 2 ...• 1 9 (A)---- .J .J

. 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 2 2 1 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 1 1 (UP) 28 (UP) ...• 2 ...• 1 9 (A)---- .J .J

I 1 (UP) 1 ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- I (UP) 6 (UP) 2 2 2 1 7 (A)
i

1 (UP) 1 CUP) 1 (UP) 1 1 (UP) 1 1 (UP) 6 (UP) 1 1 2 1 5 (UP)1 ---- ---- I ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

! 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 2 2 1 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 1 1 (UP) 28 (UP) 3 2 ...• 1 9 (A)---- .J

I 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 2 2 1 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 1 ---- I (UP) 28 (lJP) 3 2 3 2 10 (A)
i 1 (UP) ...• 2 3 8 (A) 2 2 1 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 1 1 (UP) 26 (UP) ...• 2 3 1 9 (A).J ---- .J

1 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 2 2 1 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 1 1 (UP) 24 (UP) 3 2 ...• 1 9 (A)---- .J

,
1 (UP) 1 ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- I (UP) 6 (UP) 1 1 2 1 5 (UP)

I 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 2 2 1 5 (UP) 2 2 2 . 6 (A) 1 1 (UP) 28 (UP) ...• 2 ...• 1 9 (A)---- .J .J

1 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 2 2 1 5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 1 ---- I (UP) 24 (UP) 2 2 2 1 7 (A)

1 (UP) 1 ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- I (UP) 1 ---- ---- , 1 (UP) 1 ---- I (UP) 10 (UP) 2 2 2 1 7 (A)
5 (UP) 2 2 2 6 (A) 2 2 1 5 (UP) 2 2 2 ! 6 (A) 1 1 (UP) 28 (UP) ...•

2
...•

2 10 (A)---- .J .J
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It was found in the field surveys that the principle problems concerning with

management are security and care problems. Today, most of the Izmir's cemeteries

show a very neglected appearance. Cleanness and endurance of the monuments,

utilities, roads, furniture, and plants is not ensured sufficiently in many cemeteries.

Giirc;e~meJewish, Bomova Jewish, Omekkoy, and Bomova Christian cemeteries are

the most neglected cemeteries. On the other hand, Narhdere National Cemetery is the

best cared cemetery among the selected cemeteries. Also, Pa~akoprli Christian, ~agl

Narhdere, Yeni Buca, and Doganc;ay cemeteries are acceptable for management aspect.

It is obvious that there is an urgent need to establish a more efficient management

system for cemeteries. Nevertheless, according to Aktan (1999) Dedeba~l, Balatc;Ik,

Serinkuyu, Bomova Jewish, Glirc;e~me Jewish, and Yarendede cemeteries are in the

mostneglected position, and, Sogukkuyu, Omekkoy, Doganc;ay, Bliylik <;igli, Bomova,

Hacl1arkm, I~1kkent, Kokluca, P~akoprli, Eski Buca, Eski Gaziemir, Yeni Buca,

Ye~ilyurt, ~agl Narhdere, Giizelbahc;e, Kar~lyaka Christian, Altmdag Jewish,

Karabaglar Christian cemeteries and Kadifekale, and Narhdere National cemeteries are

the best cared among all cemeteries. Nevertheless, views such as in Figure 7.32-33 are

seeneven in the most cared cemeteries such as A~agl Narhdere Cemetery.

Another significant issue is cemetery vandalism either as land use

transformations or simple in tomb scales. Many of Izmir's old cemeteries used in the

past have been transformed to another land use type through the last century. For

example, Ulker (1994) states that there were the Great Cemetery in MezarIIkba~l, Sulu

Cemetery on the opposite side of the courthouse, <;orakkapl Cemetery in Basmane,

Bahribaba Cemetery, Namazgah and Uluyol cemeteries, Katipoglu and SarltnSakh

cemeteries in E~refpa~a. But, most of these cemeteries were transformed to another land

uses such as parks, cinemas, and bazaars especially during the period of Govemor

Rahrni. And, most of the grave structures, memorials, and inscriptions were harmed,

and destroyed. Also, R. Pococke mentioned that there were a large Turkish cemetery

near Bomova, another one in HacI1arkm, and furthers in the surrounding places in the

second quart of the eighteenth century, Izmir. In Bomova cemetery, there were so many

ancient colunms, colunm architraves, and building ruins. Even, Pococke supposed that

there had been an altar (place dedicated for sacrifice and vow). And, he inferences there
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wasa church there basing on a Greece inscription. Po cocke indicated particularly two

gravesamong others. Those graves consisted of two parts: upper and lower structures.

Therewere one or two cubicles as a grave room in the lower parts of them, and some

gravememorials on the upper parts. (Pmar, 1996) Some of the old grave structures and

memorialswere taken under control, and they have been exhibited in Izmir

ArchaeologyMuseum. But, most of them destroyed, and even used as construction

materialon the road and sewer system construction. For instance, Ulker (1994) remarks

thatgrave inscriptions, which were in Karaburun and Urla cemeteries in the past, were

usedto cover cesspits and sever systems.

Care problems are common particularly for the old cemeteries owned by

foreigners.For instance, Bomova Christian Cemetery, Giif(;e~me, and Bomova Jewish

cemeteriesseem as abandoned. (Table 7.16)

Uncontrolled driving and the beggars, which threat the security, are also another

managementproblems observed in the cemeteries. It is possible to come across beggar

kidsand women almost in all cemeteries. For instance, Figure 7.37 shows beggar kids

andwomen, which try to sell water to the visitors, in Pa~akoprii Moslem Cemetery.

Finally,it was found that, the opening and closing of the graves realised in unhealthy

conditionsin Pa~akoprii Christian cemetery. Any special equipment such as special

clothes(except gloves) is not used by the workers in the preparation of the sarcophagus

fora new burial. (Figure 7.38)







Cemetery Security Care Care Total Results

Control Graves Grave Utilities Utilities Roads Roads Furniture Furniture Grave Cemetery total

Cle End total Cle End total Cleo End total Cleo End total pI. care pI. care

Ornekkoy 2,5 (UP) 1 2 3 (UP) 2 2 4 (A) 2 1 3 (UP) 1 2 3 (UP) 1 (UP) 1 (UP) 15 (UP) 17,5 UP (-2)

Dogamyay 5 (A) 2 3 5 (A) 2 3 5 (A) 2 3 5 (A) 2 3 5 (A) 2 (A) 2 (A) 24 (A) 29 A (3)

Sogukkuyu 2,5 (UP) 2 3 5 (A) 2 2 4 (A) 2 3 5 (A) 1 2 3 (UP) 2 (A) 2 (A) 21 (A) 23,5 UP (-7)

Bornova Mos. 2,5 (UP) 1 2 3 (UP) 2 2 4 (A) 2 2 4 (A) 1 2 3 (UP) 2 (A) 2 (A) 18 (UP) 20,5 UP (-4)

Bornova Chr. 7,5 (P) 1 2 3 (UP) 2 1 3 (UP) 1 1 2 (UP) 1 1 2 (UP) 1 (UP) 1 (UP) 12 (UP) 19,5 UP (-3)

Bornova Jew. 2,5 (UP) 1 1 2 (UP) 1 1 2 (UP) 1 1 2 (UP) 1 1 2 (UP) 1 (UP) 1 (UP) 10 (UP) 12,5 UP (-1)

Kokluca Mos. 2,5 (UP) 2 2 4 (A) 1 2 3 (UP) 2 2 4 (A) 1 2 3 (UP) 2 (A) 2 (A) 18 (UP) 20,5 UP (-4)

Yeni Buca 5 (A) 2 3 5 (A) 2 3 5 (A) 2 2 4 (A) 1 2 3 (UP) 2 (A) 2 (A) 21 (A) 26 A (4)

Eski Buca 2,5 (UP) 2 2 4 (A) 2 2 4 (A) 2 2 4 (A) 1 2 3 (UP) 2 (A) 2 (A) 19 (UP) 21,5 UP (-5)

Buca Anglican 2,5 (UP) 2 2 4 (A) 2 2 4 (A) 3 2 5 (A) 1 2 3 (UP) 2 (A) 2 (A) 20 (A) 22,5 UP (-6)

Gfuge~me Jew. 2,5 (UP) 1 1 2 (UP) 1 1 2 (UP) 1 1 2 (UP) 1 1 2 (UP) 1 (UP) 1 (UP) 10 (UP) 12,5 UP (-1)

Pa~akopri.i Mos. 2,5 (UP) 2 2 4 (A) 2 2 4 (A) 2 2 4 (A) 1 2 3 (UP) 2 (A) 2 (A) 19 (UP) 21,5 UP (-5)
Pa~akopri.i Chr. 7,5 (P) 3 3 6 (P) 2 2 4 (A) 3 3 6 (P) 1 2 3 (UP) 3 (P) 2 (A) 24 (A) 31,5 A (2)

Uzundere Mos. 2,5 (UP) 2 2 4 (A) 2 2 4 (A) 2 2 4 (A) 1 2 3 (UP) 2 (A) 2 (A) 19 (UP) 21,5 UP (-5)

A~agl Narhdere 5 (A) 2 3 5 (A) 2 2 4 (A) 2 3 5 (A) 2 2 4 (A) 2 (A) 2 (A) 22 (A) 29 A (3)

Narhdere Nat. 5 (A) 3 3 6 (P) 2 3 5 (A) 3 3 6 (P) 2 3 5 (A) 3 (P) 2 (A) 27 (A) 32 A (1)

Total % 69 UNPROPER (16/11) % 31 ACCEPT ABLE (16/5)



The study proved that the most of the cemeteries in Izmir, approximately %70 of

them, don't include suitable characteristics considering the planning, design, or care

requirements. The greatest problems were determined in the management category.

Here, insecurity, and neglect for the care of the cemeteries are the principle problems.

Only five cemeteries (%30 of the selected cemeteries) provide required security and

carein an acceptable level. (Table 7.17)

Also, problems concerning with the design issues are significant. The study put

forward that more than %60 of the selected cemeteries shows unproper design

characteristics. The lack of the green areas and insufficiency of the required furniture

are important problems. Also, appropriate diversity for the interment areas were not

found in many cemeteries. And, plantation works, which are made unconsciously, set a

depressive atmosphere in the cemeteries. From the aspect of planning, fewer problems

are determined. In a general sense, half of the selected cemeteries were found as

acceptable for planning considerations. The commonest problem in this category is over

densely usage of the cemeteries for the interment activities. Further, the absence or

insufficiency of the potential interment and additional development opportunities of the

cemeteries is another crucial problem. Figure 7.39 and Table 7.17 summarised the

general evaluation of the selected cemeteries.
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Cemetery Planning Design Care Planning Design Care Total Result
total total total

Omekkoy 14 (UP) 59,5 (A) 17,5 (UP) 58,4 59,1 65,4 182,9 UP (-8)

Dogan~ay 19 (A) 62,2 (A) 29 (A) 79,2 68,4 78,3 225,9 A (1)
Sogukkuyu 15,6 (UP) 53,7 (UP) 23,5 (UP) 65 59 63,4 187,4 UP (-10)

Bomova Moslem 16 (A) 46,1 (UP) 20,5 (UP) 66,7 50,7 55,4 172,8 UP (-5)

Bomova Christian 18 (A) 37,6 (UP) 19,5 (UP) 75 41,4 52,6 169 UP (-4)

Bomova Jewish 18 (A) 35,7 (UP) 12,5 (UP) 75 39,3 33,8 148,1 UP (-2)

Kokluca Moslem 15,6 (UP) 55,1 (A) 20,5 (UP) 65 60,6 55,4 191 UP (-11)

Yeni Buca 18,2 (A) 56 (A) 26 (A) 75,9 61,6 70,2 207,7 A (3)

Eski Buca 15,6 (UP) 51,2 (UP) 21,5 (UP) 65 56,3 58 179,3 UP (-6)

Buca Anglican 15,6 (UP) 51,6 (UP) 22,5 (UP) 65 56,7 60,8 182,5 UP (-7)

Gtirge~me Jewish 16,8 (A) 35,7 (UP) 12,5 (UP) 70 39,3 33,8 143,1 UP (-1)

Pa~akoprti Moslem 15,6 (UP) 54,8 (A) 21,5 (UP) 65 60,3 58 183,3 UP (-9)

P~akoprti Christian 14,6 (UP) 51,8 (UP) 31,5 (A) 60,9 57 85 202,9 A (4)

Uzundere Moslem 12,6 (UP) 42,6 (UP) 21,5 (UP) 52,5* 46,7 58 157,2 UP (-3)

A~agl Narhdere 16,8 (A) 54,8 (A) 29 (A) 70 60,3 78 208,3 A (2)

Narhdere National ----- 49 (UP) 32 (A) ----- 53,9 86,4 140,3 A (3)

Total % 69 UNPROPER (16 /11) % 31 ACCEPT ABLE (16/5)



The case study area, on which a project for a cemetery development will be

generated,is Dogan<;ayCemetery area, which has the largest land with about 75 ha area

inIzmir. The main objective of the project is to generate a design proposal for a park

cemeteryin Dogan<;ay.In the context of this study, Dogan<;ayCemetery was selected as

acasedesign area of the study since

• Dogan<;ay Cemetery area is the most suitable area among other eXlstmg

cemetery areas in Izmir in respect to the planning principles such as grade, SIZe,

accessibilityand so on,

• Although having a great advantage to serve cemetery requirements of

Izmirersin the next decades, it still doesn't have a plan in a any scale and type such as

developmentplan, landscape designs and details, management plans. So, there is an

urgentneed for designing ofDogan<;ayCemetery,

• As well as, the existing cemetery development is just about %5 of the whole

area.So, the site is quite appropriate for a redesign workout,

• • Further, Dogan<;ayCemetery area has an advantage to introduce recreation

activitiesto the cemetery design in our country since forest and natural lands, which

existin surrounding of it, ensure the continuity of the green areas within a large field. In

sumup, it is only cemetery showing these characteristics in Izmir.

The process for Doganc;:ayCemetery design project was outlined principally as

threesteps: the first step involved the determination of the main objective of the project

study.The second step meant the definition of the area by means of gathering official

data about the site, and analysis of the site with its all natural and man-made features.

In the fmal step, a design proposal was generated. For this, first, a design program was

prepared.And, design criteria for layout, circulation, and vegetation were set. Then, the

designconcept was generated. Finally, design details were produced.

In order to design a site for a cemetery development, it is necessary to analyse

physical characteristics of the land, and the existing landuse and circulation

characteristics within and surrounding of the site. Major criteria examined are the
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location, size, capacity, type, access, land ownership, and existing landuse and

circulation characteristics of the cemetery. Also, the major physical criteria were

evaluatedas topography, soil structure, vegetation, prevailing wind direction, and other

environmentalpotential and restrictions.

Location: Doganyay Cemetery is closely located at the extension housing areas

andAtatiirk Forest in Doganyay on the northern part of Kar~lyaka about 15 km away

fromthe city center ofIzmir in Aegean Region, Turkey. The physical boundaries for the

expansionof the cemetery area are Doganyay Village on the east, Izmir Atatiirk Forest

onthe eastern south, extension housing areas on the western south, Doganyay stream

andforest lands of Arap Mountain on the west, water depot area and Sancak Village

Hillon the north. Figure 7.40, 41, 42 show the location of the study area in different

scaleand contents.

Size, capacity, and type: Doganyay Cemetery was planned as a Moslem

cemeteryand approximately 75 ha in size. In accordance to the standard (5 m2 area per

a grave) used by the Cemetery Office of Izmir's Metropolitan Municipality, the total

capacityof Doganyay Cemetery is estimated as 150.000 graves.

Access: In accordance to the Master Plan of Kar~lyaka District, access to the
p

cemeteryarea is provided from a 12m road passing through Atatiirk Forest and joining

GirneBoulevard. However, the current access is provided from three directions: Atatiirk

Forestroad on the eastern south, Doganyay Village road on the east, and a minor road

onthe north. The entrance set by the Master Plan is used generally by the relatives of

thedead for visit or funeral. On the other hand, village entrance is used generally by the

cemeteryofficials and the village residents.

Land Ownership: Up to now, about 55 ha area (% 70 of the total area) was

nationalised by the Metropolitan Municipality of Izmir. 20 ha area (% 30) is still in

private landownership.

Existing Landuse and Circulation: The cemetery area is a newly developing

site.At the present, approximately %5,6 of the total cemetery land (4,3 ha) was settled.

Existing development was located on the village side of the cemetery area since the

strong interaction between Doganyay Village and the site. Here, the environmental

values of the cemetery land, as a natural picnic area, are attractiveness for the village

llhabitants. On the other hand, easy access to the assorted services and goods though

village is an attractiveness for the cemetery officials.
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Although, there is not a plan for cemetery, existing developments was arranged

considering sectional diversity for both interment areas and other areas. (Figure 7.43) In

a general sense, existing development within the site was generated with respect to a

functional zoning. Different functional areas within the site were arranged as interment

areas, administrative and religious center, and sport and recreation areas.

Administrative, religious and service facilities were located on the northeast side of the

area.Interment areas were considered as sections- personal adult and family, infant and

child, and homeless. Adult and family grave blocks were located around the

administrative and religious center. On the other hand, infant-child and homeless grave

blocks were developed in the back of the center. Also, sport areas were located on the

east side and in a close proximity to the administrative center. The east northern part of

the area, where the topography raises, is used as a recreation area for generally picnic

activities. Table 7.18 shows existing landuse characteristics ofDoganc;ay Cemetery site.

)
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Landuse Area (rnz) Ratio (%)
Adult-family 13.200

Interment Homeless-child 9.000
Areas Total 22.200

Green areas 4.600
Administrative- Administration 40

Service- Guardhouse 65
Religious Mosque 90

Areas Bathing rooms-toilets 70
Total 265

Circulation Roads and open spaces 14.000
Parking areas 1.800

Total 15.800
Total settled areas 42.865 0,06

Vacant areas 710.000 99,04
Total 752.865 100

Commercial units serving to the cemetery such as memorial showrooms and

stands were located in a close proximity to the main entrance of Doganyay Cemetery.

Figure 7.44 shows such a memorial show stand. Different sections and grading works

fromthe interment areas is seen in Figure 7.45. And Figure 7.46 shows guardhouse and

the cemetery mosque in the cemetery center.





Existing circulation network consisted of a main road 12 m in width, which

startsfrom the main entrance and reaches to the existing developments, 3 m and 5 m

serviceroads between the blocks, and fme pathways 1 m in width between the graves.

Circulationnetwork fits a gridal pattern in the direction of Mecca. Apart from the roads,

a parking area with 1.800 m2 area and with a 90 car capacity serves to Doganyay

Cemetery.At the present, there is not a specialised pedestrian alley within the cemetery.

Figure7.47 shows the main entrance and the main road of Dogan yay Cemetery.

Figure 7.47 Left: Major road of Doganyay Cemetery, planted with eucalyptuses trees,

Right: Major entrance and grave shops

Physical Characteristics of the Land: It is possible to examine the physical

characteristics of the Doganyay Cemetery land as topography, soil structure, vegetation,

andprevailing wind direction.

Topography: The cemetery has generally a smooth land with averagely %5

grade ratio as it is seen in Figure 7.48. Nevertheless, topography mounts towards the

eastern north side of the area with the %30 grade ratio. Also, there is a small hill on the

eastern part of the area. The lowest contour shows 145 m, and the highest shows 265 m

height. Figure 7.49 shows the topographical characteristics of the cemetery land and its

surrounding areas.

Soil structure: In general, the ground of the cemetery consists of medium sandy

soils. So, the site shows easily diggible characteristics.

Prevailing wind direction: Prevailing wind direction on the site is from eastern-

north to the western-south.





Vegetation: The most part of Dogan yay Cemetery area is quite poor in respect to

vegetation. (Figure 7.50) Nevertheless, plantation works are carried on particularly in

the existing interment areas. The common trees within the cemetery are eucalyptuses

through the main road, cypress, pine and fIT trees in the interment sites (Figure 7.51).



Generation of the design proposal for Doganyay Cemetery was realised in five

steps. First, the potentials and constrains of the current site was evaluated, a proposal

master plan for Doganyay district considering the proposal boundaries of the project

area was prepared. Later, a design program was constituted. In the third step, design

criteria for layout, circulation and vegetation was set. As a fourth, the design concept

was generated. Finally, design projects were drawn. So, this part of the study was

arranged in accordance to this process.

As mentioned before, the main objective of the project was determined as to

generate a park cemetery in Doganyay with reference to the contemporary cemetery

planning and design principles described in Chapter 6. In detail, the project aimed a

contribution to the city's landscape with active and passive recreation opportunities and

visual values within and surroundings of the site, as well as a contribution to the city's

ecosystem with densely planted areas of it and with forest lands in surroundings, apart

fromthe primarily reason for a cemetery development- to provide an interment place for

citizens.

In order to generate such a cemetery development, it was considered that to

make certain changes on the existing master plan of Doganyay District and so to

generate a proposal plan was necessary. The principal changes made -on the existing

plan was determined about the type of the cemetery, site itself, surrounding landuses

and circulation characteristics. Changes about the location of the cemetery, surrounding

land uses and the circulation was realised to prevent the physical constrains, which may

cause the uncomfortable uses or extravagant expenses such as undue grading expenses

in the future development, to provide easy access to the cemetery and compatible uses,

as well as to provide the continuity of the green belt. The existing master plan and the

proposed master plan decisions was explained comparable as follows:

Type of the cemetery was determined as park cemetery. And so, spatial

organisations were be determined in respect to the park cemetery requirements in the

design stage. It was considered that to change the boundaries of the site since the

current site had some failures topographically. The sharp sloped areas, whose grade

ratio are about % 35, on the eastern north ofthe current site is not proper for a cemetery

development due to the grading problems, uncomfortable uses and undue expenses.
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Also,such areas are used as a picnic area at the present. On the other hand, the lands on

theopposite side of Doganyay Stream on the west have averagely % 8 grade, and is

propera cemetery development. Thus, the proposed master plan considered evaluating

theeastern north areas as a park and picnic area, and joining the areas on the west to the

cemetery site. So, some parts of Doganyay Stream were also remained within the

proposed site, and it was considered as an environmental value for the design stage.

At the present, funeral commerce areas were located in different places. In a

general sense, small shops takes place near the main entrance, and big ones as open

show rooms take place on the road reaching to the cemetery without any special

arrangement. As a result, there is not a specialised funeral commerce center. Thus, the

proposed master plan projected additional commercial areas serving only to the

cemetery needs just next to the major entrance. This funeral commerce center involved

largeand small, open and closed grave memorial show rooms, funeral equipment stores,

flower shops and nurseries. In total, this center covers 1,25 ha area.

Further, the proposed master plan appreciated the road, which begins from

Sogukkuyu District of Girne Boulevard in Kar~ayaka and reaches to the cemetery in

Doganyay, as the main access road 15 m in width. The proposed plan considered the

village road as 10m in width, and the road coming from the residential areas on the

south of the site 15 m in width. Further, the plan proposed the preservation of Sancak

village road expanding it as 12 m in width since this road serve as well as to the park

and picnic area. Finally, the road circling the forest on Arapba~a Mountain was

expanded by the proposed plan.

Existing master plan projected only one entrance for Doganyay Cemetery. But,

such an application will force the easy access opportunity and cause the traffic

congestion particularly in the special visiting days due to the large size of the cemetery.

Therefore, the proposed plan projected five entrances in different directions and

characteristics. First one was determined as the major entrance and opened to the major

access road adjoining Girne Boulevard. Second entrance was opened to the south and

the road passing the residential areas. The other entrances were planned as the minor

entrances opening the picnic and park area, Arapba~l Mountain forest, and Doganyay

Village. Although a bus stop exists in a nearby place to the cemetery, it was not found

in the existing plan. The proposed master plan projected a bus stop just next to the

major entrance. Figure 7.52 shows the proposed master plan of Doganyay District.
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The design program of the project work out was determined according to the

planning and design considerations of the park cemeteries described in Chapter 6. Major

activity areas totally on 699.432 m2 area are interment sites, green areas, and

administrative - religious - service areas. Program of the activity areas were explained

according to their proportion to the whole site, capacity and area, density, and different

characteristics of the interment sections as in the below.

Interment Areas: The proportion of the interment areas to the whole cemetery

area was determined as % 43 with respect to the design considerations of the park

cemeteries. Interment areas was considered as outdoor burial grounds consisted of lawn

and constructed grave sites. Interment areas in total required 301.957 m2 area with

17.403 grave capacity. The proportion of the lawn grave sites to the whole interment

areas was determined as % 60 with 181.175 m2 area and 10442 graves. On the other

hand, the proportion of the constructed gravesites to the whole interment areas was

determined as % 40 with 120.783 m2 area and 6961 graves. Interment areas were

considered in different sections as personal adult, family, infant - child, homeless, and

veterans. Final number of the sections is 51, and the grave blocks are 240. Program of

the interment sections are as in the following:

Family Grave Sections: The proportion of the family grave section's areas to the

whole interment area was determined as % 33 considering the family grave customs of

our cemetery culture. Grave areas were considered as lawn and constructed sites.

Family grave sections in total required 99.437 m2 area with 4972 grave capacity. The

proportion of the lawn gravesites to the whole family grave areas was determined as %

60 with 59.662 m2 area and 2983 graves. On the other hand, the proportion of the

constructed gravesites to the whole family grave areas was determined as % 40 with

39.775 m2 area and 1989 graves. Family grave areas were considered in different

sections as 2 - 3 lot family sections, 3 - 4 lot family sections, and 4 + lot family sections.

Final number of the sections is 17, and the grave blocks are 80.

Personal Adult Grave Sections: The proportion of the adult grave section's areas

to the whole interment area was determined as % 57. Grave areas were considered as

lawn and constructed sites. Personal adult grave sections in total required 171.383 m2

area with 10.081 grave capacity. The proportion of the lawn grave sites to the whole



adult grave areas was determined as % 60 with 102.830 m2 area and 6049 graves. On

the other hand, the proportion of the constructed gravesites to the whole adult grave

areaswas determined as % 40 with 68.553 m2 area and 4032 graves. Final number of

thesections is 17, and the grave blocks are 132.

Infant - Child Grave Sections: The proportion of the adult grave section's areas

to the whole interment area was determined as % 5. Grave areas were considered as

lawnand constructed sites. Infant - child grave sections in total required 14.828 m2 area

with 1482 grave capacity. The proportion of the lawn gravesites to the whole infant -

child grave areas was determined as % 60 with 8900 m2 area and 895 graves. On the

otherhand, the proportion of the constructed gravesites to the whole infant - child grave

areas was determined as % 40 with 5928 m2 area and 587 graves. Final number of the

sections is 2, and the grave blocks are 10.

Veterans Grave Sections: The proportion ofthe veterans grave section's areas to

thewhole interment area was determined as % 3. Grave areas were considered as lawn

and constructed sites. Veteran grave sections in total required 10.342 m2 area with 470

grave capacity. The proportion of the lawn gravesites to the whole veteran grave areas

was determined as % 95 with 9825 m2 area and 447 graves. On the other hand, the

proportion of the constructed gravesites to the whole veteran grave areas was

determined as % 5 with 517 m2 area and 23 graves. Final number of the sections is 3,

andthe grave blocks are 15.

Homeless Grave Sections: The proportion of the homeless section's areas to the

whole interment area was determined as % 2. Grave areas were considered as only lawn

sites. Homeless grave sections in total required 5967 m2 area with 398 grave capacity.

Final number ofthe sections is 1, and the grave blocks are 5.

Density: Grave density in Doganyay Cemetery was determined as overall grave

density, gross grave density, gross grave density (for sections), and net grave density.

Overall grave density was determined as 40 m2 area per a grave. Cemetery gross

gravesite density is 17 m2 area per a grave. Section gross gravesite density is 10m2 area

per a grave. And, cemetery net gravesite density is as 6.5 m2 area per a grave.

Also, section's grave density was determined for different sections as follows. In

the family grave sections, overall gravesite density is 20 m2 area per a grave, gross

gravesite density is 12 m2 area per a grave, and net gravesite density is 7 m2 area per a

grave. In the personal adult grave sections, overall grave site density is 17m2 area per a



grave,gross gravesite density is 10m2 area per a grave, and net gravesite density is 5 m2

areaper a grave. In the infant - child grave sections, overall grave site density is 10m2

area per a grave, gross gravesite density is 5 m2 area per a grave, and net gravesite

density is 2 m2 area per a grave. In the veterans sections, overall grave site density is 22

m2 area per a grave, gross grave site density is 10m2 area per a grave, and net grave site

density is 5 m2 area per a grave. Finally, in the homeless grave sections, overall grave

sitedensity is 15 m2 area per a grave, gross grave site density is 10m2 area per a grave,

andnet grave site density is 5 m2 area per a grave.

Green Areas: The proportion of the green areas to the whole cemetery area was

determined as % 37 with respect to the design considerations of the park cemeteries.

Green areas were considered as active and passive greens. Active green areas involved

8360 m2 existing sport area and 80.513 m2 great lake park, on which an artificial lake

and smaller ponds, assorted resting places and cafeterias, walking paths, and wide

grassed areas was considered. On the other hand, passive greens were composed of

green belts surrounding the sections and the whole cemetery covering totally 169.987

m2 area. Green areas cover totally 258.860 m2 area.

Administrative - Religious - Service Areas: The proportion of these areas to

the whole cemetery area was determined as % 2. Cemetery center involved a funeral

home, an administration department, a mosque, toilets, a guardhouse, and service

depots. Total administrative, religious and service areas covered 14.627 m2 area. The

proportion of the administrative areas to the whole center area was determined as % 30

with 4.400 m2 area. On the other hand, the proportion ofthe religious areas to the whole

cemetery center area was determined as % 20 with 2.925 d area. Also, the proportion

of the service areas to the whole center area was determined as % 50 with 7.315 m2

Circulation areas: The proportion of the circulation areas to the whole

cemetery area was determined as % 18. Total road and square area is 123.988 m2
. Total

block parking area located to the four entrances is 4879 m2
• Total block parking

capacity is 244 cars. In sum up, the land use characteristics of Doganyay Cemetery is

seen in Table 7.19.



Landuse Number of Area (m2) Total area (m2) Ratio (%)
sections

Adult 28 171.363
Family 17 99.437

Interment Infant -child 2 14.828 301.937 43
Areas Homeless 1 5.967

Veterans 3 10.342
Green Central park 4 80.513
Areas Sport areas 1 8.360 258.860 37

Green belts 1 169.987
Administrative-service 2 14.627 14.627 2
areas
Circulation Roads and open spaces 119.129 124.008 18

Parking area 4 4.879
TOTAL 699.432 100

In this part of the study, general design criteria were explained. Nevertheless,

further criteria for general layout, functional arrangements, circulation system,

vegetation, and furniture were described under the title of design concept.

• To apply the general design guidelines described in Chapter 6.

• To generate a design proposal giving symbolic references to it apart from

the functional and aesthetic considerations. For this, to use symbolic features of the

cemetery culture phenomenon such as certain forms (particularly circle), colours (dark

green, dark blue, purple etc), and plants (cypresses, pine, fIr etc.).

• One of the basic design objectives peculiar to a cemetery design work was

determined as to behave respectfully to the cultural and religious considerations

dominant in Izrnir City such as Qible orientation of the graves.

• To consider the cemetery should be for both the dead and the lives.

Therefore, intensive landscaped areas, service facilities, and open spaces were projected

in the cemetery wide and within the interment sections for the living's needs apart from

the interment areas for the dead.



• When designing Dogan9ay Cemetery, it was aimed that to offer a system of

responsible landscapes that invite visitors to appreciate their inherent beauty and

efficiency. Therefore, apart from the considerations explained in above, also the basic

visual and functional design o!Jjectives and goals were applied to the cemetery as

described in the followings:

In a general sense, those spatial, structural, and ordering design principles were

evaluated in order to ensure the unity and the diversity of the design: enclosure,

interlock, continuity, and similarity as spatial principles; balance, tension, contrast,

rhythm, and scale as structural principles; hierarchy and transformation as ordering

principles. In order to set these principles to the design, generally number, direction,

size, form, texture, density, colour, and visual forces of the constructional and plant

material as variables were used.

Unity within the site was provided by means of using contrast, continuity with

balance and incorporating the rhythm. For instance, contrast was used particularly

considering the colours, heights, and patterns like in the design of the circulation system

and vegetation. An overlapped pattern consisting of an ideal and a deformed grid was

used to set the circulation system. On the other hand, when designing the landscape of

the cemetery, contrast arrangements- artificial and natural- were projected since the type

of the cemetery enables such an approach. Artificial arrangements were commonly in

the central park, where active recreation spaces in, cemetery center, open spaces and on

the entrances. On the other hand, natural arrangements were considered generally for

the afforestation of the interment areas. Nevertheless, some artificial arrangements with

cultural plants - in a common way though various attractive flowers, formable shrubs,

or small trees- took place as well as in the interment sites. Continuity was considered

in the layout design as the continuity of the interment areas, green areas, and the

pedestrian paths. Also, numerous open spaces was linked though pedestrian axis to

provide continuity.

Also, hierarchy, interlock and transformations were significant design principles

to provide unity. Hierarchy was applied in the design of the interment sites and the

circulation system's components - roads, open spaces, and entrances. For instance,

interment ar~as were arranged in a hierarchically order as grave sections, blocks, plots,

and lots. On the other hand, more hierarchy was applied to the circulation system.

Roads were designed hierarchically in seven categories in respect to their capacity and
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other special characteristics. As well as entrances had a hierarchical order as the major

entrances and the minors. Finally, the open spaces were projected in a trio hierarchical

order. Large squares serving to the whole cemetery, open spaces generally located on

thecenter of the grave sections, and small open spaces as enclosed resting places within

the grave blocks. Enclosure was needed for the surroundings of the whole cemetery,

sections, open spaces, and roads. For this, defmitely the plant materials (particularly

colurrmar, fastigiated and the pyramidal formed trees and formable shrubs) were

considered as an essential component. Enclosure for the interment sections was formed

by the green belts as irregular planes. Whereas, it was formed by dense shelterbelts in

the grave plots. The degree of enclosure was reduced in the large scales and more public

areas. On the other hand, it was increased in the grave plots to provide more privacy and

to reduce the percepted density of the memorials.

Interlock was applied between the interment sites and green belts, also between

the lake and lawn areas within the central park. They connected together and became

part of a unity. Similarity was applied to the design with the similar grave memorials

(only limited types of standard memorials were allowed in most part of the interment

sites). It was aimed that to provide a natural, dynamic, and organic rhythm rather than a

man-made one. For this, generally circular forms were repeated as in the design of

green belts and curve-linear roads.

Essentially, it was tried to be set a human scale in many parts of the cemetery.

For this, the site was divided into numerous sections as the serious of numerous small

cemeteries, and sections were done into several identical parts. Here, the green belts

were used to assist the human scale apart from the aim of enclosure. Scale factor was

also considered when determining the size of the open spaces and the entrances. The

major entrance was aimed to be designed monumentally due to the symbolic essence of

it. Whereas, the minor entrances and the open spaces were designed in human scale.

Significant transformation in the design concept can be seen as from an inforrnallayout

on the overall to a formal layout in detail, and variation of the land uses, colours and

forms of the other design elements. Finally, fountains in the interment sites were placed

as if they set a direction - a datum.

Diversity was provided though the variety of those design elements: Interment

areas were varied as family, personal adult, homeless, veterans and infant-child grave

sections. Also, family grave sections were differentiated in accordance to the plot's
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gravecapacity as 2-3 lots grave plots, 3-4 lots plots, and more than four lots grave plots.

Further,a variety as lawn grave areas and memorial grave areas was provided. Apart

fromthe interment areas, diversity was considered also for the green areas, vegetation

and the circulation. Green areas were varied as active and passive green areas.

Vegetationhad a more complex characteristic as described plant material design part of

thestudy. Diversity in the circulation system was realised varying the pattern (ideal

grid-deformed grid), user types (vehicle-pedestrian), and parking space types (visitor's

parkingarea - service parking area, car parking area bicycle parking area, on-road

arrangements-block arrangements).

Design concept was formed by means of setting the general land use,

circulation,vegetation, furniture, and the constructional stages.

Landuse Concept: The general land use for the whole cemetery area based on

the functional and symbolic zoning arrangements. According to the zoning;

administrative, service, religious areas and facilities, green areas, as well as interment

areas as different sections such as family, adult, homeless, infant-child, and veterans

werelocated in different places.

In the functional basis, the application of such zoning was realised as the follow:

Administrative, religious and the service areas and facilities were located close to the

major entrance in order to ensure easy and quick access to the required services. Green

areas were considered as two types: paSSIve and active. Active green areas were

designed as an inner park including vanous recreational features- water surfaces,

intense lawn areas, buffets and cafeterias, walking paths and so on. On the other hand,

the passive green areas were arranged as buffer zones in surrounding of the cemetery

and between the grave sections and the roads. Such approach ensured the screening of

thecemetery and the sections naturally. It also ensured the cemetery seemed more like a

park reducing the perceived grave density within the cemetery by means of the dense

use of the plant materials.

Interment areas were designed as only outdoor arrangements since the cemetery

was planned as a Moslem cemetery. Also, in order to give a sense of park with

reference to the park cemetery concept, interment areas were developed mostly as lawn
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grave sites. In a general sense, the interment areas were situated within the outer

vehicular loop and in surrounding of the central park. When locating different interment

areas, in fact, a rigid zoning was not applied considering three essential concepts:

functional relations, symbolic scenario, and the constructional stages. For instance, in

respect to the functional relations, family sections were located generally close to the

entrances and pedestrian alleys, veteran sections were situated in most preferable,

favourite, or scenic locations. Whereas; personal adult, infant-child and homeless grave

sections were located in less competing places. Also, in accordance to the constructional

stage concept, more than one type, generally 3-4 types of the grave sections, was

arranged within a construction zone. Average section area was determined as 6000m2
,

and average capacity as 300-400 graves.

Diverse interment areas were designed identically having graves, memorials,

plants, furniture, and art works in different characteristic to provide easy orientation. It

was proposed that the grave memorials and tombs would be designed simply and

unmonumentally. Graves and memorials were placed as being not seen directly from the

roads. For this, green belts were constituted between the interment areas and all types of

the roads. Also, the height of the memorials and tombs was restricted. The height of the

memorial with the gravestone was determined as maximum 150 em from the ground.

Gravestones were placed both vertically and horizontally on the lawn graves. Family

grave plots were enclosed with the formable plants and wooden railings.

Graves were orientated to the Mecca in accordance to Islamic requirements.

Grave typology consisted of five types of the graves in respect to user identity: family,

personal adult, infant-child, homeless, and veterans. And, grave plots were generated in

six types in respect to their space requirements. Dimensions (width, height, depth) of

different grave plots were given in below:

• Typical personal adult grave plot: (110 cm x 230 cm x 150cm)

• Typical infant-child grave plot: (80 cm x 130 cm x 120cm)

• Typical 2 lots family grave plot: (380 cm x 410 cm x 150cm)

• Typical 3 lots family grave plot: (530 cm x 410 cm x 150cm)

• Typical 4 lots family grave plot: (380 cm x 670 cm x 150cm)

• Typical 4+ lots family grave plot: depends on the certain number of the lots

Dimensions of the homeless and veterans grave plots were projected as identical

with that of the adult plots.



The fmal reserved cemetery area has some potential that effected the preparation

of the plan for a cemetery development. First of all, the site has a smooth land that is

proper for constructions. As a second, the forestry areas and other green areas taking

place in the surrounding of the site on the western north and on the eastern south give an

essential opportunity to the site to be a part of an important green axis. The hill taking

place on the eastern part of the site and next to the existing sport area limits the useable

area for construction, nevertheless, it was used to create attractive terraces for

recreational activities. Further, Dogan9ay Stream was used to enhance the visual and

functional quality of the cemetery landscape by means of evaluating it within the green

areas. Finally, it was considered that the population in the housing areas on the south

would provide a significant number of the visitors for the recreational uses within the

cemetery.

On the other hand, in the philosophical basis, the general layout, circulation and

the vegetation of the cemetery was considered to symbolise the adventure called as life,

as described basically in follow:

A door was opened and human came in. So, he/she took the fIrst step to the great

adventure called as "life". There was a tremendous preparation and receiving for

him/her in this colourful place, where he/she came in. A happy society greeted him/her.

And, human proceeded in this adventure, which have sometime small and from time to

time considerable turning points. In the early times of the adventure, his/her family

appealed to him/her. Later, him/her environment widened more since school life

involving teachers, classmates and other friends existed. But, still he/she was a child,

and there were sibling and other children around him/her. In the later times, human

became singular due to education or work needs. So, he/she left this kind nest. This

leaving was the fIrst considerable turning point in the adventure. Of course, assorted

small turning points had existed before. Afterwards, this period passed and human was

again in a nest- a new nest constituted by him/her. Meanwhile, there were self-

sacrificing people in relation with him/her in all periods of the life. These people had a

specific position in his/her heart. By the ends of the adventure, human became again

alone since children had left the home or spouse complete his/her adventure. Once

again, a door was opened. Human was alone. He/she walked and left the door. There

was a huge, infmite, immortal forest, a new adventure towards him/her.



In detail, the major entrance, the major pedestrian alleys and the open spaces,

administrative and service center, lake park, different interment sections, and plant

material were considered as the essential components of the basic design concept to be

adopted symbolically to the usual life scenario described in below. As a result,

• The major entrance and the gate symbolised the event of birth, or in other

words, the beginning of the adventure and vigour.

• The main pedestrian alley (adjacent to the limited vehicle road) symbolised

the life path,

• The administrative, religious and the serVIce center symbolised the

institutions and people who operate and greet the birth,

• Family grave sections in surrounding of the center symbolised the fIrst

environment of the human - family- and the childhood,

• Infant-child grave sections symbolised the human's friends,

• Later, the personal adult grave sections with the lake park symbolised the

youth and its enthusiasm and. vividness,

• Meanwhile, each squares on the mam pedestrian alleys symbolised the

considerable turning points faced through the life such as education, work, marriage,

youth, old age etc,

• The family grave sections immediately following the adult sections

symbolised the new family of the human,

• Also, the veterans grave section symbolised the people who effect the

human's life directly or indirectly, but generously,

• And, through the end, the last personal adult grave sections symbolised the

old ages of the human,

• Finally, the entrance with the gate opening to the Arapba~I mountain forests

symbolised the gate, which opens to the other universe in accordance to the death

beliefs of Islam as well as Judaism, Christianity and of many other religions, in other

words, the event of the death. And, the forest in front of this gate symbolised the

immortal life that was expected that would realise after this life.

Figure 7.53 sums up whole design concept showing symbolic scenario and

functional arrangements. Figure 7.54, 56, 57, 58, 59 shows the layout of Dogan9ay

Cemetery. Also, quantitative characteristics of the land use can be seen in Figure 7.55.
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Circulation Concept: It was necessary to take handle the subject in two steps in

order to understand better the circulation system of the design project. Thus, in the frrst

step, the characteristics of the overall circulation pattern and vehicular-pedestrian

circulation were described. Then, the characteristics of the circulation system's

components were explained in a hierarchically order.

When designing the circulation system, the main focus was to generate a

pedestrian dependent circulation, nevertheless also to provide vehicle access for service

even to the most distant part of the cemetery. The overall circulation pattern was

generated by means of overlapping two patterns (formal and informal) that form the

layout of the site. That is, an ideal-gridal pattern, which was composed of the axial

roads between the graves and orientated to the Qible, was fitted into a deformed-gridal

pattern (its abstract illustration is seen in Figure 7.61) consisting of the curve-linear

roads. When constituting such a pattern, the main objectives were to act respectfully

though Qible axed roads in terms of the cultural and Islamic requirements; to create a

place like a park within the cemetery using the park effect of the curve-linear roads; to

reduce the monotounity of the ideal grid, particularly in such a large cemetery; to make

a synthesis between the cemetery culture of Anatolian civilisations and the

contemporary cemetery designs- like the gardens of the heaven- of the western

countries.

Vehicular network for the project area was thought as an outer loop surrounding

the whole activity areas and two roads passing through the loop in the western south -

eastern north and western north - eastern south directions. So, the inside of the loop is

not totally free from the vehicular circulation since the carrying of the funeral in the

interment works to the nearest of a grave is required. In fact, the inside of this loop was

designed for not totally but dominantly pedestrian circulation. Therefore, the vehicular

circulation within the outer loop was only permitted for the service vehicles in order to

give a more pedestrian dominating characteristic to the site. It was considered that also

the geometry of the roads would discourage the vehicular circulation within this loop.

Visitor's vehicles can only be circulated and parked on the outer loop.

Components of the circulation system was considered as roads, parking areas,

and open spaces and entrances having different capacity, function and other

characteristics architecturally and symbolically. When designing these components of



the circulation system, design principles were determined as diversity, unity, enclosure,

continuity, axis, hierarchy, and transformation.

Roads were designed as three types in the seven categories. First type of the

roads is limited vehicle (for only service roads) and pedestrian roads, seconds are

vehicle (for both visitor's and service vehicles) and pedestrian roads, and third type of

roads was arranged as simply pedestrian roads. Hierarchy of roads was determined as

followings: First degree roads, starting the main entrances and reaching the minor

entrances and then the forest and park-picnic areas on the north, are limited vehicle and

pedestrian roads and 15.00 m in width. Second degree roads designed as an outer loop

within the cemetery are vehicle and pedestrian roads, and 12.00 m in width. Third

degree roads located between the sections are for dominantly pedestrians and 7.00 m in

width. Fourth degree roads are also pedestrian roads and between the sections, but 5.00

m in width. Fifth degree roads are major pedestrian roads within the interment sections

and 2.50 m in width. Sixth degree roads were designed as minor pedestrian roads within

the sections and 1.50 m in width. Finally, the seventh degree roads are walking paths

between the graves and 0.60 m in width.

Open spaces involved eight large squares serving whole cemetery, fifty-five

open spaces within the sections and approximately two hundred small open spaces

within the interment blocks, and five entrances. Every squares and open spaces has at

least a fountain, resting places, required furniture such as garbage, lighting, benches,

plant containers, art works, signs, and boards including the map of the cemetery and the

section as well as the advertisements of the funeral commerce units as seen in Figure

7.62. Nevertheless, each square and open spaces was intended to differ from others in

spatial qualities and symbolism since it was considered that this was the way of creating

diversity, interest, and genius logi within such a repetitive and formal structure of a

large cemetery. Also, it was considered that such diversity would give self-identity to

the place, ensure the easy orientation, and prevent the monotony. When designing these

places, particularly the plant material and the furniture equipment - from a bench to the

various surface covering materials- were used to provide the spatial diversity. Also,

when designing the entrances particularly the major entrance, a special attention was

given due to the symbolic importance of this component as a door to the another life.

The minor entrances was arranged with a comparable honest design approach and

decorated with simple materials. On the other hand, the major entrance and the gate had
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a monumental characteristic. Circulation pattern with its all components is seen in

Figure 7.60. To contribute the cemetery symbolism, circular formed components and

conical formed plants were used dominantly in the open spaces, entrances and the gates.

CIRCULATION PATTERN

1. DEGREE ROAD (15m)

2. DEGREE ROAD (12m)

3. DEGREE ROAD (7m)

4. DEGREE ROAD (5m)

5. DEGREE ROAD (5m)

PARKING AREA

OPEN SPACE

BUS STOP

ENTRANCE





Parking areas were designed as car parking and bicycle parking areas. While

designing parking areas, also a differentiation as service parking areas and visitor's

parkingareas was considered. Parking areas were designed as both parking blocks next

tothe entrances and on-road parking areas on the 12 m outer loop. Capacity of the block

carparking areas is 245 cars in about 4.900 m2 area. Also, on-road parking capacity is

about250 cars, and total bicycle parking capacity is 50 bicycles.

Vegetation Concept: Two fundamental design principles were determined -

diversity and unity- in the design of the plant material of Doganyay Cemetery. To

provide unity for the plant material design, various plants in different form, size, and

type were used. Also, to provide unity of the plant composition, trees, shrubs and

groundcovers were used togetherly. To provide a dimensinol balance, both vertically

and horizontally growing plants were used. Diversity was provided by means of

changing the plant species, textures, colours, forms, sizes, and foliage characteristics.

When preparing the vegetation design for Doganyay Cemetery, general

characteristics of the projected plants and the reasons for using them were determined

rather than selecting certain plant species since it was considered that such a plant

selection should be made by landscape designers in the further stages of the project.

Nevertheless, only the species of symbol plants were determined in order to provide

appropriate references to the general design concept. Plants were used for those

functional purposes: to articulate the spaces; to emphasise entrances, open spaces and

other certain places; to plants roads; to provide easy orientation; to screen; to boundary

the cemetery and interment sections within it; to ornament the cemetery, to provide

shade for parking areas and resting places; to behave as an acoustical control device; to

prevent undesirable smells; to protect or to prevent the wind; to contribute the habitat of

the cemetery; to contribute cultural value with symbolic meanings of certain plants.

Plant material selection criteria was composed of these aspects: form and

structure including the mature size (height and width), texture, rate of growth, smells,

and root characteristics, foliage and flowers (evergreen or deciduous, autumn colours),

care requirements. Symbolic plants used in the plant composition and their meanings

were explained as follows: Acacia (immortality of soul), cedar (eternal life), cypress

(honour, majesty, eternity, strength, and vestibule), ivy (memory, immortality,

friendship, fidelity), lily (resurrection, purity, majesty), oak (hospitality, strength,

honour, eternity, endurance, liberty, victory), palm (spiritual victory, success, eternal



peace),pine (fertility, regeneration, and fidelity), poplar (memorialisation), rose (love,

beauty,hope), and weeping willow (mourning).

Plant material was used dominantly with reference to the green characteristic of

parkcemeteries. In the cemetery wide, apart from the vegetation of the interment areas;

alsoa special concern for the plant composition of the major and minor roads, open

spaces and other resting areas, entrances and the gates, parking areas, boundaries,

waterfront, green belts, and active green areas was considered. Also, when designing

theplant material ofthe interment sites, the main concern was on the plant composition

ofthe graves and boundation of the plot.

Plant selection and design criteria for interment areas: To provide unity and

diversity was the fundamental design criteria. Nevertheless, when providing the

diversity, only few plant species were used in order to not cause chaos. The main

principle was use of both evergreen and deciduous plants. Also, the plants, which are

aromatic and absorb the ammonium from the soil, were considered to select. Plants

weredominantly in the pyramidal, fastigiated, and columnar forms.

Dark coloured conifers such as pine, juniper, fir, cedar, and cypress, and timothy

grassand wide leafed deciduous plants were used togetherly to set a contrast impression

andto emphasise the beauty of the landscape rather than that ofthe memorials. Needled

plants were selected since they absorb the ammonia, which emerges from the decaying

corpses, from the soil; have taproots that do not damage the memorials and graves; are

evergreen, so suitable for both winter and summer plant compositions; spread nice

smells to the surroundings though their resin, so prevent undesirable smells, which may

occur on the interment sites due to the decaying bodies; also prevent undesirable winds,

surVivefor a very long period; provide a nice view with their decorative compact forms;

may be used for screening, are suitable to make an easy orientation; and have symbolic

meanings concerning with the cemetery culture such as immortality, endurance, love,

hope, regeneration, mourning, memory, hospitality and the eternal life. On the other

hand, deciduous plants were selected due to their decorative autumn colours and their

positive effects on the visitor's phycology. Further, their weakening influence on the

gloomy view of the densely used dark conifers was another consideration.

On the grave plots and above the graves, generally flowering, aromatic, and

colourful culture plants were proposed. Also, small callipered conifers for the grave

plots and formable shrubs for bounding of the plots were proposed. The most used
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symbol plants within the interment sections are cypress, cedar, fIr, acacia, and lily on

the graves.

Plant selection and design criteria for the green areas: Generally, deciduous

plants were used dominantly within the central park, open spaces, and in other green

areas since such plants give a sense of park and set a peaceful atmosphere. Also,

intensive lawn areas were set particularly in the surroundings of the lake within the

central park. Further, weeping willows were placed as lines though the lake and

Dogan<;ay Stream due to their harmony with the water elements, symbolic meaning-

mourning- suitable for such a cemetery park, and decorative weeping forms. Finally,

curves, lines, axis were provided though flowers. Assorted types of the roses meaning

the beauty and hope in the cemetery culture were used both solitarily and as groups in

different part of the central park. Common tree forms were open-headed, rounded top,

weepin~, and spreading.

Plant selection and design criteria for the entrances and the gates: Each entrance

was planted with identical trees and shrubs to provide easy orientation. Both deciduous

and evergreen, unique, and symbolic plants were used to emphasise the entrances. Also,

flowering and the colourful trees, shrubs, and assorted flowers were used to ornament

the entrances. Conifers were used on the both side of the gate to emphasise it. The name

board of the cemetery was decorated with attractive flowers. Dominant plant forms of

the entrances were pyramidal and spreading. Here, the aim was to set contrast and

tension with reference to the philosophical concept of the entrances - enthusiasm,

vigour, and greeting.

Plant selection and design criteria for the open spaces: Similar to the entrances,

also each open space was planted identically and ornamented with the plant material

exaggeratedly. Symbol plants of the open spaces were determined as generally palm,

acacia, pine, and fIr tree. Also, plane trees were preferred in these areas due to their

large sizes and autumn characteristics. Formable shrubs were used as a memorial

forming as a sculpture within the open spaces.

Plant selection and design criteria for the roads: Pedestrian alleys as well as the

outer vehicular loop were planted with identical trees and shrubs to provide easy

orientation. As well as, rapidly growing plants apart from the slow ones were projected

on the roads.



Plant selection and design criteria for parking areas: Leaf intensive large

evergreen trees were inserted to the parking areas to provide convenient shade.

Dominant tree forms were determined as spreading and rounded-top.

Plant selection and design criteria for the boundaries: A green belt in

surrounding of the cemetery and the sections was constituted to screen and to bound.

The southern part of the site that is close to the housing areas was densely planted with

evergreen plants, whose forms were columnar, fastigiated or pyramidal, to screen the

cemetery, and to prevent undesirable gasses that may reach to the houses. On the other

hand, trees in medium and small size, and the formable shrubs were preferred on the

other sides of the cemetery.

Furniture Concept: The main subjects of the cemetery furniture issue were

considered as fountains, benches and pergolas, waste containers, lighting, signs and

boards in the context of this project.

The cemetery name board was set on the major entrance, and it was decorated

with flowers. Benches were placed in each square, large and small open spaces, and on

the entrances. Also, pergolas and camellias were set on the open spaces, and within the

green areas. Waste containers were served in two types for compostable and burnable

items within the open spaces, green areas, cemetery center, entrances and certain

locations within the interment sections. Clay pots were placed next to each fountain.

Plot and block numbering signs were placed on the comers of them to be able to be seen

easily. On the other hand, section numbering signs were placed on the each entrance of

the sections. Lighting was made for boundary, major roads, squares and open spaces,

cemetery center, entrances and within the central park.

Fountains as the most identical furniture were projected in all interment sections,

squares, entrances, cemetery center, and within the central park. The service radius of a

fountain placed within the interment sites was determined as 50 m. From this point, in

total 67 fountains was projected or Doganyay Cemetery. (Fifty-one fountains for the

interment sites, five for entrances, eight for squares, a large one for the cemetery center

close to the mosque, and two for the central park. Generally, in the interment sites, they

were located on he central locations to easy access.

Development Stages: Since the cemetery area is quite large, it was considered

that to determine constructional stages was a useful approach for a feasible and efficient

development. As a result, four development zones was projected. The eastern site of the
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area was determined as the fIrst stage to settle since the existing development with its

service facilities had occurred in this area and it teds to continue toward to the major

entrance. So, it was considered that this initial center would be useful until the essential

center is constructed. After that, the western south of the site adjacently to the fIrst stage

will be constructed. In the third stage, the western part of the area will be settled. It was

considered that the western north part of the site would be developed lastly since the

nationalisation of this land was still not realised.

DEVELOPMENT STAGES
LiTh

a 1. STAGE

~ 2. STAGE

~ 3. STAGE

I 14. STAGE



Death is the greatest universal reality as both a natural event and a cultural

phenomenon, and, the concept of death has effected all kinds of human activities

throughout history. In different times and cultures, death has been perceived in different

ways either as a natural part of the life, or a taboo. Certainly, the religions and various

philosophical movements have had the most significant role on the shaping of fears and

beliefs about death, and about cemetery culture. Consequently, the way in which it was

perceived has formed the cemetery culture of the civilisations from the past to the

present.

Nevertheless, a new concept, namely the contemporary cemetery, which is

developed in a parklike style for both the living and the dead, has existed in the

cemetery planning and design studies and applications abroad as a result of the breaking

of death taboos. Guidelines for the contemporary cemeteries have been accepted parallel

to the diversity of religious groups, disposal techniques, interment spaces, land uses and

planting, size, capacity, location, density, and care. Contemporary cemetery institutions

are local governmental departments, memorial societies, and private cemetery-funeral

planning and design agents. To sum up, the contemporary cemeteries have these shared

characteristics; however, it is possible to find some differences in the applications

depending upon the dominant cultures and beliefs in a country. For instance, they are

designed with a great deal of symbolism particularly in European countries emphasising

the memorialisation and interment function - as examined in San Catoldo Cemetery and

Civita Castellana Cemetery in Italy. On the other hand, in United States and in

Australia, contemporary cemeteries are developed in comparably large areas as both

active and passive recreation areas for the citizens apart from being interment places. In

this context, Forest Lawn Cemetery and Green-Wood Cemetery in United States are

prototypes of the landscape cemeteries all over the world.

Turkey's cemeteries should also be planned and managed in respect to the

contemporary needs and considerations. Parallel to these developments, however in the

planning and site design stages of the contemporary cemeteries in Turkey, where the

dominant religious preference is Islam, and various cultural sections exist, certain

differences and specific requirements such as internment space type -grave-, orientation



-mecca-, arrangements of the internment sites -out-door should be taken account.

However, before determination of the different and shared characteristics of the

Turkey's and Izmir's contemporary cemeteries in the future, it is necessary to explain

the existing situation of the cemeteries.

At the present in Turkey, the death is a taboo rather than a natural part of our

life. Therefore, the cemetery phenomenon is also perceived as a taboo. And, neglect and

lack of interest in the planning, site design, care, and intellectual works of the

cemeteries is obvious trace of this taboo. In this study, sixteen of Izmir's cemeteries

were analysed in order to determine problems and their sources, and to generate proper

solutions. As a result of the study, in a general sense, crucial problems about planning,

site design, and management issues were found. The most of the cemeteries in Izmir,

approximately 70 % of them, don't include suitable characteristics.

The greatest problems were determined in the management stage. Here,

insecurity, and neglect for the care of the cemeteries are the principle problems. Only

five cemeteries (30 % of the selected cemeteries) provide required security and care at

an acceptable level. That is, most of the Izmir's cemeteries show a very neglected

appearance at the present. Cleanliness and endurance of the monuments, utilities, roads,

furniture, and plants is not ensured sufficiently in many cemeteries. Care problems are

common particularly in the old cemeteries owned by foreigners. Giircye~me Jewish,

Bomova Jewish, Omekkoy, and Bomova Christian cemeteries are the most neglected

cemeteries. On the other hand, Narhdere National Cemetery is the best cared cemetery

among the selected cemeteries. Pa~akoprii Christian, A~agi Narhdere, Yeni Buca, and

Dogancyay cemeteries are acceptable from the managerial viewpoint. Another significant

issue in this stage is cemetery vandalism in the form of land use transformations and as

tomb-breaks. As a result ofthe cemetery vandalism, the cultural and ecological heritage

of the cemeteries are not preserved welL

Also, problems concerning the design Issues are significant. The study put

forward that more than 60 % of the selected cemeteries shows unproper design

characteristics. The lack of the green areas and insufficiency of the required utilities

and furniture are important problems. Also, plantation efforts, which are made without

due consideration set a depressive atmosphere in the cemeteries. Interment space

diversity considering the user identity was not provided in many cemeteries. Also, a

differentiation among the grave blocks in respect to assorted religions, cultural
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divisions, and different age and social groups were not observed. Moreover, in general,

cemeteries resemble endless marble stores. Showy and large monuments are dominant

in almost all cemeteries. Further, polyphony in the design of the grave structure is a

significantproblem.

A suitable hierarchy for the circulation system was not determined in any

cemetery. Also, roads except the major axis are generally not paved with any material.

Open spaces, as significant parts of the circulation system were not designed almost in

all cemeteries. Inadequacy of the parking areas was determined as another important

problem. Commonly, cemeteries have only one entrance. Limitation of the number of

the entrance makes control easier, but restricts easy access. Also, design of the

entrances is not proper in terms oftechnical and symbolic requirements. To sum, 75 %

of the selected cemeteries are unproper from the aspect of circulation, and need

fundamental arrangements in order to serve a suitable circulation system. Grading and

drainage problems are very common in the selected cemeteries. Particularly, Ornekkoy

Cemetery has serious grading and drainage problems. In total, only 43 % of samples is

acceptable with respect to grading and drainage requirements.

In many cemeteries, required administrative and service facilities such as

administration, guardhouse, information, toilets etc were not found. Also, required

religious facilities such as mosque/ church, bathing cubicles do not take place in many

cemeteries. Only 40 % of the selected cemeteries has such facilities. Flower, stone,

marble and grave show rooms were not planned within or just near the cemeteries

except Ornekkoy and Dogan<;ayCemetery. Therefore, unlicensed funeral commerce

units take place in surrounding of the cemeteries untidily.

The cemetery analysis found that the cemetery furniture is almost never

considered in any cemetery. Fountains are not situated in proper places, and don't work

efficiently, because, most of them are constructed by the charitable people in any place,

with any material, and with any design approach. Such works are not under control, and

therefore, they don't assist to provide the unity within the cemetery. In addition,

notification panels and assorted signs, watering pots, benches, lighting, and art works

are not placed sufficiently and in proper locations in many cemeteries. Waste collection

is .provided with oil barrels, which are placed rarely and in most cases in unproper

places. For instance, it is possible to see a barrel just near a headstone of a grave.

Doubtlessly, such situations don't show a sensitive and respectful approach.



Planting design was not made in any cemetery in Izmir. Most officials and

publicare not even aware of the need for such efforts. Vegetation efforts are generally

carried out by the relatives of the dead unconsciously. As a result, cemeteries do not

present a functional and aesthetical landscape to the visitors. Therefore, in spite of the

fact that, cemeteries host a wealthy plant cover, they are deprived of a successful

planting design. Plant diversity is limited to few species almost in all cemeteries.

Evergreen, dark conifers set the dominant plant characteristic. And, this creates a

depressiveatmosphere within the cemeteries.

From the aspect of planning, fewer but more serious problems were determined.

The commonest problem in this stage is over dense usage of the cemeteries for the

interment activities. Further, the absence or insufficiency of the potential interment and

additionaldevelopment opportunities of the cemeteries is another crucial problem. Also,

it was determined that many of the existing cemeteries in Izmir are situated 41unproper

locations in terms of geological and soil structure, topography, high level of under

ground water table, or distance to the residential areas. Although both public and private

transportation opportunity is available for all cemeteries, it is very difficult for the

private drivers to find many cemeteries easily since the signs are not available on the

ways of the cemeteries. Most of the cemeteries have engulfed within the city, or the

urban growth area. However, Uzundere Moslem and A~agl NarlIdere cemeteries still

keep approximately a half-km distance to the housing areas. Regardless, a contribution

to the city's landscape is not available as well.

Most of the cemeteries in Izmir, except generally the new ones are in the small-

scale category having an area less than 5 ha. Being small in size causes several

problems such as insufficient influence on the urban landscape, less grave capacity,

insufficient influence on the micro and macroclimate, and unfeasibility for required

service facilities and care works. Another crucial problem is the over capacity density in

the cemeteries. 75 % of the selected cemeteries are unproper in respect to density.

Almost the whole area of the cemeteries is used for interment. Further, the roads and

areas in the middle of the graves are used as grave. Even, the Mecca orientation is

broken in some cemeteries due to the severe land shortage. In summary, it was found

that 53 % of the selected cemeteries have problems concerning with spatial or location

requirements.



Essentially, most of the cemetery problems particularly the planning ones results

from the existing cemetery legislation consisting of old laws and regulations, and

approvedat the beginning of the last century. They don't provide required arrangements

for contemporary urban cemeteries. Basic handicaps and inadequacy of the legislation

weredetermined to be the following: It handles the subject as a city of the dead since it

considers only the interment function of the cemeteries. Legislation undervalues

typological characteristics of the cemeteries, as well as the religious- cultural factors

effecting planning and design efforts. The planning process and types of the cemetery

plans are not addressed at all. The formula determined by the Cemetery Regulation to

estimate required cemetery area is oversimplified. It undervalues different body disposal

strategies and interment space characteristics, preservation periods, and cemetery types.

The regulation implies using minimum, even in some cases unrealistic standards to

determine interment areas and preservation period for a grave. In spite of the fact that,

the regulation determines types of the required land uses within a cemetery, it doesn't

set their design guidelines. As well as, principles for cemetery utilities, furniture, and

plant material design are not sufficient and clear. Legislation requires only one entrance

for the cemeteries. But, it causes access problems particularly in the large-scale

cemeteries.

In order to solve the problems, therefore, first the cemetery legislation should be

reorganised. Basic objectives, duties, and process of the cemetery planning and design

subjects should be determined again with a contemporary approach to provide needs of

the new era. The proposed legislation should encourage further use of a grave to reduce

the required cemetery area. Typology, hierarchy, and contents of the cemetery plans

should be clarified. Formula used for estimation of the required cemetery area,

standards for interment space and preservation period should be developed again

considering different cemetery types, body disposal strategies, and religious

requirements. Design guidelines for plants and construction material, circulation

system, interment sections, and general cemetery development should be developed.

Finally, cemetery areas should be evaluated as cultural and natural conservation areas.

Apart from these arrangements, in the context of Izmir's cemeteries, the problems

should be handled in three stages: planning, design, and management.

In the planning stage: Cemetery planning efforts should be put into operation

ill order to provide required interment places, to preserve historical and cultural



heritage, and to contribute to the urban ecosystem and landscape. For these purposes, a

cemetery structure plan for the city of Izmir should be projected urgently. This plan

should involve approximate locations, numbers, sizes, capacities, types, and religious

characteristics of the existing and proposed cemeteries in Izmir. Also, it should develop

strong relations between existing and proposed cemeteries, and the green network of the

city. Further, the structure plan should determine cemetery renewal politics for the

existing cemeteries. In addition, they should determine the operational stages and be

prepared in coordination with the city's master plans.

To generate Izmir cemetery structure plan, [lIst, comprehensive surveys and

analysis should be conducted. For this, potential and problems of existing cemeteries

should be analysed. Also, demo graphical structure of the city should be analysed as

annual number of dead, age groups, population distribution in the expansion directions

of the city (Kar~lyaka-<;igli, Bomova, Buca, Gaziemir, Glizelbahl(e-Narhdere-Ball(ova).

Also, social and cultural characteristics of the population should be analysed. When

preparing the cemetery structure plan of Izmir, location requirements should be

detemined particularly considering the needs of out-door interment sites consisting of

graves. For this, geological structure, underground water level and distance to the water

sources, soil structure, orientation and rate of grade, view, prevailing wind direction,

existing plant cover, landownership, expansion directions of the city, public

transportation opportunities, distance to the residential areas, and comparable land

values in the city should be analysed. Finally, approximate locations of the proposed

cemeteries in the expansion directions of the city should be determined.

The structure plan should particularly encourage constitution of the large-scale

park cemeteries since this type of cemeteries serve also as recreation area and assist care

and security requirements. Apart from the structure plan, other cemetery plans should

be projected hierarchically as master plan, detail plan, site / section plans, subdivision

plans, planting plans, architectural and industrial designs of the constructional materials,

management and finally rehabilitation plans.

In the site design stage: Design problems of existing cemeteries and site design

needs ofthe new cemeteries should be considered. In order to solve or at least to reduce

the design problems of the existing cemeteries the following issues should be

considered. Immediately, rehabilitation projects should be generated for all cemeteries.

In order to realise all projects, [lIst, needs and problems of each cemetery should be
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determined, and a staging plan should be prepared as well. To rehabilitate existing

cemeteries, particularly furniture, utilities, and vegetation issues should be evaluated.

Further operations to solve circulation and drainage problems should be undertaken.

Finally, in this stage, a special concern should be taken for Kokluca Moslem, Buca

Anglican, and other historical cemeteries.

On the other hand, in the site design of the new cemeteries like Doganc;ay

Cemetery, the following guidelines should be taken into account: Design projects

should be taken in hand in a process beginning with determination of the design

objectives and goals, continuing determination of the design program, analysis of the

land, preparation of the design projects consisting of master plans, detail plans, site/

section designs, planting designs, furniture designs, and management plans, finally

ending with the application of the design.

Fundamental considerations should be to work with respect to the cultural and

religious considerations, and to provide functional and aesthetic arrangements.

Cemeteries are places for both the living and the dead. Therefore, intensive landscaped

areas, service facilities, and open spaces should be projected cemetery wide and within

the interment sections considering the needs of both the dead and the livings (not only

humans but whole flora and fauna of the cemetery including assorted plants even

insects).

When designing the cemeteries, a sensitive landscape system that invite visitors

to appreciate their inherent beauty and efficiency should be offered by means of

applying visual and functional design objectives (unity, diversity, and genius loci using

organisational principles such as enclosure, continuity, similarity, balance, tension,

rhythm, proportion, scale, axis, symmetry, hierarchy, and transformation). When

designing a cemetery, the symbolic rather than the aesthetic role of the memorials, and

vegetation should be emphasised for the cemeteries' symbolic contents.

Circulation system design of a cemetery should be handled in two parts: first,

setting the design principles for each circulation component such as entrances, roads,

squares, and parking areas, second, determination of the design approach whether

formal or informal. Interment sections should be zoned into the sectors considering

different forms of interment and other specific needs of the different social groups. As

well as grave areas should be zoned into the sectors as family sections, personal adult



sections, infant-child sections, and homeless sections. Graves for Moslems should be

orientated to the Mecca direction.

Planting designs should be prepared for both general cemetery development and

interment sections considering the seasonal aspects. Therefore, seasonal designs at least

for the winter apart from the general design should be designed. Additionally, a short

period temporary planting design apart from the permanent project should be drawn.

Also, planting details and specifications should be projected for maintenance plans ..

Cemetery plant material selection criteria should be determined from these

aspects of the plants: form and structure including the mature size (height and width),

texture, rate of growth, smells, and root characteristics, foliage and flowers (evergreen

or deciduous, autumn colours), care requirements. Nevertheless, particularly taproot

plants, aromatic plants, formable shrulls, ammonium plants should be us~d in the

cemeteries. Also, evergreen and deciduous plants should be used together. Further,

symbolic and flowering plants in different forms, height and width, and texture should

be used. Finally, plants from the natural vegetation should be used in most parts of the

cemetery, and culture plants should be used on the graves. Plants should be used in the

cemeteries to articulate spaces; to emphasise certain features such as entrance, squares,

cemetery name plate; to ornament the cemetery; to provide shade; to assist the easy

orientation; to generate sounds as acoustical control devices; to protect or to prevent

undesired winds; to screen undesired views; to bound the cemetery as well as interment

sections and blocks; to contribute cultural value with symbolic meanings of certain

plants, fmally to contribute to the habitat of the cemetery.

Plant material should be used dominantly with reference to the green

characteristic of the cemeteries. Cemetery wide, apart from the vegetation of the

interment areas; also a special concern for the plant composition of the major and minor

roads, open spaces and other resting areas, entrances and the gates, parking areas,

boundaries, waterfront, green belts, and active green areas should be considered. When

designing the plant material of the interment sites, the main concern should be on the

plant composition of the graves and bounding ofthe plot. To provide unity and diversity

for the plant compositions, various plants in different form and structure should be used.

Cemetery utilities such as administration, information office, mortuary, flower

shops, and gates should be located closely and generally next to the major entrance. An

administration facility should be planned in all cemeteries to provide a place for



funerals, recording, controlling, and management works. Administration facility should

be located in close proximity to the main entrance. Mortuary buildings should be

divided off from administration and maintenance units. Religious facilities should be

located next to the main entrance or squares. Depending on the size of the cemetery,

assorted funeral stores and show rooms in required types, numbers, and sizes should be

arranged in close proximity to the main entrance. Such facilities may also take place

within the mortuaries. But, only show rooms of commercial activities should be allowed

in the surroundings of the cemeteries. Workshops of such activities should be located at

the industrial complex. Public toilets should be designed in the proper locations,

capacities, and numbers. At least a toilet (for men and women) should be set on each

squares and entrances. Cafeterias and other open resting-places are design components

considered in a contemporary cemetery. They should be located close to the entrance, or

across a nice vista such as widely grassed or flowered areas, or water elements. Water

surfaces and other water elements should take place within the cemeteries.

Cemetery furniture should be considered in the design of the new cemeteries. At

the entrances, a tablet including cemetery name should be located. Plot and block

numbering signs should be placed on the comers of the grave blocks in order to be seen

easily. On the other hand, section-numbering signs should be placed on each entrance of

the sections. Information boards should be placed at the entrances, squares, and on other

required places. Benches should be located at the squares, entrances, and front yards of

the administrative and religious facilities, as well as between the interment blocks. Also,

pergolas and camellias should be set on the open spaces, and within the green areas.

Fountains, as the most identical furniture should be projected in all interment sections,

squares, entrances, cemetery center, and green areas. Service radius of the fountains

should be considered as 50 m. Clay pots should be placed next to each fountain. Also,

statues and other art works should be arranged within the cemeteries in a respectful

manner. Waste containers should be served in two types for compostable and burnable

items within the open spaces, green areas, cemetery center, entrances and certain

locations within the interment sections. Lighting should be made for boundary, major

roads, squares, cemetery center, and entrances.

Apart from these design guidelines described above, also special arrangements

should be provided for Doganyay Cemetery, which is located on the most suitable area

comparable to other existing cemeteries in Izmir with respect to the planning principles
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such as grade, size, accessibility and so on, because, it has the potential to serve

cemetery requirements ofthe citizens in the next decades. However, it still doesn't have

a plan in any scale and type. There is an urgent need for designing efforts there.

Fortunately, the existing cemetery development is just about 5 % of the whole area. So,

the site is quite appropriate for a redesign work out. Further, Dogan<;ay Cemetery area

has an advantage to introduce recreation activities to the cemetery design in our country

since forest and natural lands in surrounding of it may ensure the continuity of the green

areas within a large field.

When designing Dogan<;ay Cemetery the main objectives should be generation

of a design proposal for a park cemetery, contribution to the city's landscape with active

and passive recreation opportunities and visual values within and surroundings of the

site, as well as a contribution to the surrounding ecosystem with densely planted areas

apart from the primary reason for a cemetery development- to provide an interment

place for citizens. Before design, first, the potential and constrains of the site should be

evaluated well (definition of the area by means of gathering official data about the site

and analysing the site with its all natural and man-made features). Then, a design

program should be prepared, and design criteria for layout, circulation, and vegetation

should be determined. Finally, design concept and details should be drawn.

In order to generate such a cemetery development, to prevent the physical

constrains, which may cause the uncomfortable uses or extravagant expenses, to provide

easy access to the cemetery and compatible uses, as well as to provide the continuity of

the green belt, certain changes on the existing master plan of Dogan<;ay District should

be made. For this, the boundaries of the site should be changed since the current site has

some topographical failures. The sharp sloped areas, whose grade ratio are about 35 %,

on the north-east of the current site is not proper for a cemetery development since it

will cause to the grading problems, uncomfortable uses and undue expenses. Also, such

areas are used as a picnic area at the present. On the other hand, the lands on the

opposite side of Dogan<;ay Stream on the west have an average of 8 % grade, and are

proper for cemetery development. As a result, the north-east areas should be projected

as a park and picnic area, and the areas on the west should be adjoined to the cemetery.

The major access road for the cemetery, which begins from Sogukkuyu District

of Girne Boulevard in Kar~lyaka and reaches to the cemetery in Dogan<;ay, should be

expanded to 15 m. in width. Also, Dogan<;ay Village road to 10 m in width, and the road
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coming from the residential areas on the south to 15 m in width should be expanded.

Further Sancak village road should be expanded to 12 m in width to serve as well as to

the park and picnic area. Finally, a connection between the site and Arapba~)l Mountain

forest should be provided with 10m road. Existing master plan projected only one

entrance for Doganyay Cemetery. But, such an application make the easy access

opportunity and will cause traffic congestion particularly in the special visiting days due

to the large size of the cemetery. Therefore, five entrances in different characteristics

should be planned in different directions to connect the cemetery to the major road,

picnic area, Doganyay Village, Arapba~l Forests, and residential areas on the south.

Also, a bus stop next to the major entrance should be planned.

At the present, funeral commerce areas were located in different places since

there is no a specialised funeral commerce center around the cemetery. However, such a

center should be projected in a close proximity to the major entrance, and it should

involve large and small, open and closed grave memorial show rooms, funeral

equipment stores, flower shops and nurseries.

Also, potential of the cemetery area should be evaluated well in the design. For

this, cemetery should be connected to the forest areas, which surround the site on the

north west and on the south east, and might give an essential opportunity to the site to

be a part of an important green axis in Kar~lyaka District. Further, the hill on the eastern

part of the cemetery site should be used to create attractive terraces for recreational

activities. Doganyay Stream should be used to enhance the visual and functional quality

of the cemetery landscape. The population of the southern housing areas should be

considered to provide a significant number of the visitors for the recreational uses of the

cemetery.

Major activity areas should be arranged for interment sites, green areas,

administrative, religious, and service areas. Maximum grave capacity should be 20.000

graves. Finally, since the cemetery area is quite large, it should be developed ill

different constructional stages to generate a feasible and efficient development.

In the management stage: Practically, in the short period, controls to prevent

entering beggars and drunkards to the cemeteries should be increased. In each entrance,

identity card control should be made for security. Also, numbers of the cemetery

officials should be increased for upkeep and to provide security.



Actually, it is obvious that there is an urgent need to establish a more efficient

management system for cemeteries. The proposed management system should involve

memorial societies and private cemetery-funeral planning, design and engineering

agents apart from the related offices of the local governments. Also, coordination

between these actors should be provided as welL Consequently, specialised cemetery-

funeral planning, design and engineering agents should be founded. Also, activities,

objectives, and capabilities of the memorial societies should be introduced to the local

governments and public. Further supports to establish memorial society should be

supported and organised. Because, memorial societies might have a significant role on

the preservation of the cultural and ecological heritage of the cemeteries, care efforts, as

well as on the provision of the affordable funerals for poor as in abroad. Here, the role

of the universities is important to introduce and to maintain them. Thus, further

researches concerning the cemeteries should focus on these subjects: alternative

organisation models for cemeteries, role of the memorial societies, and on alternative

cemetery legislation.
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RECOMMENDED WIDE LEAFED TREES FOR CEMETERIES

PLANTNAME FAMILY HEiGHT(cm)

Acer palmatum "Disesctum Garnet" Aceraceae 200
Acer japonicum "Aconitifolium" Aceraceae 200
Acer palmatum "Atropurpureum" Aceraceae 200
Berberis buxifolia "Nana" Berberidaceae 25 - 30
Berberis candidula Berberidaceae 60
Berberis hooken Berberidaceae 70
Berberis thunbergii Berberidaceae 100
Berberis thunbergii "Atropurpurea" Berberidaceae 150
Berberis thunbergii "Atropurpurea Nana" Berberidaceae 30
Buxus sempervirens var arborescens Buxaceae 300
Buxus sempervirens "Suffruticosa" Buxaceae 100
Chaenomeles japonica (syn. Cydoma) Rosaceae 100
Chaenomeles speciosa Rosaceae 200
Corylopsis spicata Hamamellidaceae 200
Corylopsis willmottiae Hamamellidaceae 400
Cotoneaster sp. Rosaceae 150 - 200
Foohergilla majtr Hamamellidaceae 150
Genista lydia Leguminosae 50
Hamamelis mollis Hamamellidaceae 200
Hibiscus syriacus Malvaceae 250 - 300
Hyrangea arborescens "Grandiflora" Saxifragaceae 100 - 300



Hyrangea paniculata "Grandiflora" Saxifragaceae 200-300

Hex crenata Aquifoliaceae 200-250

Kerria japonica Rosaceae 150 - 200

Mahonia aquifolium Berberidaceae 150 - 200

Malus floribunda Rosaceae 200

Potentilla fruticosa var. tarreri Rosaceae 70-100

Potentilla fruticosa "Gold Finger" Rosaceae 90 -100

Prunus laurocerasus Rosaceae 150- 200

Pyracantha coccinea Rosaceae 200- 300

Salix caprea "Pendula" Salicaceae 300

SkinnIriajaponica Rutaceae 70

Sorbus koehneana Rosaceae 300 - 500

Syringa julianae Oleceae 200

Syringa tigerstedtii Oleceae 200

Viburnum fragrans Caprifoliaceae 350

Viburnum davidii Caprifo liaceae 50

Viburnum plicatum Caprifo liaceae 50



WIDE LEAFED SHRUBS PROPER

FOR GRAVE ABOVE

PLANTNAME FAMILY HEIGHT / FEATURES

Berberis buxifolia "Pygmea" Berberidaceae Very small, evergreen

Berberis x stenophylla "GracIlis Nana" Berberidaceae Very small

Berberis empetrifolia "Carolina Compacta Berberidaceae 15 cm

Berberis thunbergii "Atropurpurea Nana" Berberidaceae 40 - 50cm, red leafed

Cotoneaster adpressus Rosaceae 25cm

Cotoneaster dammeri Rosaceae 30 cm, with red fruit

Cotoneaster dammeri "Streibs Findling" Rosaceae 15 cm

Cotoneaster dammeri "Siirth" Rosaceae 30 - 40 cm, densely

Cotoneaster dammeri "Jlirgl" Rosaceae 40 cm, with light pinky fruit

Cotoneaster salicifolius "Herbst Feurer" Rosaceae 20 - 30 cm, with red fruit

Cotoneaster salicifolius "Parkteppich" Rosaceae 20 - 30 cm, densely fruited

Cotoneaster horizontalis Rosaceae 30 - 40 cm, with red fruit

Euonymus fortunei "Emerald Gaiety" Celastraceae 30 cm, yellow leafed

Euonymus fortunei "Minimus" Celastraceae Small, little leafed

Euonymus fortunei var. radicans Celastraceae Spreading in ground

Hedera helix "Conglomerata" Araliaceae 30 - 40 cm, or spreading

Hedera helix "Goldheart" Araliaceae 20 - 30 cm, light green leafed

Hedera helix "Minima" Araliaceae 20 - 30 cm, or spreading

Spiraea japonica var. alpina Rosaceae 20 - 30 cm, with pinky flower

Spiraea decumbens Rosaceae 20 cm, with white flower

Viburnum opulus "Nanum" Caprifo liaceae 30 cm, with white flower



NEEDLED PLANTS PROPER FOR GRAVE ABOVE

PLANTNAME FAMILY HEIGHT (cm)

Abies balsamea "Nana" Pinaceae 70-100

Abies koreana Pinaceae 100

Chamaecyparis lawsoniana "Minima Glauca" Cupressaceae 100 -160

Chamaecyparis obtusa "Nana Gracilis" Cupressaceae 150

Chamaecyparis pisifera Cupressaceae 150 - 200

Cryptomerla japonica "Cristata" Taxodiaceae 200

Juniperus communis "Hibernica" Cupressaceae 200-300

Juniperus communis "Hornibrookii" Cupressaceae 40- 50

Juniperus communis "Rependa" Cupressaceae 30

Juniperus horizontalis "Glauca" Cupressaceae 30

Juniperus sabina "Tamariscifolia" Cupressaceae 50

Juniperus squamata "Blue Carpet" Cupressaceae 40-50

Juniperus squamata "Meyeri" Cupressaceae 200 - 300

Picea abies "Echiniformis" Pinaceae 60- 80

Picea abies "Inversa" Pinaceae 200

Picea glauca "Echiniformis" Pinaceae 60

Picea fungus "Glauca Globosa" Pinaceae 200

Picea mariana "Nana" Pinaceae 50 -60

Pinus densiflora "Pumila" Pinaceae 200-300

Pinus mugo Pinaceae 120

Pinus mugo var. pumilio Pinaceae 80

Pinus parviflora "Glauca" Pinaceae 100

Pinus pumila "Glauca" Pinaceae 150 - 200

Pinus sylvestris "Nana" Pinaceae 120 - 150

Taxus baccata "Fastigiata" Taxodiaceae 200-300

Thuja occdentalis "Recurva Nana" Cupressaceae 70- 80



FLOWERS PROPER FOR GRAVE ABOVE

PLANTNAME FAMILY HEIGHf (em) / FEATURES

Alyssum saxatile "Compactum" Cruciferae 15 - 20, yellow flowered

Alyssum saxatile "Citrinum" Crucrrerae 15 - 20, light yellow flowered

Alyssum saxatile "Plenum" Crucrrerae 15 - 20, golden blond flowered

Androsace primuloides Crucrrerae 12 - 15, red flowered

Arabis albida Crucrrerae 12 - 15, white flowered

Arabis albida Plena Crucrrerae 12 - 15, white flowered

Arabis albida Variegata Cruciferae 12 - 15, multi-cloured leafed

Arabis albida "Rosea" Cruciferae 12 - 15, pinky flowered

Arabis albida "Robabella" Crucrrerae 12 - 15, pinky flowered

Arabis albida "Monte Rosa" Crucrrerae 12 - 15, pinky flowered

Arabis albida "Schneehaube" Cruciferae 12- 15, white flowered

Aubrieta deltoidea "ScWoss Eckberg" Crucrrerae 12 - 15, violetish blue flowered

Aubrieta deltoidea "Neuling" Crucrrerae 12 - 15, blue flowered

Aubrieta deltoidea "Blue Emperor" Crucrrerae 12 - 15, blue flowered

Aubrieta deltoidea Dr. Mules Crucrrerae 12 - 15, blue flowered

Aubrieta deltoidea "Tauricola" Crucrrerae 12 - 15, red flowered

Aubrieta deltoidea"Bressingham Pink" Crucrrerae 12 - 15, pinky flowered

Aubrieta deltoidea "Rosen teppich" Crucrrerae 12 - 15, pinky flowered

Aubrieta deltoidea "Rosen garteni" Crucrrerae 12 - 15, pinky flowered

Aubrieta deltoidea "Feuervogel" Crucrrerae 12 - 15, red flowered

Aubrieta deltoidea "Vesuv" Crucrrerae 12 - 15, red - double flowered

Aubrieta deltoidea "Parkers Double" Crucrrerae 12 - 15, red - double flowered

Bellis perennis "China Pink" Compo sitae 15 - 20, red flowered

Bellis perennis "Brillant" Compo sitae 15 - 20, brillant red flowered

Campanula carpatica "Blaue Clips" Campanulaceae 12 - 15, blue flowered

Campanula carpatica "Karpatenkrone" Campanulaceae 12 - 15, silver-blue flowered

"to be continued in the next page"
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Cerastium tomentosum Caryophyllaceae 12 - 15, white flowered

Dianthus deltoides "Brillant" Caryophyllaceae 15 - 20, red flowered

Dianthus deltoides "Leucht Funk" Caryophyllaceae 15 - 20, brillant red flowered

Dianthus plumarius Caryophyllaceae 15 - 20, red flowered

Dianthus arenarius Caryophyllaceae 15 - 20, red flowered

lberis sempervirens "Schneeflocke" Cruciferae

lberis sempervirens "Findel" Cruciferae

lberis Cruciferae

sempervirens"Z wergschneeflocke"

Iris danfordiae lridaceae 10, yellow flowered

Iris winogradowi lridaceae 10, yellow flowered

Iris lacustris lridaceae 5 - 8, blue flowered

Linum flavum "Compactum" Linaceae 10, yellow flowered

Linum flavum "Goldzwerg" Linaceae 10, yellow flowered

Minuartia laricifo lia Caryophyllaceae 10, white flowered

Minuartia vema Caryophyllaceae 10, white flowered

Phlox subulata "Atropurpurea" Palemoniaaceae 20, dark pinky flowered

Phlox subulata "Betty" Palemoniaaceae 20, light pinky flowered

Phlox subulata "Daisy Hill" Palemoniaaceae 20, pinky-red flowered

Phlox subulata "Lindental" Palemoniaaceae 20, red flowered

Phlox subulata "Rosetta" Palemoniaaceae 20, dark pinky flowered

Phlox subulata "Samson" Palemoniaaceae 20, pinky flowered

Phlox subulata "Temiscaming" Palemoniaaceae 20, brillant red flowered

Phlox subulata "Maischnee" Palemoniaaceae 20, white flowered

Phlox subulata "White Delight" Palemoniaaceae 20, white flowered

Sedumacre Crassulaceae 8 - 10, yellow flowered

Sedumalbum Crassulaceae 8 - 10, white flowered

Sedum spurium "Roseum" Crassulaceae 10 - 12, pinky flowered



PLANT SPECIES MEANINGS

Acacia Immortality of soul

Acanthus Heavenly garden

Anemone Transience of life

Asphodel Field of ashes

Bamboo Seven degrees of initiation and invocation, devotion, truthfulness

Beans Association with spirits of the dead

Birch Successful afterlife

Box Coffin

Bristlecone Pine Etemallife

Broken rosebud Life cut short, usually found with a young person's grave

Buttercup Cheerfulness

Cedar Etemallife

Chrysanthemum Harvest, sun, immortality

Cinquefoil Maternal affection, beloved daughter

Crocus Youthful gladness

Cypress Vestibule

Daffodil Regard, death of youth, desire, art, grace

Daisy Hope of resurrection, youth, son of righteousness

Dead leaves Sadness, melancholy

Fern Sincerity

Fleur - de - lis Flame, passion, ardour, mother

Forget - me - not Remembrance

Fig Fertility to the living



Hawthorn Hope, merriness, springtime

Holly Foresight

Honeysuckle Bonds of love, generosity and devoted affection

Ivy Memory, immortality, friendship, fidelity

Joining rosebuds Strong bond between two

Jujube Destiny for death

Lalla Beauty, marriage

Larch Immortality

Laurel leaves Special achievement, distinction, success, worldly accomplishment

Lily Resurrection, purity, majesty

Lily of the valley Return of happiness, purity, humility

Mandrake Spring from the life force ofthe interred

Marigold Afterlife

Millet Successful afterlife

Mistletoe Ingredient of immortality

Morning glory Resurrection, mourning, youth, farewell

Moss Merit

Myrtle Achievement, eternal life

Mystic rose Mother

Mulberry I will not survive you

Narcissus Numbness

Oak Hospitality, strength, honour, eternity, endurance, liberty, victory

Palm Spiritual victory, success, eternal peace

Passion flower Elements of the passion of Christ

Peach Immortality, regeneration

Pear Life's fragility

Pine Fertility, regeneration, fidelity

Pineapple Hospitality, good host

"to be continued in the next page"
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Poplar Memorialisation

Poppy Peace, rest

Rice Wealth and abundance

Rose Love, beauty, hope

Rosemary for remembrance and favour

Rosette Messianic hope, promise, love

Sakura Perfection of virtue and existence, perfect death

Strawberry Abundance of the crop in the next world

Stumps Cutting off of life

Thistle Earthly sorrow

Vine God's blood, God

Weeping Willow Mourning

Wheat Resurrection, fertility, bread

Willow Perpetual mourner

Yew tree Sadness



II

Glu insanln
haklarl

Ya~arken a~'llI ~nk,lk \"t' ,lp,lrll11,llldil otman,
aYIll otobiis\:' hillell, iW1l1kums,lldil dpnizl' giren,
aylll nWl'hal1ede k"I,l (eken ins,'nl,H1n, iiliinct'
~iliisliin~an,I-hrislil'illl 1'(:""1II,hls('li
lll\:'/arhkli1l'lllil gtil~liilmpil'ri b.l1l,l epryce luhaf
geliyor. Sanki diri kll/lll(lnnll1 b,,~k.l siiriileTe
kan~lllaSll\a gii! YUl11an(1llxlllli1l' iiliilerine slk,
slklya sahip ~Iklynrl,n.

Eskidell beri yapJiilJ1 hI' u.\'glll,ll1l,l, ,on
zamanlarda dikk,lt <:ekmevc bil~leldl... Yil~,1rken
islam'll1 haynt/'l ilgili kllr,,'J1,lrIll,1pl'k kulak
asmayilll, Cllt'istoldugll bilil1l'1l~"ld'lllimasl
muhtemel insClnlm da Mli:·;Iiil11illllilrgibi, usuliine
uyglln tiirenle toprclga wriliyllrl,lI'. Cillllide
cenaze mUllClZ!kllUllvor, Illl'l,lrlikt,l hoca me/an
ba~lIldil KllTilIl okllV~lr.

Btl sadec€' bizdl' hiivlc dl'gil. /\tei5l I'l' Marksist
oldllgunll bildigim hiri YUl1illl,iil\'''i Frilllsiz iki
arkada~lI11 Ortudoks I'l' K"tolik geIL'neklerine
tlyglln olamk topraga verildi. Kilisc, rahip, ayil1...
hepsi tastalllalll,

*Bizde yasillar I'L'11lL'1'llIell,1l:151Ild, III I.llTla~'ICI
kurallar yok. Yani, (L'llil/t' s,lhipkri iiliikrini
belediye doktoruna llluayenL'l'ltirip defin ruhsatl
aldlktill1 soma bL'lediyl'nin giisterdigi
IllL'Z,lrllkIMdilli birine dil1~L'iliiI't'1lYilptlrmadan
gOllldiiriilebilirkr. Iklediyl' y,lS,lSI1111lI:;
maddesinin ~. hkrasl ~l'n~~in(t', helediyekr oliiyii
I1llh\)'t'IlL'l'lll1ek, delil\ rlll1~,ill \ L'nl1l'~ I't'

Ille/ilrhkta yL'l'giislern1l'kk viikiillllii \'L'yl'tkili.
Bak'lIllar kuruhllllll1 ii/t'! k,lr.Jrlllll1ladlk~i1

ohiYli mez,lrhk dl~ll1dil hir yerL' g(imcl11L'/~ini/,
Gi)miilnwllin dinselus\lli.i ik ilgili hL'l'hilllgi bir
yils,ll kurill ),ok. Bu i~ tiirelL'rt' H' in'lIlt;laJ'il gore
yapllm'lktadlr. LO/iln AIl11,l~lll,lSlill' I'arhklan ve
h"kbn t,lnman ilIlIlhkbn bt'it'dive l'il-il51
bp5clnllVor. rL'k yetkili Kilisl' l'l:Si;l"gllg.

*;\leislll'r v,mi rVlii,;liilll,iI1n'1l1.icltill 'lll'Hlcri de
ailt' l1le/,ll'1Jglllil, \liisliil1lilll 1!1l'/cll'1Jglllil
gi)llliilt'bilil~or, \"ll'I,l1'hk Il'tkilill'ri, i~I'\llli liiren

gomi.ilebiliy~r. MezMlik y",tkilileri, i;lami toren
yapillllasl it;in kimseyi mrl,lllllyorlar.

Vasiyet blrakarilk, [slilmi usul", gore gomiilmek
istemeyenlerin son1l11cmkal1111ilc, devlet ile
degil, aileleriyle, val'islt'riyle. ()!liniill goze
alrugtlU geride brraktJgl diriler guze alill1Uyorlar.
Toplum ele~tiJisinden t;ekilliyorlar. Uu baglamcla
clevlet ve beledi)'elerin ete.'itirilecek bir kusmlarl
yok,

Geleli~l 6161eli11yakllmasll1a. l3ilinmeyen bir
~eyval': 016me ait tasarruflar da kamu diizenine
bilgh. Kamu diizeni genel ilian~ ve ahlakl
gozetiyor, KJsacasl, bir iiliiyii ebedi
istirahatgahlilil gondeTlne taw k<lml1diizenine
aykm olalllaz. Hi~ kimse oliisiinu odun
yakmaWdannda ya del iilii Yilkllla fmnlill1nda
yaktll'ilrak klilleri denize scrptirclllCZ, vazo ic;inde
saklayamaz, Bunnn i~in bir yasil gerekiyoT. BiT
yasa onerisi yapilsa Meclis'ten gt'<;t:'rmi?
Bilemem,

*Boyle bir oneriyi vereL"k olanlardill1 ozel biT
istegim val': Oyle bir yasil tilsanSl haZlIlasUllar ki
hayattilyken aym mekanJill'! payla~an insanlar
aym mezarhgil g6111iilebilsilller. Hlristiyan
ha<;lyla,Musevi kendi simgesiy1c, Miislliman
lsJami mezar ta~lyla, aleist bir "ateL9t toresi"
yal'atmayacak bi,imde, ozgiirce

Laik bir devlette, oliilel' ilTallltglyla ba~laynCclk
bir ho:/gorii uygulamasulIll her liirhi dinsel
yobazhSJ (I'vliistiiman, Musevi, Hlristiyan vb.)
tOTpiileyecegine inalllyorulll.

Egri otump dOgnl konu:ii\hm ... Gi.imiilme
baglamlllda, ateistlerin devlt'tlL' ilgili bir sonmlan
yok uygulaillilda, Bu nedt'n1l', lilmt'dell once,
ilkin kendi ailelerini inandu"Sllllar.

Noter tastikli vasiyetllame h.al,lrJilj1p
"(enazemin imam tarafllldan Isl'lllli usullere
gore kaldmlmasJlu istell1iyorull1" taTzmda
onlemler almililHl, it;trnlikle s(iylemem gel'ekirse
bil' tliTgosteri~ oldugu kall1s1l1daYIm.AileJerini
illilndll'Smlilr itkin, sonra "kil1lsesiz" dU11lmda
olmemeye t;abil gostersinler. (iillkii boyle
dUnlrnlarda, bclediYcler killlSL'sizliliileri niifus
hiivi.yet ciizdanlarl1ldaki biJgiJere glire
defnediyor.

Musluman cemantill, oh'ki diillYilda "Aman
bir fazla bhimiiz olsunl" kavglslyl~ ateist
cenazelerini ~abnaya kalk1~tlklaruu sill1lmyorum.

Gliliin~ O]lllilyilh11l1Sezilnn i"lkkl Se/~r'i1,
Rilhmetli Ali OZ()gtlZ, "5iz Sezilr'm l1i1kkll1l

balla I'erin, (l hilkkull Il,'sil {llsa aliI''' derdi,
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U"·\HURB~KANI, I,LikLlmelk••.•nadln-· .

Cd'li I gelen tepkiler On'dne ak~lm saatle-
rtllde kamnm bir kez daha ve gerek,,;ele-

ri~·I(,·aO;lkladl: TOmyurtta~l"nmlz i>Jduklerinne
bekodiyelercc lesisedilen mezarhkbra
g<ImLi/Orkenkimilerlne hil;"I"I' hakll m-oen
bulunmdmaSlOil ka~1OaVllk i$/em
Y.lp"mdslI1lfl e~itlik i1kesiyif' bagd.:l~l11ayacasl
l-.i1~kuSUL.dur.

]
'Isao s.lYlh Uelediy<'Kanunu'nun 15.

.--' Ill.tdaesinin Ix.~in{.i bendinde ·...beledi-
ye mczall.kl.:m ve fenni <;ell.ve Ylkiln 1,1yerlcri

tesisve ida,e etrllcyi ve beledivelerce gcisteri/en
mezarltk/aru.Jn ba$kayerlere oW gomdOrmeme.:

bclediyeletin g0r.::vleri ar.a"lOd.1'"lyllmaklddlr.

2 IVlezarltklarll ••kkmdaki Nizanlll.Jme'nin 5. mad-
__ desinde de 'l3dediyece te5pit •,Iunan un ,um;

mezatliklan ba~ka y.:r1ete610gbmOlnll-si ya5i.lklu'
bic;lmlnde aO;lk,kesin ve bUyutucu bir kurala yer
verllmekledlt.
,\ 3- . 1593 saY"1Ullluml I·hfzl"",hh" 1<.,munu'lIul1,Kat.:lr-

. name Taslagl'''.\ d'l dayallak 11IIulan21 I. madde-
'-' ····sinde,'I\-'\ezarhk ittlh= Uilln.ln y<,rlerdc''''ba~ka yerlere 010

delni menmudur. Fc"kalade hallerde V(' slhhl mahzur mev-
cut olmi.l<J!i-;Itakdirde oera\leki/leti heyH' karanyla muay-
yen ve ,•••,Iunl nlCzarl,l-.larharicinde tAi. defnine mOsaade
olunur' d,"nilnlektooir. Avusturalya-Sidla,y'de vefat eden ki-
$i1ere,l>uyasada Bakolnlar Kurulu'na 1.1l11nanaynk yetkinin
uygulanm,lslnl getekllf( ..''CekY.:lsalko~"Il"r oJu~maml~" •

•.• Suleymaniye eamii korunmas, !4ereklibit kUltGtvar-
"':.1 11~ldlr.1.deren.odearkeolojik 511dlam kubul edilmili-

llr. 2063 saylll KullO, ve Tabial V<lrllkl.-tnnrKoruma Kanu-
nu'nun 3386 sayrl, Yolsaile degi~ik 9. I, 'oIdde"inde, 'Kohlir
ve labiat varllklannd ••, her ~~it in~ai "L' liziki mudahalede
bulunmak, bunlan y",niden kul!.u umol"",mal.. vcya kulla-
mmlannr d~i~tiln,ck yasaklrr. Onan". ill~ ••I. tesis."lt,son-
daj, klsmen veya tamamen ylkm.), ka/, veya bcnzeri i~lcr
in~i ve fiziki mudah •.!c say.II" deniln wh.leoJup, SOleyrnil-
niye eam;1 HazorLosiIll" defin izni venllllCsinin yukand<l be-
lirtilen yasal kur.ll v~:karara .lyl..llIlrk ,-,lu~tu"J"gu <.II;I"-Ilr.

~ AnayaS<\'lIul 10. maddc"illue •. ~lerkL';,.dil, Irk,
'::'J rt'nl...<.in"iy•••, "iyasi di.l~unce, It·;, .•.•fi inan••., uin.

nleZhcp VL: IX'nLe,i "",!.>eplcrlcaynm '" ·""tilnlek",zin k,.·
nun onOnd~'c;,ollir. Ili<,:bir ki~iye, aik·\.-. ",unlrey" \leya ,,1Il1-
fa ilntiydZ I,U1111.1I1'az.Devlet organl.l, , .,. id.\re nl,\kan oIdn
bOlGni~lt..·nllerilldek,1I1Unonunde e;,;il;k i1kcsincuygun
olarak harekd eunek zorundadlrlat' d~"Jimekledir. Dlli,
cinsiyeti, siY.:JsidO~Oncesi,i"'bcfi inal.~.,Ill' olu~ olsun lUln
yurtt~lanmlz uluOklerindc Ix:lediyek- ••<.'le.,s edilen
mezatloklar,' gill1lulOrken. kil1lilctinc. i 10(.1 ,ir hakll neden
bulunrTlarna~"I" k.:tr$lnaynk i;,lem y.l!"I"l.blllln ~itlik
ilkesiyle b~"lgd<-l~1J lc.lyacilf;l ku~ku~u.l.:(jlJ:



MURAT CANO IAvukal1

Haklar oliimden
sonra da siirer

Tiirk valallda~bk
}'ilSt1S1lrk Ve din e5clsma
dil}'imnllyor. Devletle
olan baga dayamyor ve
devlet I.iklir. Mevcut
Belediveler Vasasl'llm
15/5 maJdesi. ayn
mE.'Vlrbk tahsis eln1eve
ve buraya gomiilmeye
imkan lnlUvar. Ancak
lorea usul ~e esas~mna

dair yasal k'S1tlama yoktur. YakIlma. genel
ahlaka aykm kabul edilebileceginden,
kanun diizenine ayktnbk nedeniyle sue;
sayIiabilir. engeUenebilir. insan ki~ligine
slkl slkJya bagh olan haklar va«hr. Bl1l\Wl
genel adl k~Jik haklandJr. Ki~i. ~ilik
haklarl (izerilldetasarrufln blllllnmak
vetkisine haizdir. istisnilSl, kamu dU1.elllne
ve genet altlaka ayJun bir lalepte
bulunmaS1dtr, I<b)ini.nmanevi ki~ilik
haklan 61iimden soma da devam eder.
Bunlardan biri de dilediRi vere Aomiilmek.

dlledlg, torellJe ya tilrensiZ giimiilmek
olabilir. Yas.llann buna uygwI olarak
dl'8i~tiriJ!t1esi gerektigine inalllyorum.
KC;ir!ln cami, kiti5e "e havra dl~U\daki bir
alanda. buna sayg' gOsten'lllerin t'!;liginde
gomillmesinln sa~lanmasl ge",kir.

YUSUF SAG ISOryani Kato!ik Kilisesi)

Vasiyet yerine
getirilmeli

su ana kadar hie;bir
Siiryani'llin 'belli ynkUl,
beni derIize atm.
l1\eraslmsiz kaldml\'
dive bir tllebi olmadl.
Bljivorsunu1. bil.im
m";.arhgul1Iz
Ferikoy·dedir. Bir sOre
once bir SOryani. beni,
Oldiigihnde Hasanpa~"
Latin Kotclik

Mezarltgma gomiill diye vasiyel blraku.
Biz. hie; iliraz etmedell oraya giimiilmesll1i
s.1glndJk. <;iinkii inanClmlla gure ~inin
"asiyeti mutlaka yerll1e getiri1melidir.
Vasiyetin yerine getiriJml!Si i~ill kallull
vardIT zalen. Yazili bi~y gerekmez. rek
bir ki;oiye soylem~ olm'51 "e 0 ki;inin
tnmkll8J yeterlidir.

.- AITNESJN·i~~:~;;h~:N:'~;i~"ill~;--

Baheeye
torensiz gomdiik

Bobamynl:lIze" dini torcn dogi!,
hic;bir tort>ll, melHr tl~lf<\lm"l
tonmleri isten\ooi. B1llll,\n j"-.i
yiizliiliik ol,1,fnk gorlirdii. Oldi;f,'i;
giln naa~UIllstanbl1\'a ~elirdim.
Bakilluar Kumlu, heniiz rakli
bah,esine gomiilme karan
almamlJju. Bir yandan da 1l,1a'i!llill
oloP'>i i,in hastaneye gihnesi
gereki)'Ordl1. ay"" bal'<,m
organl..lnnm l.A,g~lanmasml vasiy~t

etmi~ti. Otops! olur&\ bag.;ln)'amayacaktl tabii.
Benim planun karan bcl<lemedel1 na~1 k,ll;mp,

oldu biltiye getirip giinunek ye birsivil itansi7.lik
giistermekti. Ancak 34 gUll i91lde k.,rar <;1ku.

Valofa gillim. cena7.eyi bekliyonu11. Yiizlerce
gazeleei ve kameraman vardJ, nereye gomGle •...ek diye
baktyorlardl. KorkW1e; bir saygJsl.lbk omegiydi.

Bu antda hen hi\biriyl~gorii~medim vc sckiz \11kur
n,hrdun. Cenaze arabasJ gelir gelmel ~u .;ukur<1
gOmiin ve aYT1landa biittin ,ukurlan kapalm
talimatnu \·erdim. Talmlin etmediler lurensiz
gomeceg;mizi.

Mlna Urgiln'm, Mehmet Ali Aybar'm kendi
inan,lan dogruitl1sl1nda giimiilmemelerine de ,ok
OziildOm. Ben de dilli liirenle giill'liilmek
istemiyonun, bu benim inancnl1.

MELIH A$IK IGozeteci)

Hao, altl kO$eli
Ylldlz, ayylldlz

. Orhan Karavell agnbeyimil
Isve<; dOIlii.,<iibir not gond"""i~.
Okuyahm:

'1sve<;'te yn?1yan kadin1
dostIJm, bol esprili Istanbul "xlliiu
Garbis Havlucuyan. bir isp",'.""
geli.inde l'efnt elmc; w
Gilteborg'da topmga wrihni~li.
KabrirIl ziyare! elmek istedim.
Bir katolik kabris!anu",
gotOriibneyi beklerken keu!

yakmmdn bir onnalla boe1dik. (",)
Ormandaki lx.;luklan diizenli bir bi~mde

parselleyip olUlerini g6miiyorlan111~. Din, renk,
mezhep, tni1n~farkI gi.1utmooen.

Ge""klell de bizim sevgili Garbis'ill yauUlda
Proteslam da vardl, K.1toli~i de, Budisli de. Idilia'il
mczar tn~laruun til.erinde Qliinlin adl, dogum VI:? (lliim
tarihleri,lin yam sITa bir hat;, alll ~eli bir "Idv I'" da
a\1't1dlZ. (...)
. Insanlar yeryUziinlin iisnmde bjrl~Jne~re ve

sllllrl~nkaldrrmAya ~all~lrkffi,yerin illtlllda neden
aralctnlla sum koyarlrlr?"

, ,~-n.'II-'.1'~

ERSiN SAlMAN (ReklamCl)

Mirasellar
saygl g6stermeli

Biz bu kOllllyll ozellikle Min.
Hamm'm cenazesillde konu~tuk.
Atcist oldl1gunu soyleven birivdi
ve ciUni tOreninin ardmdan biT
Miisliiman mezarhgma
gomiildii.

Ben ki~inin miTaSl;l~lTInll\ iilen
ki~inin giirii~letine sayglh colmaIan
gerektigini d(l~(jniiyorum.

Tiirldye'nin ~lIllnn biiyledir,
uygun d~ez gibi gorii~ler. (lien

ki!;inin gOrii~lerinill uniine ge.;memeli. OolaylSlyla
\Iin. Hanun bir Miisliiman torenivle
~iillliilmemeliydi. Burada ortaya Yelli bir ihtiya,
"k'yor. AB'ye hazrr olma ~uUanyla ct. ilgili bu.
Tiirkiye'de mullaka kremator)'umlar olmah. iSleyen
,,'ktlabilmeli.
. Avnco nastl MiislUman, Hristivan, Musevi
ml',~rlti;t v"rsa bir aleist mezarh~1 da olabilmeii. Eger
1"1'lum saghgllu tehditetmiyorsa, insall kendi
bdirlecligi bir yere de gomiilebilmeli. YilJjilrken de,
oldiigumiizde de demokratik bir Olkede yasadlgm11Z1
bilme hakklmlZ olmah.

ORHAN ALKAYA I~oirl

Gaddar bir
aynlla_lrma

On~ gOnliik klZ,mlll hel hung
bir dine bagh olmadlg,. isleISe akl:
erdiginde se<;imini yapabilecegi
fikrini bir tiirlii beni:msemeyip,
bilgisayanndaki "11" ~lIna (bu
I~ blam dinitlin ked numnrosl)
baslVeren niin's memuru. avaz.eyi
"ben ateistim" diye cihan. saL,n
bit insarnn, imam ~ligindl? ctlmi
avlusuna sokulmasmm tla ul1unu
LlC;lyor.~I\ hafta. annemin

"lelkln"ini verdikten soma. vnstyet iizre melan
b.'~II1Ja San <;i<;ek ilahisini okllynn im.111l1l1usul
l\1,k,,'" bilgisi)'le. Mina Hamm'lI1 mezan b.~U1da
rntema.yonali hayll akorlsuz. siiyl,,)'en ''bizim
"X'UkI.1r"l\1 k1yaslamasU1dan da bir toplltrn resmi
,Ik,yor asbnda. Gaddar blr "ayu~"~tmna"
operllsyonunun sonut;larl ...

A11l1emin cami Uzetinden ugurlanmaSl
g,,·ddyordu. bOyle oldu. Bana ayu' lankin izIetilll1.~
111'111yer)'iiziinde soTun1lulug\lUlI iisllendigim
"illsan"n. hem camiye karsl S<1ygl8llhk o~1cak ve ne
\'rCZlk ki olact,k.
. Ha)'at lasavvurlanouzm bunca iizerine titrerkcn,
,iiiil11iim[lzii tasaw\lr etm. hakkl\11111l1 sarih bi,imd
g.\spedilmes!, dogrusu basil bir hakslZhk oltnal1ll1 ~(
otesillde, insan soyunu oldugu akbn mllazzam
it1lk.1nlarmdan mahrum etmenin orgiitlelUl1i~ m.t",
gihi gellyor bana.

Figure C.3: Articles about death and cemeteries (Hiirriyet Gazetesi, 16.07.2000, p:lO)



'Mezar 2. kez kullamlmah'

• Sevencan, mezarhklarm kentin ye~il alanlan oldugwIu arnmsatarak ~oyle kon~tu: "imar
planlarmda y~il alan olarak goriinen yerler 'bir ~ekilde' imara a~I1makta, ama hi~bir
mezarlIk alamm hi~ kimsenin i~levinin dl~ma ~Ikarmasl miimklin olmamaktadrr. Bu da
halkumz i~in bir temiz hava ve oksijen kaynagI yaratmaktadrr."

istanbul Haber Servisi - "Y~am alam" a~mak adma ormanlan yakIlan istanbul'a, her yI1
200 donlim yeni "mezar alam" gerekiyor. Goode 100-110, yI1da38-40 bin defin hizmeti veren
istanbul Bliyli~ehir Belediyesi Mezarhklar Miidlirlligii,ya~am1anyer slkmtIsmm a~I1masli~in
bir mezann ikinci kez kullammmi ozendirmeye ~ah~IYor.istanbul'daki 150 mezarhgIn 7 milyon
metrekarelik bir alana yaylldlgIm kaydeden Mezarhklar Miidlirii Celal Sevencan, bir mezarm
yeniden kullamnnmn dini a~ldan bir sakmcasl olmadlglDlbelirterek HlfzlSIDhaKanunu'nun 5
yI1hk slire sonunda ikinci kuUanmIaizin verdigini vurguladI. Sevencan, "Diyelim ki bir ailede
babaanne olmli~, yirmi sene soma da baba olmii~tiir. Aym mezar iizerine defin i~lerni
yapIlabilir" dedi. Bu uygulamanm yaygmla~tIrllmasldurumunda, yeni mezar alam ihtiyacmm
130-140 donlime dli~ecegini kaydeden Sevencan, "insanlarm ya~ayanlanna verilen hizmet
kadar, oliilerine veri1en hizmetin de anlaml ve onemi vardrr" diye konu~tu. istanbul'daki kimi
mezarhklarm ylizde 95-100, kimi mezarhklann da yiizde 5 oramnda doluluga sahip oldugunu
belirten Sevencan, y~lan doluluk oram az olan mezarhklara yonlendirmek istediklerini,
bunun i~in de farkll mezarhklarda farkh fiyat uygulamalanna gittiklerini ifade etti. Doluluk
oranlanna gore Zincirlikuyu, A~iyan gibi mezarhklarda yer bedeli olarak 150 milyon;
Karacaahmet , Eyiip, Kii~Ukyah, Nakka~tepe,Yenikoy gibi mezarhklarda 50-100 milyon; diger
yerlerde ise 8-10 milyon lira almlyor.Zincirlikuyu'da, 4.5 metrekarelik bo~ mezar yeri i~in 600
rnilyon lira istediklerini vurgulayanSevencan, "Bu fiyatlar, insanlan bo~ mezar yeri ahmmdan
caydrrmak ve merkez dl~mdakimezarhklarayonlendirmek i~indir" dedi.

Sevencan, mezarhk alanlanndan soz ederken "Bunlar, kentin ye~il alanlandrr. imar
planlarmda y~il alan olarak goriinenyerler 'bir ~ekilde' imara a~I1makta,ama hi~bir mezarhk
alanml hi~ kimsenin i~levinind~lna ~lkarmaslmiimkiin olmamaktadrr. Bu da halkJmlZi~in bir
terniz hava ve oksijen kaynag. yaratmaktadrr"diye konu~tu. Sevencan, yll sonuna kadar bin
donlimliik bir araziyi istanbul'a kazandrrmaYIhedeflediklerini ve bu rakamm istanbul'a 20-25
yd siireyle yetecegini belirtti.

Bilgisayarb mezar tBfI •••

Oliimlii bir varhk olan insamn"ne zaman olecegini" bilememesi onun "ya~am siiresi"
hakkmdaki her tUrlii lafa kulak kabartmasInaneden olur... "Geri kalan ornriimliziin" vadesine
yonelik insani bir zaafm i~gOdiiseldikkatleridirbunlar... istanbul trafigi i~inde ~alkalanrrken bir
radyo programmda kulqtma ~man "bilgisayarhmezar ta~l" haberi, dogcudan omrUnuzamasl
ile ilgili degildi ama oldOktensonra bir ekranda"goriintiive ses" olarak kalma yoniinde, amorti
cinsinden bir miijde gibiydi... Yakmda "mezar ta~larml" bilgisayar ekranlan gibi
yapacaklarml~... Bilgisayara da, "merhumun"ya~am seriivenindeki goriintiilerini aynca da
kaydedilmi~ sesine yiikleyeceklerm~... Anmak i~in mezar ba~ma gittiginizde, "mezar ta~lDln"
bilgisayar diigmesinebasttAtomla,Oleninsesi ~liginde ya~ammdan kesitleri de bir kez daha
gormek miimkiinolacaknu~... Kendisimezarda,goriintiisiive sesi ise mezar ta~mda...

Figure C.S: Bilgisayarb M~l (Man, M., 18.11.1997, http://garildi.sabah.

com. tr/cgibin/sayfa.cgi?w+ 30+/yenisabah/9711 /18/t/y 13.html+mezar)
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'Sessizdiinya'mn duygu t~lan

insanlar kaybettikleri yakmlannm mezar ~lanrn, belki de ya~amrken hi~
soyleyemedikleri sevgileri, sitemleri ve hatta isyanlanyla siisliiyor Onlar, sessizligin
diinyasmda ama sitemleri mezar ta~larmda.Ya~amlarmda belki de ortaya koyamadIklanm,
tepkilerini, yakmlan mezar ta~larmda yansltlyor. Her biri farkh bir kiiltiiriin, diinya
gorii~iiniin aynasl olan bu ta~larda, oliimiin karamsarhgmdan ~ok y~amm ger~ekleri
belirtiliyor. Urla'nm Bademler Koyii'ndeki mezar ~lan ~ok ~ey anlattyor. All~l1agelmi~
karamsarhgl barmdrrmayan ta~lar mezarhk ziyaret~ilerine Anadolu halk kiiltiiriiniin en
a~lk orneklerini yansltlyorlar. Tiirkler arasmda Miisliimanllgm gii~lenmesiyle mezar
anlaYl~1ve geleneginin klsmen degi~tigini belirten Ege Universitesi Edebiyat Fakiiltesi
Sanat Tarihi Boliimii Ara~tlrma Gorevlisi Ertan D~ , ancak ~ilerin "oliimsiizle~tirilme"
ve mezarlanm amtl~tlfma d~iincesinin silinmedigini soyliiyor. D~, "islami anIaYl~aters
dii~sebile, onceki gelenekler tamamen ortadan kalkmaID1~;yeni inan~larm, yeni adetlerin,
sanat anlaYl~larmmve bolgelerin ~artlarma bagb olarak degi~en mezar ve mezar ta~lan
ortaya ~lkmI~tlf"diye konu~uyor.Bademler'deki mezar ta~larmdaki bu durumu, gen~ ya~ta
y~atrnnl yitiren ve mezanrnn ba~ma istegi iizerine sogut dikilen bir ~inin mezar
~mdaki Charles Dickens 'm ~u iinlii dizeleri gosteriyor: "Ya mevsiminde bir ~i~egin, ya
pembesinde/ Bazen de bir sogut dahmn serin golgesinde ya~a dostuml Gonliince omriiniin
keyflni sOr/insanlar degilse de, kelebekler ozgiirdiir."

Mezar ~lan iizerindeki siislemelerde Oliim ile ya~am arasmda tarihsel bir bag
kuruldugunu anlatan Da~, b~ka hi~ bir sanat dahnda oliimle ya~aID1nbu kadar i~ i~e
oimadlgllll kaydediyor. D~, y~ama i~giidiisiiniinher zaman oliimden gii~lii olduguna
dikkat ~ekerek, ~unlan soyliiyor: "Bu diinya fanidir, oliim bir zorunluluktur ama y~ama
iygiidiisii her zaman oliimden daha giiyliidiir. Bu giidii insanm oldiikten sonra tekrar
dirilecegine dair inanci dogurmu~ve ikinci ya~amlarmda da kullanmalan i~in bu diinyaya
ait tamdlk ban objelerle gomiilme gelenegini yaratml~tlf. Biitiin sanat eserleri insam
oldiirmeye degil; ya~atmaya,nefrete degil, sevgi ilkesine yoneltir. Mezar ta~larmdaki sanat
da Oliim ile ya~ayan diinya arasmda, etnik olandan evrensele uzanarak ve gorsel bir dil
kullanarak hem ruha hem de yiirege seslenmektedir." Ya~ammda zorluklarla kar~da~IDl~
k~ilerin dertleri, acdan, yalmzhklan da yaklnlan tarafindan ta~lara aktanlml~. Ve
"ayrdlk". Aynllk dogal olarak ta~larm iizerindeki dizelerin degi~mez temaSl. Geny ya~ta
yitirilen hayaller, umutlar, ozlemler...Mezar ta~larmda oliimiin karamsarbgi degil ya~amm

I geryekleri anlatdlyor.

Figure C.6: Sessiz diinya'mn duygu ta~lan (Ozkan, Y., Cumhuriyet Gazetesi,

22.03.1999, p: 3, http://garildi.cumhuriyet.com.tr/cgibinlsayfa.cgi?w+30+/umhuriyet

3/9903/22/t/c030 l.html+mezar)
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Mezarhklar kimin i~in?
~iyan Mezarhg. Bogaz'm sonsuz akt~lDlizler. "Ebediyete kavu~an bir rub irrin

buradan daha miikemmeli olabilir mi?" diye d~iiniirsiiniiz orada. A~iyan'm havaslDl en iyi
yansltan mezar t~lDln Yahya Kemal'e ait olmasl ise siirpriz degildir: ••...Ve serin selviler
altmda kalan kabrinde/Her seher bir giil arrar,her gece bir biilbiil oter." Gerrenlerdegenrrya~ta
yitirdigimiz kuzenimin A~iyan'dakimezaflDlyaptIrtIyorduk. Babam, "Mezarhklar Oliilerirrin
degil, ya~ayanlar irrindir" dedi. ~iyan'm tam kar~lsmda bir ba~ka mezarhk; Kandilli Rum
Mezarhg. ... Bir sabah yiiriiyii~iindebir de baktrm ki yan arsadaki villa ~aatma gelen
kamyonlar Rum Mezarhgl'nm duvanm ytkmI~lar.Kimsenin umurunda degil, ne de olsa orada
yatan Oliilerin yakmlan yok artIk etrafta. Mezarhklar galiba sahiden de ya~ayanlar irrin.
~iyan'dan aynlmayahm. Orta Asya Tiirk-~aman geleneklerinin izlerini diger Osmanll
mezarhklarmda oldugu gibi burada da bulmak miimkUn.Orta Asya Tiirkleri, mezar ta~mm
iistiine olen ki~inin yiiz rrizgilerinii~lerlerdi. Buradan hareketle Anadolu-Tiirk islam mezar
sanatma vardlg.mzda, olenin tasvirinin mezar ~l iizerinde kabartma olarak canlandmldtgl
Selyuklu gelenegini bulursunuz. Aym gelenegin, Osmanll doneminde tepesi ba~hkll mezar
ta~larma donii~mesiniizlersiniz soma da.

istanbul dogumlu Alman tarihrri Hans-Peter Laqueur, "Hiive'l Baki: istanbul'da
Osmanh Mezarhklarl ve Mezar Ta~lan" adh ara~trrmasmda(Tarih Vakfi Y. 1997) A~iyan'da
gomiilii Faik Bey'in mezar ta~lDlniizerinde apoletleriyle, ni~amyla, smnalanyla iiniformah bir
govdenin tasvir edildigine dikkat rrekiyor mesela... Osmanh mezar ta~l gelenegi diger
iilkelerde goriilmeyen romantik bir sanat dah niteligini kazamm~ ve bunda islamiyet oncesi
Tiirk etkisi var. Oyle anla~lhyor ki islamiyetin katl kurallarl arasmda ya~anan rreli~kilerin
uzla~lyJa yoziimIendigi yerlerden biridir mezarhkJar... Bunun irrin oJiimii beklemeye gerek
olmasa da... ister Karacaahmet olson, ister Edirnekapl, ister A~iyan... Hangi eski mezarhgm
oniinden gerrersekgeyelim kimi bir kenara atI1mI~,kimi de ozenle korunmu~ Osmanh mezar
ta~Jannm hepsi de birer tarih hazinesidir. Mezarhklar bu anlamda da ya~ayanlar iyin...

Hans Peter Laqueur, mezarhklarm ~ehrin toplumsaJ hayatma, demografik
ozelliklerine, sanat anlaYl~lna l~lk tutan onemli kaynaklar oldugunu gosteriyor eserinde.
Orhan Veli ile Tanpmar'l da seJamJaYlpA~iyan'l terkedelim ve Edirnekapl'ya geyelim ~imdi
de. ~a~IrtlCIbirrimdeburada gomiiliioJanJann cografi kokenleri "ozel bir durum" ortaya koyar.
19'uncu yiizyllm ikinci yansmdan sonra imparatorlugun toprak kaybetmesiyle birlikte
Edirnekapl'ya gomiilenlerin rrogunun memleketi bugiinkU Yugoslavya, BuIgaristan,
Yunanistan gibi Balkan iiIkeleridir... 1850 ile 1940 arasmda bir muhacir mezarhg.na
don~m~tiir Edirnekapl.

Figure C.7: Mezarhklar kimin i9in? (Gogu~, Z., Sabah Gazetesi, 07.04.1998, http://
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Oliim iizerine bir sob bet..

Gecenin esprisi, Ertekin'in hani dtin yazdnn, endoskopiye "Otopsi" demesi ya .. Bir
"Olum" sohbeti a~tldl .. Oliimu konu~maktan korkanz .. Ugursuz gelir diye .. Kon~tuk.. Nastl
gUlerek .. Eninde sonunda ba~tmlza gelecek ~eyden, bu kadar dogal ve normal bir sohbet
konusu ~lkarmak ho~uma gitti .. Erhan, Sevgili Demir'e gergekten bir amt mezar yapml~ ..
Ertekin'e "Merak etme sana da harika bir mezar yapacagun" dedi .. Bir gen9 ktz eli, goge
dogm uzanmt~, ucundan tuttugu ~apkayt firlatmak ilzere .. Mezar ~l i~te bu ..

"Ben" dedim, "Mezar falan istemiyomm .. imkan olsa da yaksalar .. Kiilleri denize
dokseler .. Olmadt, tabutu denize brrakm. 0 da olmadt .. Yattlgun yerde mezar, ta~l g~in,
tiimsek bile olmasm .. Diimdilz ~imenlerin altmda bir yer .." Mezar bana ters geliyor .. insanlar
belli gUnlerde sizi ziyarete mecbur hissediyorlar kendilerini.. Dump dururken kimseye
angarya 9tkarmak istemiyomm .. Hele 0 gazete haberleri yok mu?. Tenha bir mezar ba~mda
ii9 b~ ki~i.. Altmda kocaman ba~ltk: "FalancaYI kimse hatrrlamadl .." Yahu hatrrlamak ille
de mezar ziyaret etmek n1i?. insanlar mezara gomiiliir .. Ama sevdikleriniz beyninizde
ya~amaya devam ederler .. Annemi, babamt, hemen her gUn ziyaret ediyomm beynimde ..
Kimin haberi var?. Aynca kime ne?. Beni hatrrlayan, herhangi bir sebeb olmakstzln, dump
dururken hatrrhyacaksa ve ytllar ytll hatrrlayacaksa 0 giizel.. Ve de giilerek, keyiflenerek
hatrrlayacaksa 0 gilzel.. Erhan'a "Ama cenaze torenini gorkemli isterim" dedim .. "Smokin
mecburi .." "Bunu sen ~imdiden yaz" dedi Erhan .. "Soma benim icadrm sanrrlar.." Yay be ..
Dtinyanm ilk "Klyafet mecburi cenaze toreni .." Sezen de Goran'm Diigiin Cenaze Bandosu
ile gelirse tamam .. Ama ben Goran'm degil Sezen'in ~arktstrn isterim .. "Aglamak giizeldir,
Siiziiliirken ya~lar goziinden, Saktn utanma .." Ertekin bir kez yalanciktan olmek istiyor ..
Cenazesine kimlerin gelecegini, torenin nastl olacagtrn merak ediyor .. "~oyle bir ilan versem
de, soma uzaktan izlesem ne olur" dedi .. Tela~l, Demir'inkinden daha az gorkemli bir torenle
gitmek..

Bir tatil sabaht oliim iizerine sohbeti size nakletmemi yadrrgadtrnz mt?.
Yadrrgamaym .. Sanki susarsak, bu konuyu hie; ae;mazsak gelmeyecek mi?. Gelecek, nasllsa
gelecek.. Kimbilir, nerde nastl, kae; ya~mda, bir nefeslik saltanatnntz olacak nastlsa, taht
misali 0 musalla ~mda .. 0 zaman oliimii konu~mah, ama bugiinii ya~amahYlz .. Bugiiniin
bize sundugu frrsatlan, keyifleri degerlendirerek, belki de gelmeyecek yannlara
ertelemeyerek.. Ge~ip giden dtinii degil, gelip gelmeyecegi belli olmayan yanm da degil..
Sahip oldugumuz, kesin sahip oldugumuz tek giinii, bugiinii ya~amahYlz .. Mutluluk, "Dolu
dolu ya~anan bugUnler" dizisidir!..

Figure C.8: DIllin tizerine bir sohbet (Uluy, H., Sabah Gazetesi, 14.14.1998, http://
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